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SI-IMMARY

The aim of this thesis has been to develop an accurate three-dimensional finite

difference model for the prediction of tidal heights and velocities in a shallow sea

which is forced by tidal motion from any adjoining sea, and also influenced by the

surface drag due to any wind blowing across the surface.

The model was designed to be accurate without requiring excessive amounts of

computer time and to be general in its applicability to any region where a three-

dimensional model is needed to supply detailed information about tidal heights and

current flows.

In developing this model a need was seen for a method to assess the stability

and accuracy of a three-dimensional model. Various analytic solutions for simplified

governing equations and/or simpie geometries exist and these are a useful guide for

checking the numerical scheme and also for "debugging" the code in the computer

program which is involved in modelling the terms in the analytic solutions. However,

one problem with these analytic solutions is that land-sea boundary conditions limit

the complexity of the solutions, which are therefore not quite as useful as one would

like them to be. Another problem with this approach is that many numerical test runs

need to be performed with the model and comparisons made to the appropriate analytic

solution, to enable model characteristics and behaviour properties to be established.

And this applies only for the simplified equations and/or geometry.

If the land-sea boundaries are removed from the problem by considering an infinite

horizontal domain, a more complete analytic solution exists for the linearised three-

dimensional governing equations. This analytic solution has been used to develop a

new wave propagation / stability analysis for any particular three-dimensional finite

difference tidal model. The analysis compares the exact solution of the finite difference
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equation to the analytic solution when both are given the initial conditions of the ana-

lytic solution, which is an infinite travelling v/ave. Although wave propagation analysis

has been used previously to estimate the accuracy of finite difference solutions of the

two-dimensional advection-diffusion equations and for the linearised depth averaged

tidal equations, neither of these is of any use for analysing a three-dimensional scheme.

This new analysis, which is a three-dimensional extension of the depth averaged wave

propagation analysis, finds all the numerical modes in the vertical direction which

can propagate through the numerical model. The analysis then indicates whether the

numerical method is stable for a given Courant number. It also shows if the finite

difference equations are consistent with the partial differential equations and can mea-

sure the size, as well as locate the position, of the errors introduced by the numerical

scheme in comparison to the analytic solution. This procedure finds the relative speed,

amplitude response, and errors in the velocity profiles for the numerical scheme.

The analytic solutions, which are used by the wave propagation analysis, exist for

various functional forms of the vertical eddy viscosity parameter. One major advantage

of this analysis is that realistic forms for the vertical eddy viscosity parameter and

realistic values for other parameters, can be used to determine optimal values of these

parameters as well as optimise choice of the finite difference approximations.

This analysis has been used in the design of finite difference approximations for

the governing equations of the developed numerical tidal model, although it must

be remembered that the optimal design for the finite difference equations could be

dependent on the magnitude and form of the parameters used in the model.

The final part of this thesis consists of applying the numerical model to the upper

parts of Spencer Gulf, South Australia, which is of particular interest due to the heated

water discharge from a power station in the area. An extension of this work would be

to model the flow of heat by incorporating the transport equation and changing the
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currently used equations to incorporate variable density
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The work for this thesis consists of several parts. Firstly a three-dimensional finite

difference tidal propagation model is constructed which uses transformations to simplify

the application of the finite difference approximations and uses variable grid spacings

in all directions to provide increased accuracy where it is required. This is significant

in the vertical direction, especially near the sea floor. The second and major part of

this thesis develops a technique for analysing, testing and assessing numerical finite

difference modeis. This analysis as well as other standard testing techniques are used

to assess the accuracy and stability of the developed numerica"l model. This testing and

assessing has been done in conjunction with the development and construction of the

model, where results from the tests and the above mentioned analytic technique feed

back into the design of the model to make it more accurate and robust. An application

of the model forms the third and final part of this thesis.

This thesis concentrates on the mathematical problem of how to accurately solve

the three-dimensional tidal motion equations. The accuracy of the numerical model in

solving the given prèscribed physical equations determines the quality of the model.

If the numerical model accurately solves the equations but does not malce accurate

predictions for the physical application of the model, then the physical equations need
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to be adjusted and the numerical model changed to accurately solve the new equations.

Chapter 2 details the governing hydrodynamic equations which represent the mo-

tion of water in the area of application. The solution to these equations determines the

velocities and tidal heights of the water under the influence of the tidal effects due to

external forcing from adjacent waters and from the effect of surface drag caused by a

wind blowing across the surface of the body of water. A transformation which maps an

irregular body'of water onto a unit cube is employed to facilitate application of finite

difference techniques. Details of the transformation and the transformed governing

equations are given as well as the boundary conditions which apply at the sea and land

boundaries of the application area. Consideration is given to regions of a shape which

invalidate the assumptions implicit in the transformations. A method is described to

correct this by appropriately restructuring parts of the model boundaries so that the

transformation assumptions are not violated.

Chapter 3 describes the structure of the numerical model and gives detail of the

organisational and indexing methods employed. The grid structure, which has variable

grid spacings in both horizontal directions as well as in the vertical direction, is defined

for the model. Although this gives great flexibility, extreme care must be taken in

choosing a grid so that the finite difference equations remain accurate. Details of how

to retain the accuracy are provided and the validity of this is shown in Chapter 7. The

basic outline of the computational procedure is discussed and details of the order of

evaluation of the calculations for the finite difference equations are provided.

The model developed in this thesis is deliberately quite general, with the inclu-

sion of as many terms as possible in the physical equations to achieve this aim. The

transformation technique also enables the model to be applied to almost any area of

interest, and variable vertical and horizontal grids are provided so that resolution and

accuracy can be enhanced in areas which are of particular concern or interest.
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Explicit details of the finite difference equations are provided in Chapter 4 for the

transformed partial difference equations on the grid system defined in Chapter 3. The

finite difference approximations are for a variable grid and are second order accurate

in each of the spatial directions. The time stepping method has a predictor-corrector

approach which increases the accuracy of the model to almost second order in time

and also greatly improves the stability. Most of Chapters 2 to 4 and parts of Chapter 7

are included in Noye and Stevens (1987).

The analytic solutions given in Chapter 5 provide an important basis for the work

described in Chapter 6, and additionally provide a direct comparison for verification

of the tidal model for simplifi,ed situations, which forms part of Chapter 7. Analytic

solutions exist for various simplifications of either the governing equations and/or the

boundary shape. For the analytic solutions which incorporate depth dependence, a

solution exists only for certain functional forms of the vertical eddy viscosity coeffi-

cient Nn. Some of these forms have been known and used since early this century (for

example Sverdrup (1926) and Fjeldstat (1929)), but it has only been since the advent

of computers that some of the more complicated analytic solutions have become of

practical use. A summary of the functional forms for the vertical eddy viscosity coef-

ficients, for which analytic solutions exist and which previous authors have described

and used, is given in Chapter 5. A new form of Nn, for which an analytic solution

exists and has not previously been documented, has been found and details of this

solution are provided. All the solutions of previous authors have been extended by

the inclusion of horizontal diffusion and linearised horizontal advection. Any of the

given functional forms for the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient can be combined into

a piecewise continuous function, which offers extreme flexibility for the profile of the

function. Chapter 5 provides details of both a two piece and a three piece continuous

form for Nr.
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As mentioned previously, one of the main aims of this thesis is to develop an ana-

lytic method for analysing any three-dimensional finite difference tidal model. Previ-

ous wave propagation analysis methods have been for the two-dimensional advection-

diffusion equations and the linearised depth averaged tidal equations. The new anal-

ysis, presented in Chapter 6, extends the previous analyses to the set of linearised

equations which govern three-dimensional tidal motion. Parts of Chapter 6 are in-

cluded in Stevens and Noye (1990).

This analysis can be applied to any finite difference scheme for the lineàrised equa-

tions, either implicit or explicit and for either two or three levels in time. 'Whereas 
a

fully multi-dimensional implicit numerical finite difference scheme can be analysed by

this technique, with current technology it would not be possible to implement this type

of scheme for a three-dimensional model, as the scheme would require the inversion of

matrices of the order of the number of depth levels multiplied by the number of hor-

izontal elements in the model. The numerical model developed in Chapters 2 to 4 is

used for demonstrating the wave propagation analysis. It is shown that suitable choice

of the size of spacings in the finite difference grid minimises the error in the numerical

solution of the governing equations in the absence of horizontal boundaries.

In Chapter 7 the numerical scheme is a,nalysed using various techniques. The wave

propagation analysis of Chapter 6 is used to investigate and improve the numerical

scheme. Consistency, stability and convergence are discussed and the time stepping

nature of the scheme is analytically shown to be practically second order accurate.

Various analytic solutions for tidal flows in channels and bays are used to verify accu-

racy and check the computer code. A steady state analytic solution for wind driven

flows in a long closed channel is used to verify the model's ability to predict the effects

of wind stress acting on the water surface. The results highlight the advantages of

using an appropriate variable spaced vertical grid to improve model accuracy.
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Chapter 8 is an application of the numerical model to the upper reaches of Spencer

Gulf in South Australia. This area is of interest due to a power station (in use and

with possible extensions) about 5 km south of Port Augusta. The application area is

small in size, being only 30 km in length and having a horizontal grid spacing at the

finest part of the grid of only 285 metres. This small size is almost at the limit of

feasibility for this or any other three-dimensional model, however the developed model

is successfully applied to the area by utilising the model's variable grid and boundary

edge transformations.

Chapter 9 is the conclusion of this thesis, which is followed by four appendices and

the bibliography.
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Chapter 2

THE THREE-DIMENSIONAT
TIDAL EQUATIONS

2.L The Basic Equations

The Reynolds averaged forms of the equations governing tidal motion in well-mixed

seas are well known (see, for example Nihoul (1975)), and consist of the equation of

mass conservation for an incompressible fluid,

0u ôu:
(2.1)

ôx ôz
ôu
Aa -0,++

and the three component equations of momentum conservation,

Du LAP . 70r,, .7ôru, .lôr",
DT : - pa;*, * * rË*iZî* Íu'
Du tAP Lôr,u *!ôruo.|ôr,u _ r",DT : -p}yt p 0, p ôy' p A;-Iu'
Dw I AP 1ôr*. I ôr.,. 1ãr--

: ---LDT ' p0" ' p ôr ' p ôA ' p 0"

The symbols used in these equations are defined as follows:

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

r,, A , z are rectangular Cartesian coordinates, with the x and y axes lying in the plane

of the undisturbed sea surface and the z axis directed vertically upwards,

'ttr)'u)rD are the corresponding Reynolds averaged velocity components,
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T

P

p

g

r

D
DT

is the time,

is the pressure,

is the density (assumed constant),

is the acceleration due to gravity,

is the Coriolis parameter, which has the form 2fl sin d , where f) is the angular

velocity of the earth, and d is the latitude, positive when north of the equator,

is the operator of differentiation following the motion, namely,

is the Reynolds stress, the subscripts indicating the direction of the stress and

the orientation of the plane on which it acts: for example, T,, represents the

Reynolds shear stress acting on the plane r : constant in the y-direction.

and#:#+"*+rL*+.L*
T

The Reynolds stresses in Equations (2.2) and (2.3) can be replaced by their Boussi-

nesq or eddy viscosity forms, namely,

rzt: pN",# , r"s - pN"r#, (2.5)

etc., where N"", N"u, etc., are the appropriate eddy viscosity coefficients, which may

be space and time dependent.

In tidal motions the vertical acceleration ffi and the gradients of the Reynolds

stresses are small compared with gravitational acceleration g, therefore Equation Q. )

can be replaced by the hydrostatic approximation

AP
az + P9 :0 ' (2.6)
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which governs the vertical motions. On integration over depth from the level z to the

sea surface (, this equation yields

P(r,A,z,T) - Po* pg(e - ") , (2.7)

where C(*rAr?) is the elevation of the sea surface above mean sea level and Ps is the

atmospheric pressure, which is considered to be constant over the area of interest.

Using Equation (2.7) to eliminate P from Equations (2.2) and (2.3) and substituting

the Boussinesq forms of the Reynolds stress terms the following equations are obtained:

in which N", - J{"u : N", Nro - Nr": ¡f, and Ny" - No,: Ny

If the eddy viscosity coefficients N,, N, and N, are known, this gives three Equa-

tions (2.1), (2.8) and (2.9) containing four unkno\Mns Ltr) 1r ) u) and (. The fourth equation

required to solve this system is derived from the free surface boundary condition and

the sea floor boundary condition, which are

"#*,ft*-l:: -'#* *(.,#)
.&@"H). *(."y) * ru ,

"**,ft*.1::-'æ**(."#)
.&(.'#).*(.'#)-ru 

'

DC AC A( A(u": ñ: AT + u"ú *""t

D(-h) ah ahwb: DT - -uu A* - uo 
0A

+

+

0u
ar

0u

AT

(2.8)

(2.e)

and

(2.10)

(2.11)

8



where the subscripts s and å indicate evaluation of the dependent variable at the

surface and at the sea floor respectively. A "slip" condition at the sea floor boundary

rneans that there is only flow parallel to the sea floor. That is the component of

velocity normal to the sea floor is zero. This means that ?.Db, lrb and u6 may be all non

zero. A "no-slip" condition means that all velocity components are zero and therefore

Equation (2.11) is trivially reduced.

'When Equation (2.1) is integrated, with respect to z, from the sea fl.oor z : -h(r,V)
to the sea surface z : e(*,y,?), giving

Ï^(X.H) d'z: - I!^#0":'u)b - u)s ' (z'r2)

The term on the left of this equation can be rewritten using Leibniz's integration

formula, which gives

[^#0": *U:^,0,]-,"î;*,u\!, (2 13)

tC ðu ' a 
U:^" 

d"\ -,"# *",5P . e.r')J_n aro" : ay

Substitution of these two equations and Equations (2.10) and (2.11) into Equation (2.12)

gives

A( ôHt )Ht
Ai+ A, * *:0, (2.15)

where Z and u are the depth averaged val,ues of the horizontal velocities u and u, namely

(2.16)

and f/ is the total depth of water, so

H (*,,y,T) : h(r, y) * ((x, y,T) (2.17)

Thus the four equations to solve for the four unknowns Ç, u, u and r.r.r are Equa-

tions (2.1), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.15).

û: + l!^"0'
1

"H I:^ udz ,

I



The system is closed by specifying the eddy viscosity coefficients -ðy',, I/, and N,.

The results obtained from the solution of this system are not sensitive to the forms of

the horizontal coefÊcients N, and .ô/r, which may be given constant values. However,

a variable form is required for the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient N,. Based on a

series of numerical experiments using a turbulent kinetic energy (I{-e) closure scheme

in typical tidal situations, Noye and Arnold (1990) have shown that a suitable form

for ÀL is one which depends upon the volume of water transported per unit width and

varies quadratically with depth. This form (see Equation (2.39)), which is similar to

that used by Cooper and Pearce (1977) and Nihoul (1978) is based on the physical

structure of tidal currents.

A I(-e closure scheme is a possible and natural extension to this model but such

extensions have been left for further research work. There are a number of difficulties

with the use of a K-e closure scheme which have influenced this decision. To begin

with, the computer time and storage required for a three-dimensional model increases

markedly in order to solve the extra equations involved with the the transport of the

quantities K and e. Also, I{ (turbulent kinetic energy) and e (dissipation rate of en-

ergy) are both necessarily positive, and numerical methods of solving the transport

equations involving I{ and e usually produce some negative values at times when the

values of I{ and € are very small, and this can make the procedure unstable. Alter-

natives can result in the loss of accuracy in the terms being transported or further

additional computations. Accurate computation of the positive definite quantities can

be achieved with a scheme like the Flux Corrected Transport (FCT) method by Boris

and Book (1973) but this is computationally very expensive.

Vager and l{agan (1969a, 1969b, 1971) produced some of the earlier work in this

area using the transportation of I( in association with e being calculated by an explicit

equation in terms of I{ and the mixing length. Instead of using an explicit equation

10



for e, Jones and Launder (1972) and Launder and Spaulding (1974) used an addi-

tional transportation equation in solving the equations for channel flow. Mellor and

Yamada (1974) examine the turbulent equations in detail and present several mod-

els which compare favourably with one another. Since then numerous authors have

successfully used K-e models for both tidal and wind induced flows.

2.2 The Tlansformation

Usually the body of water to be modelled is a shape which is not congenial to

the use of finite difference methods and therefore requires the use of complicated and

sometimes inaccurate boundary approximations in order to fit the difference equations

to the irregular shape of the actual boundary. This often requires smaller constant

grid spacings to accurately model the shape of the boundaries, which is not desirable

because this requires a significant increase in computer time for the model. To avoid

this problem'a transformation has been chosen so that the transformed region is one

on which finite difference approximations for the governing Equations (2.1), (2.8),

(2.9) and (2.15) and boundary conditions can be easily applied. In transforming the

irregularly shaped body of water onto a shape with boundaries parallel to the new axes,

more freedom is available to chose a grid spacing which is appropriate to the model.

The size of the grid spacings are determined once the trade-off between the desired

accuracy and model efficiency has been established. Finite difference techniques are

easily applied to rectangular regions without special boundary approximations being

required. Therefore, after scaling, the transformed shape was chosen to be the unit

cube. In order to accommodate for bodies of water which invalidate the assumptions of

the transformation, and also to incorporate islands and peninsulas, the body of water

does not necessarily have to be transformed onto the entire cube. This is illustrated

with an example in Section 3.1.

11



There are still inaccuracies due to small irregularities in the physical boundaries

and approximations due to a few dropped terms in the horizontal diffusive terms (see

Section 2.3), but if the parameters and orientation of the transformation are chosen

wisely, then these introduced errors are minimal. Before transforming the irregularly

shaped body of water on to the unit cube, certain aspects of the geometry of the general

three-dimensional region must be considered.

The plan view of a typical body of water is shown in Figure 2.1. The number

and location of either the open or solid boundaries is immaterial. The r and y axes

have been taken to be in the plane of mean sea level and aligned so that two of the

boundaries are defined by r : 0, x : L, where .t is the length of the body of water.

The other two boundaries are defined by y : ó(ø) and y : b(x) * B(r), where ó(æ) is

the distance from the closer boundary to an arbitrary ø axis and B(r) is the breadth of

the area being modelled across a section parallel to the y axis. The boundaries ó(z) and

B(r) are permitted to vary in a smooth manner such that their slopes with respect

to r remain small. In conjunction with the arbitrary orientation of the z axis (the

y axis is always at a right angle to the c axis), the variability of ó(z) and B(z) permits

greater flexibility to minimise the number of "saw-tooth" boundaries. Pederson (1986)

shows how "saw-tooth" boundaries, which are characteristic for finite difference models,

introduce errors of first order magnitude and suggests careful choice and orientation of

the coordinate system to avoid this type of boundary.

A small straight boundary along the line x :0 is used to avoid a singularity being

produced by the transformation as the transformation divides by the distance across

the body of water. In the example shown in Figure 2.1 the boundary defined by x : L

is an open boundary, so there is possible movement of water across it, while the other

three boundaries are solid or closed boundaries.

A vertical cross section of the typical body of water is shown in Figure 2.2 with the

T2
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positive z direction upwards. The only notable feature is that all the solid boundaries

in this example require short vertical sides to avoid singularities in the depth trans-

formation (see Equation (2.20)). This restriction does not introduce any appreciable

errors since the model boundaries can be taken sufficiently close to the actual shoreline

so that the mass transport through them is negligible. This is similar to that used in

most depth-integrated models presently in use.

The transformation is defined as follows:

(x,Y, z,T)
orrginal system

(x, \,rt,t)
transformed system

in which the relationship between the two coordinate systems is defined by

x@)

À(",y)

î
L (2.18)

v - b(*)
(2.1e)

r7(r, y , z,T)

B(") )

e(*,v,7) - " (2.20)H(x,y,T)

t(r) T, (2.21)

where as previously described, L is the length of the body of water being modelled in

the r direction, ó and B are defined as in Figure2.7, and depend only on r, å is the

depth of the sea floor below mean sea level, and If is the total depth of water, i.e.

¡7:hie .

The transformation defined by Equation (2.20), which maps the total depth of

water H on to the interval 0 < 4 ( 1, is a function of time as well as position. It

was first used by Freeman (1970) and has subsequently been used by other workers

such as Davies (1980), Owen (1930) and Noye et al. (1982). Care must be taken with

this mapping, for example Teubner (1976) has shown that earlier workers overlooked

some of the terms in the transformed equations which arise from this mapping. One
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advantage of this transformation is that the sea surface and the sea floor correspond

to fixed points on the r7 axis.

The transformations defined by Equations (2.18) and (2.19) were originally used

by Boericke a¡rd Hall (1974) in an application of depth averaged tidal equations to

an estuary. Reid et al. (1977) and Jelesnianski (1976) have also used this type of

transformation for the depth averaged tidal equations. More recently, they have been

applied by Johns et al. (1981) to the depth averaged equations to calculate heights of

storm surges in the Bay of Bengal. The plan view and the cross section of the gulf

shown in Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show lines of constant coordinates, namely X : constant,

À : constant and ? : constant.

Using the chain rule and Equations (2.18) ro (2.2I) the differential operators can

be expressed in terms of the new coordinates.

a ta Laßa 1ltu rãßtu\a
a- = Lu-tauô^-HL(e-øAu) ar' ¡2'22¡

a
0a

a
0z

BA^
1

ta 1fua
+ (2.23)

(2.24)

H B 0),0n '

a
Hon'

(t-ry)aC aa
ar H ôt )rt (2.25)

where

0Q,\:b(ù+^B(Ð, (2.26)

j(x, \,n,t) : C(X, ), t) - qH(X, À, ú) . (2.27)

Associated with the new coordinates ¡, À and r.-, the transformed velocity compo-

nents þ: #,u: # and¿¿ : g+ are defined., where as before hi" the derivative

following the motion. Expanding the operator fr and using Equations (2.18) to (2.25)

aI-'at

and
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Figure 2.3: The X and I coordinates in tLe z : 0 plane for
the body of water in the previous figures.
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Figure 2.4: The ) and 17 coordinates in the ¡ : I plane.
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the original velocity components can be expressed in terms of the nerñ¡ components,

namely,

u Lp ., (2.28)

(2.2s)

1

H

U:

?T:

u

ap
oX

BuiF

o": i l,o

-Hu+(1 - ùX* r*+"*.

1

H
a0
ôx'

(2.30)

(2.32)

These forms for the velocity components u, u and u; are used in the next section

to transform the governing tidal equations so that they are expressed in terms of the

new coordinate variables ¡, À and 4.

Also the depth averaged velocity values d and Ð are related by

t:^ npGG + h))dq : t 
Io' 

pdn : Ltt, (2.81)

and

I:^ udz : Bv +F

where

p: 
fo' 

ud,n and v : 
fo' 

,dn

2.3 The Tlansforrned Equations

Using the differential operators of Equations (2.22) to (2.25) and the velocities given

in Equations (2.28) and (2.29), Equation (2.15) is transformed to

AC 7 ô(BHn\ ð(Hv\____:r _L r ,_0. 
(2.33)ot'B 0x - a)

It can also be shown that

aaaôaaaa
ar + " a, *' a, * - a" = at+ It ax* " as *' u,

t7

(2.34)



and that Equation (2.1) is transformed to

(2.35)

In a similar \r¡ay to Freeman (1970), Spaulding (1973) and Teubner (1976) the

horizonta"l eddy viscosity (or diffusive) terms from Equation (2.8) and (2.9) can be

approximately transformed by using

x*+w.ryP+uff:o

*(.,*)
a 7 apa1 07 70801

a B ôy ô),

h _laþat0x B 0y0À

)''t)ox ù,
LÔP

LB 0y

L

N.

N /\I'
L2

a

-+aÀ

X

(
1

HL )e\

and

(2.36)

(2.37)

& (.'&) : {+e. ##&} * { +* + #X&}
Ns ô"= Era^r'

in which N" : \ and Nv : N¡ are assumed to be constant

Teubner (1976) compared the two cases of the inclusion and exclusion of the

dropped terms and found that there was virtua.lly no difference between the results

obtained for either the elevation or the velocity. However this result is only valid

under the assumptions that the terms themselves are small and that the coefficients

(X), (ä) *d (#) *" also small. The two of these terms which involve 7 (see

Equation (2.27)) will be small if the depth of water in the model does not change

drastically, that is a continental shelf would require special consideration for it to be

modelled accurately. In many areas of application the model boundaries represented

by ) : A(X) and ,f : ö(X) can follow the land-sea boundary (as in Figure 2.1) with-

out violating the above assumptions. This effectively means that B(¡) and ó(X) have

18



slopes with respect to X that are bounded by a small number. Some application areas

would. invalidate these assumptions, that is either (#) .r (#) *""1d be too large

for some values of ¡. For these cases the model boundaries B(¡) and ö(¡) can be

straightened to satisfy the assumptions that their slopes are small and the land inside

the model area is then treated as a peninsula. With careful choice of the coordinate

directions and the boundary functions B(Ð and ó(¡) any plan view of a shallow sea

may be represented and modelled accurately without violating the above assumptions.

As an example of how this is performed consider the gulf as shown in Figure 2.5. If

B(¡) and ö(¡) followed the land-sea boundary (ry) *""fd be large at the narrowing of

the gulf and invalidate the above assumptions. In this case the lines ó(¡) and B(¡) as

shown in Figure 2.5 should be used, even though they do not follow the real land-sea

boundaries. When this area is mapped onto the plan view of the unit cube the region

corresponding to the water area consists of the plan view of the unit cube, with a

rectangular "chunk" missing (see Figure 2.6),, which is simply treated as a peninsula

or land mass by the numerical model. The frnite difference equations are still easily

applied to the transformed shape with the "chunks" missing.

The vertical eddy viscosity term, which is far more significant than the horizontal

terms, is transformed exactly by means of the relation

*(**):#&(*å) ' (238)

where Nn can be chosen to be any functional form and is permitted to vary with

depth and with time. An example of a form which varies quadratically with depth and

depends on the volume of water transported per unit width, could be defined by

¡'¡,? : ¡f (ry) : at * a2H F(n) (Lp), *ú2 , (2.3e)

with
1

+?X1 -n),r(q) : (
2
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and a1 and a2 are constants. The values of the constants ctrt, cL2¡ ÀI" and N¡ may be

determined by an analysis of field data obtained from the area being modelled.

As the transformation maps the total depth of water onto the line segment between

0 and 1 (see Equation (2.20)) and the total depth of water is time dependent, a constant

value of q does not correspond to a constant distance above the sea bed or a consta¡rt

distance below the sea surface. It may be desirable to have a depth variation of the

verticai eddy coeffi.cient, N' which is constant with respect to the distance above the

sea floor. For example it maybe desired that Nn be linear in the bottom two metres

of water and constant above that. It is possible to obtain a dependence on physical

depth by replacing .F'(n), in Equation (2.39) with .F'(G(4)) where

G(ù:'H,-C -qG+-D-eh h Q'41)

This function is the inverse of Equation (2.20) scaled by a factor of -1/h, so that

G(1) : 1, i.e. the sea floor is still represented by ? : 1. The only difficulty with this is

that careful consideration needs to be given to the function F(4) near T : 0, as G(0)

varies approximately from -e^,"f h to (,n,,f h, where (-o" is the maximum amplitude

of the surface displacement (. This formulation will therefore only be applicable when

there is no surface stress acting upon the body of water, that is no wind, and therefore

¡¿(ry) would be relatively constant near the sea surface.

If it is desired that Nn be dependent on the physical distance from the sea surface

as well as the sea floor, as in the case when there is a wind stress acting on the sea

surface, then there would need to be a split definition for -F (r7), incorporating the idea

of Equation (2.41), and an "elastic" definition for f'(a) where the two parts meet. The

"elastic" join would ideally need to have continuity of the coefficient Nn and also zero

slope with respect to 7.

The idea presented above, requires an estimate for e^o", so it is suggested that a
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form such as in Equation (2.40) be used in the initial stages of modelling and these

later refinements be made after the initial runs give an estimate for (*o,.

Using Equations (2.34), (2.36), (2.37) and (2.38), Equation (2.8) transforms to

0¡.t 0¡r 0¡r 0p. s ( Ae 1 A( ôB\
at *'ar* " a^+'ar: -n \u- E a^u)

,Nrô'p,Nxô2p, 1 A (
-LrW- ArAX *HrA?\

Similarly, the transformed version of Equation (2.9) is

ôu ôu ôu ôu gAe
at+ra*+"ax+'an:-Ba^

.##. ##. #&("#) - Lrt,, (2 4s)

where this equation retains most of the untransformed u velocity values, as it is more

convenient for the computer program to store the u values instead of the values of the

transformed velocity component z.

fu
L (2.42)+.,H)

Subtracting Equation (2.33) from Equation (2.35) and dividing by fI gives

ôu_ t aÍBH(F-ùl Lôlï(v-v)l _^An-HB U -H A^ :u' (2.44)

This equation can then be integrated from the sea surface, where Q : 0 and ¿¿ : 0,

to a general depth 4 below the transformed surface to obtain

' : + {+&("urr, - I"',¿ù) . *(ur', - I''ort)}, e 45)

which automatically satisfies the required boundary condition of. us : 0 both at the

surface and at the sea floor. This approach was used by Johns (1978) and has the

advantage that o is calculating directly.

Equation (2.42) may be written in a more suitable manner, in which the term Ufti"
replaced AV i#.Numerical tests of various finite difference schemes on the non-linear
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Burger's Equation, for which an analytic solution is available for comparisons (see

Stevens (1981)) have shown that this "conservative" form is more suitable for accurate

differencing. These terms are minor terms in the equations which govern the tidal

motions and therefore this distinction is not of major importance. The new equation,

listed below, is obtained by adding ¡.r times Equation (2.35) to ff times Equation (2.42).

A@ù , 7 0(BHp,2) , 0(Hp,v) ,,ô0'r) sH (ôC 1 A( AB\
at -E ax - al -" on:-u \ar-Ea^U)

.##.##.+&þ,H).+ e46)

Equation (4.10) may be changed in a similar manner to get

t ô(BH p,u)

Box
0(uc.,)

orr

(2.47)

The four equations to be solved are therefore Equations (2.33), (2.45), (2.46) and

(2.47). Since there are five unknowns in these equations, namely C, þ, u, u and us

an additional equation is required to "close" the system. This may be obtained by

rearranging Equation (2.29) to give

': * (" -,K) (248)

This is used to obtain v from þ, u, B and B, thus reducing the unknowns in the

above system to e , þ, u and ø. As mentioned earlier it is more convenient to use the

dependent variable u instead of v in the equations to be solved. When required, z

is calculated using Equation (2.48) in preference to storing both the u and u values,

which would increase the storage requirements for the program by about twenty five

percent. If the body of water being modelled is small or the computer being used is not

restricted by variable storage restraints (even virtual memory space can be exhausted

: -#X. ry#. ##. +& F,H) - LH r,t
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by a large three-dimensional model), then extra storage can be sacrificed in order to

increase the computational efficiency of the computer program. The computer program

has been designed in such a way that this can be achieved by a simple adjustment.

The above equations are nou¡ to be solved in the unit cube defined by, 0 < X < !,

0<À(1a¡rd0<ry<1.

2.4 The Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions which apply to the transformed equations are listed below

1. At any solid boundary, that is, a land-water interface, the velocity component

normal to the boundary is zero, that is, there is no flow across the boundary, but

the water is allowed to "slip" parallel to the boundary. Therefore

F:0 at any solid boundary where X: constant , (2.49)

u :0 at any solid boundary where ) : constant . (2.50)

2. At the sea floor, where Ì7 : t, either a "no-slip" condition or a "slip" condition

can be applied. A "no-slip" condition implies that

þ: v: u):0 at \:7 (2.51)

and therefore from Equation (2.48), u : 0 at q - 1. A "slip" condition, which

is an approximation that could be used when there are large derivatives of the

horizontal velocities with respect to depth near the sea bed, implies that ø :
0 and the ¡r and u values can be respectively determined from the boundary

conditions

'b*: - 
PLN' 2P Iu ul '' Q'52)

t ln=l
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rb^:-+Hl,=,, (2.b3)

where 16* and rôl are the components of the bottom shear stress which need to be

determined. The level q : 1 is assumed to be on the boundary between turbulent

and laminar flows, which is assumed to be a small distance above the sea floor.

One way of estimating the bottom shear stress is by using the quadratic friction

law (see, for example Nihoul (1977)) given by

16: pC6UlUl , (2.54)

where U : (Lp, u) and C¿ is the bottom drag coefficient, which can be difficult

to estimate. Bowden et al. (1959) suggest Cu - 3.5 x 10-3 while Johns (1978)

found that the va^lues for C6 varied greatly within a tidal cycle from 7.24x 10-3 to

1.39 x 10-1. Sternberg (1968) experimentally observed this great variation, which

suggests that Equation (2.54) will never completely represent the bottom shear

stress over a complete tidal cycle. If there are no field measurements available for

estimation of C6 for the body of water being modelled then the only means to find

the best value for C6 is by calibrating the model by comparing model predictions

for surface elevations with observed results. Comparing velocities can also help,

if observed data is available.

In the numerical model the far easier option is to use a "no-slip" condition

on the sea floor (see l(outitas (1987)), as this avoids the requirement of an "a-

priori" knowledge of the bottom shear stress 16 and the associated determination

of parameters. The choice between the "slip" and the "no-slip" condition should

be decided by the properties of the flows in the area of application although

specific detail of velocity profiles is often very difficult to obtain, especially near

the sea floor, which is the most sensitive region.

The "no-slip" boundary condition is by far the more stringent test on a nu-

merical model, as it requires the numerical model to have greater stability near

25



the sea floor where the condition introduces larger derivatives of the horizontal

velocities with respect to depth. If a three-dimensional numerical model works

for a "no-slip" condition on the sea fl,oor, it is sure to work with a "slip" condition,

so the following work concentrates on using the "no-slip" condition to guarantee

robustness of the model.

3. At the sea surface, due to the fact that 17 : 0 follows the surface (or is the surface),

ar is by definition zero. The vertical boundary condition for the horizontal velocity

components ¡r and u a;re in terms of the shear stresses acting upon the surface

due to wind movement over the body of water and a¡e given by:

7"\: _ pLNn?pl
- '- H arln=o ' (2'55)

rsÀ: - 4tql'u urlr=o' (2'56)

where r", and reÀ are the components of the surface shear stress which again may

be related to the wind speed and direction by the quadratic friction law, which

gives

r" -- p"C"WlWl , (2.57)

where p" is the density of the atmosphera,, C" is the surface drag coefficient

and W is the wind velocity at some reference height above the water surface.

Again the coefficient C" must be experimentally determined. There are many

empirical formulations suggested for C" (see 'Wilson (1960) or 'Welander (1g61)).

Arnold (1985) suggests using the formula of Wu (1982), given by

C" : (0.8 + 0.06514/ro) x 10-3 , (2.58)

where Wrc is the wind speed measured at a height 10m above the surface, because

this formula appears to be applicable for all wind speeds.
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4. The simplest condition to apply at open boundaries, where the modelled re-

gion joins another region of water, is specification of the height of the surface

elevation, (. Unfortunately this simple approach often leads to a boundary

which reflects outgoing waves back into the region of interest and can trap ini-

tial starting transients or even lead to instability in the numerical model (see

Arnold (1987)). Bennett (1976) has formulated several exact open boundary

conditions but most are too difficult to be incorporated into numerical models.

For tidal fl,ows, Arnold (1987) developed a condition based on an idea proposed by

Blumberg and l(antha (1985), who utilised a modified Sommerfeld open bound-

ary condition in a circulation model. Arnold (1937) shows that his condition is

an improvement over the Reid and Bodine (1968) condition of

(Jn- 
"((-(), (2.be)

where [/, is the normal component of depth integrated velocity, c is an appropri-

ate admittance coeffi.cient (takerr as 1/gE), C ir the calculated tidal height and (

is the specified tidal height.

Arnold's condition is

un:c(,-a *I"'('-Òor), (2.60)

where ú* is a parameter with the dimensions of time and the extra term on the

right hand side is a damping term which forces the predicted displacement at

the open boundary to closely approximate the specified displacement. Some trial

runs need to be performed to find a good value of ú*. As f' --+ 0 Equation (2.60)

becomes the height specified condition and when l* --+ oo the equation becomes

the usual Reid and Bodine condition of Equation (2.bg).

Chapman (1985) studied eleven different radiation schemes and recommend.s

using the orlanski-Sommerfeld condition (see orlanski (1926)), which is

X*"#:o
27
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where n is the normal direction to the boundary and where c : -#/ 3Ê ¡
modified by the following rules

A,nlLt
c < A,nf L,t
0

(2.62)

This separates the flow into ingoing and outgoing parts and limits the speed of

the outgoing \Mave to a maximum Courant number of one.

Chapman does not include tidal forcing in his tests but Bills and Noye (1987)

shows how this can be incorporated and also recommends using the Orlanski-

Summerfeld radiation condition.

Another approach is to apply a "sponge" layer along the open boundary,

where a very large viscosity value is applied to damp out unwanted reflections

from the boundary. Schemes of this type can also be applied in conjunction with

a radiation condition.

( Ln/Lt if c)ltc:lc if 0<
I

[0 if c1
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Chapter 3

THE NUMERICAT MODEL

There are two main restrictions placed on the numerical model, which are based on

limitations of the computational technique and/or computational power and storage

procedures. These restrictions need to be considered before attempting to design a

computational procedure and the subsequent computer program.

The first restriction is that the method cannot be implicit in the two horizontal

directions, as multi-dimensional implicit equations would require both the use of very

large matrix inversions, and more than double the required amount of computer storage

space. This is because large amounts of working space would be required for the matrix

solving routines and also each velocity variable would require two storage spaces, for

the nÚå and (n*l)tÀ time levels. The model developed here only needs one storage

space for each velocity variable because new values overwrite old ones after they have

been through a small buffer storage. This means that models with more grid points

can be run on computers which are limited in memory size. The inversion of very large

matrices is very time consuming (even for sparse matrices and using inversion methods

which can be vectorised) and except for very large powerful computers, is beyond the

capabilities of normal computers when applied to a full three-dimensional model of

moderate size for reasonable amounts of computer time. While super computers are
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more common nowadays, they are still difficult to access and their optimal use is design

dependent, so writing a model specifically for a particular super computer limits the

usefulness of a model. The extra computer space required for the implicit methods

is not as important as the time aspect, due to the introduction of virtual memory

computers, but none the less, may restrict the maximum size of a model that can

be run, even on a virtual memory machine, if small grid spacings are required in the

vertical and in the horizontal directions.

The computer program for this model was developed before the author had access to

a virtual memory computer and therefore many space saving measures were introduced

into the program at the expense of a little extra computational time. However, the

computer code and calculations were designed so that the code can be optimised easily

either by compiler options or by writing some of the frequently used simpler routines

in more time-efficient lower level languages. Also the computer program has been

designed and written in such a way that it is very simple to modify the program to

be more time-efficient at the cost of using more space. If the computer on which the

model is being run is not restricted by the size of its memory, for the given size of

program to be run, then it is simple to introduce a few more arrays to store numbers

so that they do not have to be calculated at several different places in the program

code.

Implicit equations in the 4 direction of the model are easily accommodated because,

as long as only three-point formulae for derivative terms are used, the finite difference

equations form the special case of a tri-diagonal set of equations, which are efficiently

and easily solved (see Section 4.2). The implicit equations over depth give greater

stability to the model in the q direction, where it is most sensitive to instability.

The second restriction is that because the plan view of the area to be modelled

can in general be very irregular in shape, even after the transformations of Section 2.2
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are used, the model needs to be able to accommodate this. Any number and any

orientation of islands and peninsulas should be permissible in the body of water be-

ing modelled. To enable this with consideration given to the space saving objective,

it was decided not to use the simple element indexing system which references ele-

ments by two indices - one for each of the horizontal coordinate directions, but to use

a pointer array which indexes a one-dimensional array in conjunction with a system

of information, where each element "knows" the locality of any surrounding land or

sea boundaries. Each element only "knows" (that is the program has an information

system that tells it which are the neighbours of any particular element) its eight neigh-

bours, which is sufficient for up to three point horizontal differencing schemes. As

implied earlier, the two horizontal coordinate directions are less sensitive to stability

problems, so three point finite difference approximations a¡e sufficiently accurate for

any differencing in these directions. The indexing and element information schemes

developed, in the next section, are specifically designed for three point differencing

schemes, although they could be expanded, quite simply, to cope with any five point

differencing scheme, if desired. The element information or identification scheme, de-

veloped by Stevens (1981) and Stevens and Noye (1983), has since been adopted and

used successfully by Arnold (1985).

3.1- The l{orizontal Grid-Scherne

The grid-scheme is the basis of any finite difference model. The plan view of the

transformed region, which is a unit square, is divided into rectangular blocks or ele-

ments of length 2A¡ and breadth 2Á.^. \Mithin each of these elements, at each time

step, a value for the surface displacement ( is calculated as well as values for the trans-

formed velocity components p and c¿ and the u velocity component, at each depth

level.
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Elements are labelled with an index number for location purposes (see Figure 3.1),

so that the surface displacement and the water velocity from any element in the body

of water can be obtained as long as the index number of that element is known. These

numbers are sequentially allocated from the corner X : À : 0, incrementing in the )

direction within the inner loop of the process. The finite difference scheme and the

individual finite difference approximations have been designed, so that information is

needed only from the adjacent elements when calculating the approximation at the next

time level for any of the va¡iables. Each element then only needs information about

each of its surrounding elements. Therefore the convention of labelling as shown in

Figure 3.2 has been adopted, where for element i the relative positions of the variables

are indicated by the subscripts in the following way:

i1 indicates the element immediately above (in the plan view) the ità element, so that

corresponding variables are iocated a distance of.2L,y in the negative ¡-direction

from i;

i2 in a simila¡ way to il, indicates the element immediately below the iúâ element,

so that corresponding variables are located a distance of. 2L,y in the positive

¡-direction from i;

e * 1 indicates the next element to the right (left) of the element e, so that correspond-

ing variables are located a distance of 2AÀ in the positive (negative) À-direction

from the element e, where e may be either i, i\ or i2;

rn is the subscript used on the å and B variables which only depend on X and thus are

the same for each element in a particular row. In Figure 3.2 the mth row is the

row which contains the elements indexed by i - I, i and i + 1.

Therefore, if the element being considered is indexed by the number 17 in Figure 3.1,

then the value of i1 is 12, the rralue of i2 is 22 with the values of i1 * I, i + 1 and
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Figure 3.1: The plan view of the index numbers of the ele-
ments for a transformed body of water.
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i2+.L being obvious. The notation il arrd i2 is used since there may not be a constant

number of elements in a each row, such as when there is an island in the area being

modelled. The program "knows" the values for i1 and i2 for each particular element i,

by means of an identification number (explained later this section) and a pointer array

which, given the row and column numbers, gives the index number for each element.

Non-water elements have an index of. zero.

The grid spacings in both horizontal coordinate directions, ¡ and ), are permitted

to vary so that regions of interest where more detail is desired can be covered by more

grid points. This variation can be chosen in any manner, but extreme care must be

exercised as the accuracy of the finite difference approximations, which are used on

this variable grid, depend significantly on the nature of the grid spacing used. The

variable grid spacing for the two horizontal directions are chosen by the same method

as the variable vertical grid, which is explained in more detail in Section 3.2. Two cases

where variable grid spacing in the X and À directions give more accurate representation

of the coast configurations are shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4. The grid spacing in the ¡
direction is defined by setting the values oL L,yn for each row, where 4X,. is the width

of the rnth row of elements. Similarly the grid spacing in the À direction is defined by

setting the values of A)¡ for each column.

The three velocity components and the surface displacement are calculated at the

positions wiihin each element as indicated in Figure 3.5. At each of the velocity points

in an element, a number of depth levels are defined and at each of these levels the three

velocity components are calculated. The depth levels are determined by the vertical

grid spacing which can be arbitrarily chosen to suit the situation. If there arc I{ depth

levels, the vertical grid is defined by assigning values to 17¡ ranging from fo : 0 at the

surface to rl* : 1 at the sea floor. Thus the subscript k on the velocity components

indicates that these velocities are measured a distance of 4¡ from the surface in the
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transformed system.

In the plan view of an element, such as the one enclosed by the dashed line of

Figure 3.5, at each level the vertical velocity component ¿.r is calculated at the same

point as the surface displacement ( is calculated. The two velocity components ¡l and

u a;te calculated at points in the middle of the edges of each element, which are in the

positive X and I directions respectivel¡ from the ( calculation point.

The closed boundaries of the body of water are aligned so that the horizontal

velocity components of each element are perpendicular to the closed boundaries in

order to satisfy the boundary conditions (2.49) and (2.50).

On an open boundary, for example along the line X : 7 in Figure 2.1, which

corresponds to r : ¿, the boundary must pass through the points where the surface

displacements are computed, since on the open boundary the tidal height is specified

as input data to the system.

Element Identification Numbers

The computer program has been designed around a system where each grid point,

at which calculations are to be made, "knolr/s" what its surroundings looks like, that

is, information about the location of any land or sea boundaries adjacent to this point

is available. This system eliminates the need to have numerous different types of

computational elements, where calculations are performed depending on the type of the

element. The required information, for each calculation point, can be stored in a single

integer variable which is considered as a string of boolean flags. This representation

is exactly the same as using numbers which are powers of two, where for example the

number 8 (: 2a-t; is equivalent to the case when the fourth bit from the right in the

boolean string is set. The required information can be obtained quickly and efficiently

using bit masking procedures, which if not standard can be written in higher level
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tion at which the surface displacement and the velocity compo-
nents, at the krÀ depth level, are computed. Note that not all
variables are labelled, with the names of the unlabelled vari-
ables being obvious.
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languages if time optimisation is important.

In the computer progra¡n an element is considered "active" if the point where the

surface displacement ( is calculated (that is the black dots in the following Figures 3.6

and 3.8) lies within the physical boundaries which define the gulf. Thus in Figure 3.6

there are seven active elements. Calculations are only carried out at active elements

as the non-active elements are either land or outside the area being modelled. Open

boundary elements are considered to be active elements, even though the ( values are

prescribed and not calculated, as velocity values are still required to be calculated.
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+ ->

+
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+
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+
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Figure 3.6: Active and non-active elements.

bitl:1 bit 2: 2 bit3:4

bit4:8 bitS:16

bit6:32 bitT:64 bit 8 = 128

Figure 3.7: The weights given to each of the surrounding el-
ements when determining the identification num-
ber for the central element.

Each element has eight neighbours and they are numbered 1 to 8 as shown in
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Figure 3.7. A string of bits is stored for each active element and the bits a¡e set to 0 if

the corresponding adjacent element is active and 1 if it represents a land element. The

bit strings are arranged so that bit number 1 is rightmost, bit number 2 is next to that,

etc., so the string of bits can be considered as the identification number belonging to

the central element.

The example shown in Figure 3.8 depicts the situation in which the bits numbered

4, 5 and 6 are set in the identification number. This corresponds to an identification

number of 56, which can be thought of as 2a-1 *zs-t *2e-t:8 * 16 + 32:56.
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Figure 3.8: An example, where the centre element has an
identification number of 56.
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3.2 The Vertical Grid Spacing

Increased resolution required in certain regions, such as near the sea fl.oor because

of the great vertical shear in the boundary layer, may be achieved by use of a variably

spaced finite difference grid or a further transformation as in Johns et al. (1983).

The latter is equivalent to compression of the vertical finite difference grid near the

sea floor. For viscous or diffusion dominated flow problems, numerical experiments

carried out by Noye (198aa) indicate that differencing on a properly chosen variable

grid gives more accurate results than the use of transformations. This is mainly because

the latter introduces additional convection-like terms which are much more difficult

to discretise accurately than diffusion-like terms. Consequently increased resolution,

where necessary, is achieved in this model by use of a variable grid.

When using a variably spaced frnite difference grid, it is important that suitable

spacing with appropriate differencing is used so that the finite difference approxima-

tions used for the frrst and second order spatial derivatives remain second order ac-

curate. Otherwise any advantage over an equally spaced grid, which produces second

order accurate approximations with central differencing, are lost. Most choices of vari-

able grid spacing and differencing used previously (for example, Webber (t9S0)) result

in numerical schemes which are only first order accurate in space. This produces large

errors when the relatively large terms such as those involving the vertical eddy viscosity

are differenced on such grids.

The variable vertical grid spacing gives flexibility when choosing the distribution

of grid points, where the choice may depend on the situation being modelled. For

example, if no wind is being modelled a grid can be used which has smaller spacings

near the sea floor where velocity gradients with respect to depth are large, and the

spacings gradually increase in size to larger spacings at the surface. Or if a wind
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stress on the surface is being modelled, a grid which is fine at the top and bottom

and increasing in size towards the middle can be used. A fine equally spaced grid over

the entire depth is not practical because the increase in storage requirement and the

additional number of computations makes the method impractical for all but super

computers. The variable grid spacing is achieved by placing the transformed velocity

components at the /f + 1 depth levels defined by

n:nk, Ic:0, 1,...r1{, (3.1)

where the sea surface is represented by k : 0 and sea floor by Ic : K (see Figure 3.9).

The values of 4¡ satisfy 0 : 4o 1rh < rlz . .. 1 nx: 1 with the grid spacing defined

by

Lnr:\te+t-o¡¡x¡ ,t:0,1,...,K-7. (3.2)

An equally spaced grid can be produced by setting qr: klK. The choice of the

vertical grid spacing is most important as many errors may be introduced through the

finite difference approximations to the equations of motion, if the grid spacing is not

chosen wisely. By trying to minimise these errors the variable grid spacing defined by

the rc-method described in Noye (1984a) was developed, namely

Lr1¡:Arl¡-t(1-rcA4¡-r), k:0,1,...,K -!, (3.3)

where rc is a constant of order one. The value of rc : 0 produces an equally spaced

grid and as rc increases the grid becomes finer near the sea fl.oor and coarser near the

sea surface (see Figure 3.10). For a fine-coarse-fine grid the bottom half can be mirror

imaged onto the top, or calculated with a smaller value of rc if the velocity gradients

due to wind stress are not as large as those near the sea floor. Once the number of grid

points in the vertical and the type of grid (coarse-fine or fine-coarse-fine) has been

chosen, fixing a value of rc uniquely defines the grid.
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\Mith reference to Figure 3.11, the commonly used approximation

llk+r - Pk-r
(3.4)

a?u + a4r-, '

is only first order accurate. It has been shown (see Noye (198aa)) that use of the first

term on the right side of the relation given in Equation (3.5), which is obtained by

using Taylor series expansions about the point 17¡,

Apl _ þx+t*(rl-]-)p,t -r2op,o-, _/rrt¡-t\;tx ffþLl r ,,a <\An|-@- 6 ôr"lrt"'' \')'Ðl

where rx : Ln*lLr¡x-r, is a second order accurate approximation to the first derivative

and this is clearly better to use than the approximation (3.4). In a similar way the

second derivative can be shown to be

õ'pl
æl

ll*+t - r**L)p*ir*pn-t

opt

orr
fr

k rr(rr * 1XAryr, )'

_ (r'o - rp * 7)(Lnu-r)' t p
12 Ônn

þn+t - r**7)p**rrpx-t
2 r(r* + lXAto, )'

(ro-I)Lnr-' tp
3 ôq" k

+ (3.6)
È

which yields the approximation

ô2 ul

ú|= (3.7)

l- (a'l*-t +ant)/z +1
A B

nk-1 4k 4ß+l

l.+ Atr*-r

Figure 3.11: A typical non-uniform grid on the 4-axis. A is
midway between the coordinates ?r_r and 4¡, and
B is midway between 7¡ and 17¡11.

The rc grid spacing is chosen so that the coefficient of the leading term from Equa-

tion (3.6), that is (ro - 1)A?o-t, is of the order (Aryo-r)'. This specification leads to

rl

Aqx
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Equation (3.3). On a uniform grid where r& : 1, Equation (3.7) is a second order accu-

rate approximation. However, at an abrupt change in grid spacing, such as r* : 2 then

the error for the approximation of the second derivative is only first order accurate. A

second order accurate difference approximation can be obtained in this case when the

spacings are uniform on either side of an abrupt change by using Fr-z instead of ¡;¡-1

in the fi.nite difference formula,e for a uniform grid spacing (This idea can also be used

for r¡:3,4,...). However, this requires the special differencing to be built into the

model at a specified point in the grid. This then does not allow a grid to be changed to

suit different situations. The usefulness and improved accuracy obtained from varying

the vertical grid to give optimal wave speed and amplitude response for the model is

shown in Chapters 6 and 7.

Another method for determining the distribution of grid points was tried, and the

'wave propagation analysis in Chapter 6 has shown that this can give more accurate

results than the rc method for certain situations. This method calculates the grid

spacings from the relationship

Lnn: (1 +p)ar*-t, (9.8)

where p is a parameter which determines the rate of increase or d.ecrease in successive

grid spacings.

This type of variable grid shall be referred to as a p grid. The leading error term

in Equation (3.6), for a p grid, is of the order p\,qx-t, which suggests that p should be

kept as small as possible. A zero value for p produces a uniform grid spacing.

Results obtained in Chapter 7 shows that an optimal value for p can be found

and this value, which is non zeîo) caÍL produce smaller numerical errors in the three-

dimensional model than when using the optimal rc grid. An alternative formulation for

Equation (3.8) is

Lr¡¡:(r+r)eAno. (3.9)
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3.3 The Computational Procedure

Equations (2.33) and (2.a5) to (2.a8) are the partial differential equations which

govern the behaviour of the tidal model. The finite difference approximations to these

equations are detailed in the Chapter 4. The approximations have been designed so

that a variable grid spacing can be used in both horizontal directions as well as in

the vertical. The model can be used with any variable grid spacing, but it must be

remembered that the accuracy of the results obtained depends on the nature of the

grid spacing used.

Initially all the surface displacement and velocity variables for the entire gulf are

set to zero unless otherwise known. The numerical scheme is then used to calculate

the surface displacements and water velocities over the entire gulf Af later, using the

finite difference method together with the boundary conditions and the input surface

displacement from the open boundaries. Once the surface displacements and water

velocities are all known at the new time level the process is repeated continuously to

find the values of all the variables at some particular future time. At each time step

the method consists of four separate parts, the first being the calculation of all the (
variables at the new time level using an explicit form based on a forward time approx-

imation combined with second order spatial differencing. The second part consists of

calculating the p and u values at the new time level, this being done implicitly over

depth using values of ( from both the new and old time levels. The u values are cal-

culated before the p values. All the terms in these two finite difference equations are

differenced using second order spatial approximations and with the major terms com-

pletely centred about the (n + |) time level and with the other smaller terms almost

centred about this level, thus making the equations practically second. ord.er accurate

in time. The calculated ¡r and z values are then integrated to get p and.v. The third

part consists of recalculating the ( values obtained in the first part of the step, in which
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Figure 3.12: A flow chart showing the order of the calculations
in the numerical model.
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( at the new time level was evaluated using a forward time approximation. The final

part of the process consists of calculating the u.r values at the new time level. These

are calculated explicitly from the ¡.r, u and ( values at the new time level, again using

a second order accurate finite difference approximation.

'When the scheme \ilas in the process of being developed it initially did not have the

third part of the scheme where ( is recalculated, thus making the scheme essentially

forward time central space (FTCS) but this was found to be unstable except for un-

reasonably small time steps (see SectionT.2). One way of overcoming this instability

would be to increase the horizontal eddy viscosity parameters N" and Nr to artificially

high levels, but this approach was dismissed because, although reasonable model results

can be achieved, it was considered that this u¡as a deviation from the original objective

of accurately modelling the given equations from a mathematical point of view. Since

this is the main objective of this thesis, an alternative way of stabilising the model

was sought. The recalculation of ( is based on the idea present in the Improved Euler

Method for first order differential equations where the normal Euler method is analo-

gous to the FTCS approach (both are first order accurate schemes). As the Improved

Euler Method increases the accuracy to second order accurate (by re-estimation of the

slope of the function) so the recalculation of ( improves the accuracy of this finite dif-

ference method to virtually second order accuracy in time and increases the stability

of the method. In this way the first calculation of ( can be viewed as a "pred.ictor,'

step and the second calculation as a "corrector" step. An analysis of this time stepping

procedure is performed in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, which shows that the finite difference

method is exactly second order accurate for the linear case if the horizontal diffusive

terms are excluded. As a consequence of the recalculation of ( the stability of the

method was found to increase significantly, to such an extent that the model is stable

in the absence of the horizontal diffusive terms, thus enabling the appropriate coefr-

cient for these terms to be chosen, one which reflects the true situation representative
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of the model area, not one which is artificially high just to keep the model stable.

The recalculation of ( uses p and u values from both the new and old time levels in

Equation (2.33), which is centrally differenced in time, thus yielding a finite difference

equation which is now second order accurate. In the computer progra^rn there is actually

only one variable for each velocity point, but all the required information from the old

time level is stored in the first approximation for ( (see Chapter 4 for more detail).

This extra recalculation performed for each step is computationally very efficient, as

it requires few additional calculations, with most of the computer time being used in

the evaluation of p,, u and u.
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Chapter 4

THE FINITE DIFFERENCE
EQUATIONS

The indexing system described in Section 3.1 forms the basis of the following differ-

ence scheme. The plan view in Figure 3.5 should be used to gain a better understanding

of the following symbols and notation, which defined averages in the horizontal plane

as follows: a tilde (-) above a variable indicates an averaging between adjacent elements

in the ntth row and the (rn+l)¿ä row but in the same column and an arrow (-) above a

variable indicates an averaging between two adjacent elements in the same row. These

averagings are second order accurate finite difference approximations, on an irregular

grid for the values of variables, which the computer program does not store at the

required position in the plan view of the grid. Thus

Hi+ø
(LX*Hir+o * LX^+tHi*ø)

Hï+ø

Lx^ + Lx^+,

(LX*-rHi+6 * Ly^Hir*r)

where ö: -1,0 or 1. Also

Lx^-, * Lx^

(Alr.fry+r * Al¡a1I/-)
A)¡ * AÀr*t

(L^j+H: + A)¡H!-r)
A)j-r + AÀj

H:
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LX^ + Ax*+t

(AÀ¡f+t * AÀ¡*'¡¡
A)¡ * A)r*,

where fi is the value of the Coriolis parameter for the i¿À element

The variables (¡, õi¡ and í,i¡, are defined in the same way as É7, anð, *, ,l,io 
""¿

ü¡ are defined in the same *u,y u"r.ã¡. The variables fr arrd,i are the horizontally

averaged. values of the depth integrated velocities p anð, v. AI." Ël indicates the

averaging of the H in both the X and À directions.

The numerical values of the widths of the body of water, which are stored aß B*,

are measured along the lines through the ¡.1 velocity points and therefore the variable

B is also measured along those lines and is defined as

þ¿: b* I \;B^ ,

where

where e : iI, i or i2 and similarly

f,

2

(Lx^f;, f Ax-+rf+)

ï¿

J\:Dat*.
fr=1

The following symbols are now defined:

B^ (B^-t ¡ B*)

pi (þ, 1+,:ô-+(); L^j)B^ ,

2

¡t0;)
p+

where the caret (^) above a variable indicates that the variable has been averaged at

the centre of the element in the X direction and the superscript of an addition sign

(f ) indicates that the variable has been averaged at the centre of the element in the À

direction.
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The following finite difference equations are listed for the case where water com-

pletely surrounds the central element in which the new values of the variables are being

calculated. When there are land boundaries instead of water adjacent to this element,

careful consideration needs to be given to the subsequent effect on each finite difference

equation. This is explained in Section 4.4.

The differencing used in the following sections is based on information obtained

using the wave propagation analysis in Chapter 6. Consideration of the restrictions

placed on the numerical scheme discussed at the start of Chapter 3 is also taken into

account so the scheme is implicit in the vertical direction but not in either of the two

horizontal directions, where the finite difference approximation must be based on three

point formulae.

4.L The Tbansforrned Depth rntegrated Continuity
Equation

Equation (2.33) evaluated at the núä time level and at the ( point in the iúÀ element

in the body of water is

ae" 1
I-

ôt.'B
I t:

0 (4.1)ôy

where

l"'

The discretised form for this, using forward differencing in time and central differ-

encing in space, becomes after rearrangement

Lt/n
t; (u^uiøT - n^-rnir,?r)

ÊioT

¡7
F: Jo udn and 7 - vdrt

(;

(4.2)
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where v is calculated using Equation (2.4S) and z is the depth averaged value of z.

The finite difference approximation for z obtained using Equation (2.a8) is

,?:*{"r_ f,rt*ü,,(T#)\ , (48)

where the values for p and 7 are obtained by using the following rule for approximating

an integral using non-uniformly distributed discrete values,

K K
-nlt; Ð "rpi,o , uT : I s¡r!,* , (4.4)

/c=O ¡t=O

where K must be an even number and the integration coefficients s¡ for a variable grid,

are defined by

Sg AtTo("t + 1X2 - rt)16 ,

S&

Lqo-r(rx + 7)3 /6r¡

A4¡(r¡a1 +1X2-r*+t)16
I\r¡¡-2(r¡-r * 1)(2r¡-1 - l) I 6r¡-1

åodd,

fr even ,

SK Lqx-r(rx-r * 1)(2rK-L - 7)f 6ry-1 ,

and r¡ : A'n*/Lq*-t. This integration procedure is second order accurate and. on a

uniform grid reduces to Simpson's Method.

Equation (a.2) is used to obtain a value for (*, which is the first approximation for

( at the time level of n * 1. This value is then used to calculate p,,, u and¿¿ at the new

time level (see Section 3.3). Once the new values for these three velocity components

have been found a more accurate value for ( at the new time level can be obtained
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usrng

tn+\
\iru

A¿

2Ê^L,x^

Aú

,L^t

¡nt; (u * Êi*t pT*t - B 
^-r¡?,,ï*t Fir*t )

- tft (Êy+'vy+' - ã11'"iti)

- #^(u^riøi - n^-,Éi,É,)

(Éf": - Êi_,4_,) (4.5)

This equation is centrally differenced in time about the (n+|)úÀ time level and is

therefore second order accurate in time as well as the space coordinates, whereas Equa-

tion (4.2) is only first order accurate in time. The velocity variables in the computer

program are only stored for one time level and once they have been calculated at the

new time level the values at the old time level have been overwritten, but by making

use of the difference between the values of (i and (i, Equation (4.5) is equivalent to

eî*' x tr- Ltã ei - ñ*^(u*Éi*tP:*' - B^-'ni*'-tt'*')

-#(Éy+'vr+' -ÉiJ,'vTJÌl *ei'ei . (4.6)

Since e; : H¡ - å¡ and ä¡ is time independent, h¡ can be added to both sides of

Equation (+.6) by replacing (i+t by Hi*'and (i bv ¡Ii. For evaluation it is necessary

to replace .ã and Ê Av the following formulae,

ÊY+t -
( A,x* Hï+r + Lxr*, /li+t ) - orVif' * þ,,Hi+' ,

- arïl+t I þrUir+t ,

: a3íill * 0"Hi+' ,

- onUlr' + þnUijrt ,

Lx^ + Lx,,+t

H?r*' -
A r¡l"-l

t+a 1

X¡n-'1. X^

Êi*' (AÀ¡ ¡rå*i + A)j+lffl'+r )

Êij: :
AÀj + ÃIr+r

(A)j-l ¡/i+t + A.lrø,1+¡ ;
AÀ¡-r + 

^f,j
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which give rise to

Ht'+t N Hi - #^ (n ^Fi*' @rilif' * \rTi+' ) - B*-r4it+' (orTi*' + þrHir*' ))

- # (v!+t(r.3Ïilr' + þ"Hi+') - zii,'( onri+' + g^n7!r1¡)

.!_ei*T. @.7)

This leads to the following explicit approximation for Hl+',

H! - #("^É*'orHh*' - B^-rFTl'þrHft*r)

-& (4+'orr:iT,' - rijl pnai*,') + ((i - eÐ /2Hr+t È , (4.8)
B*F!+t þ.,, - B,n-tTrTïL az v\+t þ" - vijl at_A¿

2A),¡

where due to the order of evaluation f/f,+l and IIi*+rl will be evaluated ftom (þ * hiz

*d (i+r * å;+r respectively. The other two values of I[+1 and Ifji+r have both been

calculated at the stage Equation (a.8) is used to calculate H?+t. This is more accurate

and gives greater stability than using Equation (4.6) and evaluating all the I1'*1 values

with the predictor values of (..

4.2 The Transformed z-Momenturn Equation

Equation (2.46) evaluated at the ("+ï)'n time level and at the ¡r point of the irÀ

element in the model, for the variables at the ,b¿â depth level below the surface, is

a 

E /') 1,",. r' + * 4! 
*@1, - 

t . W||* o+ 
*, ff1,",* o'

sH ( Ae 1 aC ap\ l"*å , HN, a, pl"*L- L' \ãt - E a¡ ax )1,,0 
- L, axrl,*

. ##[* 
t . +& ?,H)1,- 

t . u!!|",.r' 
(4 e)

In the following approximations, the values of (*, which in the order of calculations

have just been calculated using Equation (4.2), are used for the values of ç'+r, which in
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turn are used in calculating H"*t. The second order accurate (in space) finite difference

approximations on a variably spaced grid for each term of Equation (a.9) are listed

below.

(")

(b)

a@ p)
At

¿+

HUL:#

1

: HUr.p?,ï' + uuz, (4.10)

and HU2 : -

"+l

irÈ

(4.11)

where

where

BHUU ,

irk

o"

c

rr

lm

l-
2

¡.
2

(ri,r)' |HDX" + HDX"+\12

_ ui + Éi+,
' zB^L,y^*r(1 + ,;(B^*'( T,ì'

* B 
^(r2^ - tX¡ri*)' - B ^-tr|!tTlÐr)

HDX" (LX^ + a)H3 * c.H! I r,(LX* - a.r, )Hft
a2rr(r, | \)

1.
,(Lx,"-r * Ax-) ,

(', + 1) (ø(r, - 1) - Lx*) ,

LX^ + Ax*+r
Lx^-, + Lx^ '

Lx^+t
Lx^

,)Ð



(")

(d)

(")

"+T

i,k

0(H p.v)

a^

=¡L :n+1
Hr-,+ Hr-,

ü,|õio _ (ü,),

(t ,,xõl-r,x - (ü-r,ò' 0;r-t - 0;-t
2B^4,À¡

HUV ,

i(Lx^ * ax-+r)

(4.12)

= HUWt.pTÏlr+ HUW2.piÏ, + HUWB.p,i,fi, + HUW , (4.18)

where the evaluation of il-r,,*,, û[* and õi-t,* is split between lhe nth and (n]1)úå

time level

"+I

where

where

i,È

HUWI

HUW2

HUWs

HUW4

rk

'"xúi,r-.- ,

ni + Éi*'
4A,n{r* * 1)

ni + Êi*,

(,? - r)úî,* ,,

úl,r+r. , A,nk(r¡ t I)

(nUW t. ¡"i¡-r * H UW2. ¡.t!,k + H UW S. p!,r*r)

Lnr
Lnr-1

- sH Ae ln*' -L, ¡xl;,* - -# (ny.znx" + É'*' -zDX"*') : DZDX , (4.r4)

(Lx^*a)Çft*c. (i+ r"(LX,n - o.r,)ei.ZDX":

Ðb

a2rr(r" j 7)



(f)

(i)

sH Ae Apl
L"B a^ Ul

7¿+

drß

B2 A^2

N,

}/NN1

HNN2

g

2L2B^

DZDY ,,

Z DY"

!.
2

(4.15)

where

where

(i, + o? - 1)(i - ,l(i,
å(nÀ¡ - aÀ¡+,xru * 1) '

AÀ¡ * AÀ¡*t
Al¡-r + AÀj

(e)

(h)

ra

N*(Êi + ¡ii*')
r,n(r^ I L)L2Ly2^

(uir,r - (r^ + 1))pî¡ + r,, pilì)
L
2

l._

HN*ô2p,
L2 ôx'

0p,

ôrt

: HNX

+N^@7 * Êr+') (øi*',0 - ('u * r))pi¡ * rupijÌ,n
ru(ru * t)Bh@^j-r * AÀr.)2

HNY

(4.16)

HNs02p, "+*

irk

"+I

irk

(4.17)

ra/
-- 

I

¡/ Arl \ = IINNI. p\f:, + HNN2.pi,l, + HNNï.¡-t|fi, + HNN4 ,

(4.18)

#*(r, - .n)ñ,i + "*ñ;o-,),
-1 r-

ñññ (N,i*' - ('u + 1)(rl - 3r¡ + 1)ÑÍfr + riÑ;-') ,

,#*(Ñi**, - (2'*- 1)Ñ,i) ,
ft¡rN3

Ð/



¡TNN4 (ø,nr.nrr.¡ri*-, + H N N2. p,i,k + ¡rNNB.pîu*,)

DENOM (Aqo)'('r + lxÉl+l + HÐ ,

and the vertical eddy viscosity parameter ¡f(rl) : N4 can be defined in any

desired form. In the example given by Equations (2.39) and (2.40), this would

be evaluated by

Ni,o ar + o,2Vi F(qr) (Lør) +

+ ry¡X1 - nk) .

ß¡i + rl_, \\,i
and Jl(4¡)

1

,(

fi)

where

Hfu
L

"+I LX^(u,?2,* * uiz_t ,o)*Ax-+1(uifl+u ¿*1 \i-t,k )
Ax- + Ax-+ti,k

: HFV. (4.1e)

(4.20)

Substitution of Equations (4.10) to (a.19) into Equation (4.9), yieids a set of equa-

tions for any particular element of the body of water in the form

rit'u?,1!, + eî,1'pi,t' + niJ'pïfì, : sio ,

on*lt i,k HUWT _ .T/NNI ,

Q?,t' : HUt+Huw2-HNN2

R?,1' HUWS _ ¡TNN3 ,

Crnu;,k _HUz _ BHUU _ HUV _ HUWA + DZDX + DZDY

+HNX+HNY+HNN +HFV
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This set of equations holds for k : L,2,...r 1{ - 1, where K + 1 is the number of

grid points along the 4-axis (k : I{ at the sea floor), so the equations for the solution

of p. at the next time level are implicit in the 4-direction.

At the sea surface the second order accurate finite difference approximation for an

irregular grid is
apl
úlr=r: 

ao\i'o * boþ;l I colt;'z: Di'o ' (4'21)

where

-rt-2¿o: Ã?oG;TÐ '
bo

rrfl and co:
a?ott

P"+t - rr(rr * z)RT,l' ,,

QT,I'+ (', + t)'R?,Ï' ,

-1 (4.22)
A4sr1(r1 + 1) '

The surfacç boundary condition of Equation (2.55) is used to obtain a value for D;,s,

grvlng

D ^ - 
H;T"xt'o:;æo'

Rea.rranging Equation @.27) in terms of lt;,, at the (n+I)th time level and substi-

tuting this into Equation (4.20) with k : 1 gives

(Pí,*'- Sl t1,t' +(e1¡' - Sl ti,I' :si, - "# , G.zB)

which is in the same form as Equation (4.20) ir. P, Q, ¡? and ^g are defined by

nn*1, i,0 0

QT,T'

ÃiJ'

s'io ^9i1 + a4sr1(h + 1)DiÍlAiï1

If a "no-slip" condition applies on the sea fl.oor, then Equation (4.20) with k : I{ -I,
simplifies to

PT,ï'-r,þïIrl-" * Qi,I*'-rtti,I<t_r: Six_r . (4.24)
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Thus Equations (4.20) for k : 1,2,...,1{ - 2, Equation (4.23) and Equation (4.24)

form a tri-diagonal set of equations (.I( equations and 1í unknowns as p,i,K: 0) which

can be implicitly solved to give all the p velocity values over depth for the grid element

indexed by i, at the new time level.

If a "slip" condition is required at the sea floor then the second order accurate finite

difference approximation for an irregular grid is

0u,

ôrr
: aKpi,K * bXH¿,X-t + cKlti,K-z: D;,K , (4.25)

4=1

where

-2ry-1 - L
by

rK-l + 1 and cK: -
,k-,aK:

Lrlrc-r(rx-'t * 1) ' Lqx-t Lqrc-t(rrc-r * 1) '
(4.26)

D;,r is evaluated using Equation (2.52), giving

D; - - 
É;rux

'K: pLNr(!) '

and where T : 7 (or k - K) represents the boundary between the turbulent and

laminar flows, some small distance above the physical sea floor.

Rearranging Equation (a.25) in terms of. p,;,x-z and substituting this into Equa-

tion (4.20) with lc: K - 1 gives

(Qi,Tr'-,, -'#) t î,1*'-,+ (Ãil1-1 - "#) t T¡Ì : six -r - 
Di"iÌ!-:'Ï'-', 

(4.27)

which is in the same form as Equation (4.20) if p, q, ¡? and ^g are defined by

P:,f' : QT,*'-r* 
(rr--r * 1)2 Plil .rk-, 'i'l(-l ;

/ 2rx-, + r\\-;t-laT,i¿ R'iÏr'-, - on*7r i,K-t ¡

Ri,F 0

si,o S,i*-t +
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Thus with a "slip" condition Equations (4.20) for fr : L,2, ...,.I(- 1, Equation (4.23)

and Equalion (4.27) form the set of equations to be solved for the values of ¿z at the

new time level and at each depth level, for the grid element indexed by i. This is one

more unknown, &;,¡< and one more equation in the tri-diagonal set of equations tha¡r

for the "no-slip"condition and also introduces the problem of representing the bottom

shear stress 1ö correctly.

The tri-diagonal set of equations, with either the "slip" or the "no-slip" condition

on the sea floor, can easily and efficiently be solved using the algorithm developed by

Thomas (1949).

The y-momentum Equation '(2.47), which is evaluated at the ("+T)ro time level

and at the u point of the irå element in the model, is differenced and solved in a similar

way to the r-momentum equation (see Appendix A).

Note that the computational procedure requires the u variables to be evaluated

using the y-momentum equation before the ¡^r variables are calculated using the above

difference formula. This is so that the Coriolis terms in each of the momentum equa-

tions will be balanced - each with two values at the new and at the old time levels.

4.3 The Transforffred continuity Equation used to
Cornpute c¿

At the stage when the t¿ variables need to be calculated at the new time level, all

variables except u ate known at this level. Therefore Equation (2.45) is evaluated at

the new time level, at the ( point of the i¿å element in the body of water and at the

/c¿ä depth level, giving

..n*r_ 111
't,l': ¡\ø&("ut,- I't¿,ù) **(rrr,- l,',dn))}lr_' (4.28)
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The finite difference form of Equation (4.28), obtained using centred spatial differ-

ence approximations, is

,ii' : #{#;lu^ri*'(,txû+'- lonr 
t"i+,d,,t)

- B *-,Éir*t (n o\îr*, - Io'r t ir*t drù]

.^i lÊi*'Øroi*'- lo'r 
,i*'or)

-Êr\'¡tpiil - Ion- "f:]¿ùl]l , @.2s)

which is evaluated for ,t : 0,1,...r1{ for each "active" element in the body of water

being modelled. If a "no-slip" condition exists on the sea floor then this equation does

not need to be evaluated for h : K, as the result is zero. The integrations from the

sea surface to a depth nk ate evaluated using the same formula as the integrations in

p and 7, when k is an even number (see Section 4.1). A simple method to use when

k is odd, is to use the trapezoidal approximation for the integral between 4¡-1 and 4¡

and add this to the integral from 4o to ?¡-r, which because k - I is an even number,

is calculated with the usual approximation. However, the trapezoidal approximation

is not as accurate as the rest of the approximation and it is better to use the second

order accurate formula given by

fr'*r-, ,n an : ffiïu) {- uo*r+ (1 + 3r¡)(1 + rk)ttk -t (2r¡" * Jr2o)¡t o-r} , (4.30)

which is used with ß odd

Equation (4.29) calculates the new values of o directly from the new level values of

all the other variables, without the need for a time derivative approximation.

4.4 The Florizontal Boundary Conditions

The finite difference equations listed in Sections 4.1 to 4.3 are those used for cal-

culating C, þ, u and ø for an element i which is completely surrounded by water (i.e.
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with identification number of 0). \Mhen one or more of the surrounding elements are

land elements, some of the finite difference expressions for the terms in Equations (4.1),

(a.9) and (4.28) have to be modified or omitted depending on which of the surround-

ing elements a¡e land. The third term of Equation (a.9) will be used to illustrate an

example of how this is works. Equation (a.9) is used to calculate pT,It, for all k. The

finite difference form for the third term is

W1;.r' = # (n,r'r,r - (t;r)'t#Ð] 
)

ÍL

d-rH
(ü-r,ori-,,* - (4-,,*)' 

I
þrr-, - þr-, (4.31)B*L),¡ T(Lx^ * Ax-+r)

In this example the four elements represented by i t 1 and i2 + I (see Figures 3.2

and 3.5) are of importance, because information from these positions as well as the

element i2 is needed in the calculations, as given in Equation (4.31), for this term. The

element represented by i2 will always represent water, otherwise from the boundary

condition of Equation (2.49), pi,t' : 0, for all k, and evaluation of Equation (a.g)

is not necessary. For this term it is therefore not important if any of the elements

represented by il or i1 t 1 are land or sea elements.

If one or more of the elements represented by i * 1 and i2 + I are land elements

then the finite difference approximation given in Equation (a.31) has to be modified.

Consider the cases in Figure 4.1 where the elements i+ 1 and i2+I are land elements.

'When this occurs both /;,¡ and u;2,¡ ãte zero due to the boundary condition in Equa-

tion (2.50) and therefore í,;,¡ is zero. This means that õ¿,* - F;,r(0010x) is zero and

Equation (4.31) reduces to

ð(n ¡tu¡y+* È",-, ( -" -tL ,4 ,, I þ,r-, - g,-,
a) l-,0 = - B^L\ \tri-r,tÛ'Lr ,* - (ii-r,*)' LFx* + A-']) ' e32)

This process is ca¡ried out for every term in Equations (4.1), (4.9) and (a.28) and

also for the y momentum equation and for each different combination of surrounding
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Figure 4.1: Two situations where, with respect to the cen-
tral element i, the two elements i * 1 and i2+7,
which are used in the calculation of the term in
Equation (4.31), are both land elements.

land elements. For many of these cases no modification of the finite difference approx-

imation is necessary, but some of the terms require careful consideration to keep the

approximatíon accurate and stable. Programming of the approximations for each term

of each equation is quite straight forward once all the possible cases of surrounding

land have been considered.
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Chapter 5

ANALYTIC SOLUTIONS TO
THE SIMPLIFIED TIDAL
EQUATIONS

Analytic solutions to the governing tidal motion equations of Equations (2.1), (2.8),

(2.9) and (2.15) may never be found because the equations are non-linear and very

complicated, especially when the complex boundary conditions of the sea geometry

are taken into consideration. In this chapter the analytic solutions used by various

authors have been extended to include the horizontal diffusion terms and the quasi-

linearised horizontal advection terms, a more complete repertoire of available vertical

eddy viscosity profiles is given and a new profile not previously documented before is

presented. Even though full analytical solutions may never be found, analytic solutions

to the governing tida^l motion equations, which may have been simplified or where the

sea geometry has been simplified, are very useful for two reasons. Firstly they can be

used for model verification, where the model is run on the same simplified situation

and the results from the model are compared to the analytic answers. This gives

an indication of the accuracy of the model, and also more importantly indicates that

the computer program has been coded correctly for the terms that are present in the

simplified situation. The more terms and spatial dimensions that can be included in
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the tidal motion equations that can be solved analytically the more useful that solution

is for model verification. Model verification using the analytical solutions developed

in this chapter is discussed in Chapter 7. The second reason for looking at anaJytic

solutions is that some of them enable a wave propagation analysis to be performed,

where the differencing of each term in the tidal equations can be analytically studied

to find the best method of discretisation. A new three-dimensional wave propagation

analysis, which also gives an indication of the stability and accuracy of each possible

discretisation method, is developed in Chapter 6.

A new analytic solution to Equations (5.1) to (5.a) for a functional form for Nn,

that has not been used or dooumented previously in this field of study, is given in part

(g) "f Section 5.2.

The locally linearisedforms of the governing tidal Equations (2.1), (2.8) and (2.9)

for constant ó and B are

(5.1)f, * h"æ+ h"ffi: o

X * r'"H*,"#, : -h#. ##. #y" * h&w,H, * +, @ 2)

X * p"**,"K,: -#f^.*#.## * #"&o,þ - +, (b 3)

where

ft-¡tF: lo þdT , o: 
Jo 

udn , (5 4)

arrd ¡-to, uo, ho and l" are constants representative of. ¡-t, v, ff and / over a tidal cycle

in the neighbourhood of (X, À, a). The horizontal eddy viscosity coefficients ÀI" and N¡

are taken as constant and the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient N, ir depth dependent.

In linearising the tidal equations, it is assumed that the surface displacement ( is small

compared to the depth of water. Because of this, the vertical advective terms and
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the vertical component of velocity may be considered negligible and can therefore be

omitted. Absence of wind stress implies that the boundary conditions at the sea surface

(5.5)

are

0
0u
on

opt

on ,=o rt=O

and a "no-slip" condition implies that the boundary conditions at q - 1 are

11 u 0 (5.6)
q=L

In the absence of horizontal boundaries, an analytic solution to these locally lin-

earised governing equations can be obtained by seeking a solution in the form

((x, À, ú) : øexp{i(ôú * mxX + ræ¡À)} , (5.7)

t-r(X, \,n,t) : p. Fr(rt) exp{i(âú * mxX + rn¡À)} , (b.8)

u(y,),,r¡,t) : ,.Fx(n)exp{i(ôt *rnxX+rn¡))}, (5.9)

where the real parts of the right hand sides of these equations give the desired solution,

and where

is 1ÃT ,

is a rea"l number which is the amplitude of the surface oscillation,

is the circular frequency of the surface oscillation,

F"(rt) and f'¡(ry) are the parts of the velocity solutions, rvhich vary with depth. These

functions are dependent on the choice of the vertical eddy viscosity, I/n.

n=l

I

a

ã

m* alrd rn^ a,;re the wave number components in the ¡ and À directions respectively,
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5.1 The Differential Equations

If the constants ¡l* and u* a;te chosen to be

grmxrm^a
and

grnxrTl^a

L2Bõ2 LB2ã2
(5.10)

respectively, then the substitution of Equations (5.7) to (5.9) into Equations (b.2)

and (5.3) leads to a pair of linked second order differential equations, given by

&F,H) +n3sa :-iã2h:l * I

tåI ; (5 11)

where

F_ F*('t)
¡.r(n)

S:

Fo*

Fps - -iâ2s-1

-iã - c" f"
_Í"' _iã_c" (5.12)

(5.13)

and

which gives

A particular solution to Equation (5.11) is

,,1 N**', , Nxm2s
u": V- * B" -¡ l|Tt,ypo f ITnSUo .

î̂
-p

B
n^
L

mx

D _ iãl(iã * C")B /rnx * f"L/mrl
P r^ 

[(iô + c")2 + f:] '

and

Fp\: iãÍçA + C")Lf m, - f"B l*¡l
[(iô+c")2+13]

The solution to the homogeneous equation corresponding to Equation (5.10) can

be found by considering

Ð- Fr(q) + Fr(q)

-,(4(,?) + Fr(n))
(5.14)

which leads to two independent second order differential equations for solving Fr(n)

and F2(T), namely

&(.,ry) -h?(c"+i(ã - f"))F,(,t):o, (515)
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(5.16)

Equations (5.15) and (5.16) can only be solved analytically for various forms of

N". If it is assumed that the two linearly independent solutions to Equation (5.15) are

St(n) and ^S2(a) and the two solutions to Equation (5.16) are S3(r7) and .9a(4), then

the solution to Equation (5.11) is

F"(q) : qS{q) * czSr(r1) + csSs(?) + c¿Se(T) * Fpx ,

r.r(ry) : i(cr^sr(z) * czs2(r¡)- 
"rsr(,i) - cns¿(ry)) * l¡or . (5'17)

The boundary conditions of Equations (5.õ) and (5.6) impty that

4(Ol : ¡'r(0) : ¡l(1) : ¡'À(1) :0 
, (5.18)

which lead to the following equations for the constants c1 to ca

-si(0) (Fo* - iEps) ,2(s, (1 )si(o) - si(o)stGD

sí(0) (Fr* - iEpx) ,2(.s1 (l)s;(o) - si(o)s(])
(5.1e)

0
0 1

(Fr, -l inpx) ,2 Ss 1

& F,ry) - orr"+ (ô + r"))F,(n) : o .

C1

C2

C3

C4

4 3

sí10)
{4GMó¿'-"fÐsÍÐ ( ¡}" + i4^ )

5.2

There are a number of forms of the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient, Nn, for which

the previously listed second order differential equations can be solved analytically. A

number of authors have previously solved and used most of the profiles which lead to the

analytic solutions of Equations (5.1) to (5.4), but without the inclusionof the horizontal

advection or horizontal diffusion terms (see Table 5.1). The analytic solutions are

extended in this work by the inclusion of the horizontal advection and diffusion terms

The Vertical Eddy Viscosity Profiles
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2D 3D

z-r z-r-y
Horiz.

Advection
Horiz.

Diffusion
Vertical Eddy
Viscosity Typ.

Author

a No No Constant Sverdrup (1e26) l

o No No Exponential Fjeldstat (1929) -

o No No Constant Bowden et 1959

o No No Two piece linear k, I{agan (1966)
constant

a No No Quadratic Johns (1966, 67, 68,
6eb)

a No No Parabolic - solved nu-
merically

Johns (1969a)

o Yes No Two piece constant &
quadratic

Johns (1970)

o No No Two prece constant Johns
72)

1971,
quadratic

a o No Constant Durance 7976
o No No Parabolic Nihoul (1977)

o Yes No Constant , Parabolic, Ianniello (1977)
Two piece constant &
parabolic

a No No u et al. 1981
a No No , Linear 1982

No No ant, Parabolic - 1979, g
solved nu-
merically, Two piece
constant & quadratic,
Two piece parabolic
& quadratic - solved
numerically, Exponen-
tial, Two piece con-
stant & linear

Table 5.1: Table summarising the eddy viscosity profiles
used by various authors
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in the differential equations. The coefñcients of these terms effect the solution through

the parameter Co, which in essence changes the circular frequency of the tidal analytic

solution. A table summarising the types of solutions used by various authors is given

in Table (5 1). In Equations (5.2) and (5.3) the horizontal advection terms have been

linearised, whereas Johns (1970) and Ianniello (1977) considered the non-linear term

to second order accuracy in their two-dimensional work by using perturbation analysis.

The two-dimensional case (one horizontal and one vertical direction) can be ex-

amined by considering Equations (5.1) and (5.2) with z : T : uo : fo : ÀIr : 0.

This case is useful because the analytic solution can have a solid boundary at ¡ - 0,

and so can be used for verifying a numerical model, when applied to this channel flow

situation. This verification is performed in Chapter 7.

The analytic solution for Equaiions (5.1) to (5.a) requires the derivative of each of

the solutions ^9r(?), i : L. . .4, for each of the cases discussed in the following pages.

The solutions need to be differentiated so that the boundary condition of Equation (5.5)

can be applied. Also the integral, from the sea floor to surface, of each solution is

required, so that p and T can be calculated for use in Equation (5.1). The significance

of Equation (5.1) is discussed in Section 5.3, where it leads to Equation (5.42). The

first seven vertical eddy viscosity profiles are graphed in Figure 5.1. The sin*sin (or

sin2) profi.le is the new profile developed in this work.

(a) Constant Eddy Viscosity

This solution has been used by numerous authors dating back to Sverdrup (1926).

N4 : N" - constant ,

Equations (5.i5) and (5.16) are two constant coefficient differential equations with the

For
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Figure 5.1: Seven different vertical eddy viscosity profiles,
which lead to analytic solutions for Equa-
tions (5.1) to (5.a)

simple independent solutions of

St(tl) : ¿^tn ,

St(ry) : e^zn ,

-cd-1(ô- J"l
N"t and the derivatives and integrals of

(5.20)

where \t: ho Àz: ho

these solutions are trivial.

(b) Linear Eddy Viscosity

I{agan (1966) and Prandle (1982) have used this solution in their work, Kagan using

it in conjunction with the constant solution of part (a) giving a piecewise continuous

form for Nn (see part (h) for more detail).

For

N? : N" + (¡f, - N")tl ,

where N" i. the surface value and N¿ is the sea bed value for the eddy viscosity coeffi-
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cient, the transformation given by

Ê- N" + (¡ru - N")ry , (5.21)

transforms Equations (5.15) and (5.16) into two Bessel differential equation of order

zero, with solutions of

S'(q) : Jo()r() , Sr(n): %()'€) ,

(5.22)
S.(,i) : "Io()r€) , ,Sn(rl) : %()r€) ,

wheres?:_lWandl!:lÏffi#ù.Thesefunctionsrequireevalua-
tion for the complex arguments À1( and À2( and if these functions are not available as

library routines, can be evaluated using the appropriate power series expansions,'using

complex arithmetic in the computer program. The derivatives of these solutions can be

found using formulae in Abramowitz and Stegun (1922), namely Jd(\€) : -À¿Jr(À;()
and Yo'(À;() : -À;Yt(À;{). The required integrals with respect to ( turn out to be of the

form / €/o(l;€)d€, which can be evaluated from formulae in Erdélyi et al. Vol. 2 (1953),

namely

I e n{x,e)¿e : i¿rÀ;€) ,

and replacing ..16, Jr by Yo,,Y respectively gives the other required formula.e.

(c) Quadratic Eddy Viscosity

This form of the eddy viscosity was introduced by Johns (1966) for a channel flow

problem in two-dimensions and later in a the three-dimensional solution for an off-shore

tidal stream in some of his subsequent papers. Nn ir defined by

N4 : ¡rö(1 + o(1 - q))' ,

where a : -L + {-#, ÀL is the surface value and N¡ is the sea bed value for the

eddy viscosity. \Mith this form for i/n Equations (5.15) and (5.16) are Euler-Cauchy
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differential equations with the obvious solutions of
S,(ry):(1 +o(1 -q))'', Sr('i):(1 +o(1 -q))",,

(5.23)

^9.(n):(1 +o(1 -?))'., Sr('l):(1 +o(1 -q))^',,
where r\tTL2: ; + i + %ffiÐ and. n3, na: I r r , co+r(ô+J")

¡ -r 
"M-

The derivatives

and integrals of these solutions are easily evaluated.

(d) Parabolic Eddy Viscosity

The parabolic form is of particular interest as a number of authors have used either

a time varying or time constant vertical eddy viscosity of this form, for their numer-

ical models. In studying wind driven flows Nihoul (1977) and Engelund (1978) used

parabolic forms, which varied with time through a velocity component and l{outi-

tas (1978, 1987) used a time invariant form (the same as that given below with a : 0,

0 : t). A similar parabolic form of the eddy viscosity was also used by Ellison and

Turner (1954) in a simplified model investigating the effect of a density difference on

the velocity profile of a tidal flow. Noye et aJ. (1982) used a time varying parabolic

profile for their numerical model of flow in Spencer Gulf, South Australia.

The parabolic form is fa¡ more realistic in shape than many of the other forms for

which analytic solutions exist. McGregor (1972) described the analytic solution for this

form, but linearised it straight away and never used the full solution. Johns (1g6ga) and

Tee (1979) use this form of the eddy viscosity profile but solve the differential equations

with finite difference methods. Ianniello (1977) also uses this analytic solution for

the two-dimensional case, presumably by evaluating the Confluent Hypergeometric

function with self written complex number functions. The solutiorì. can be stated easily

in terms of the Legendre functions of order zero with complex degree or in terms of

the Confluent Hypergeometric function as shown by McGregor (1972). The approach

here uses the Legendre functions. For

N4:d(q-o)(q-þ),
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where

d : N"+Nü -2N^-2 (¡tr,' - N"XN- - Nö) ,

N"
d

ar0

and where N" is the surface value, N- is the maximum val.ue and N6 is the sea bed

value for the eddy viscosity, the transformation given by

(5.24)

transforms Equations (5.15) and (5.16) into two Legendre differential equations with

solutions of

Sr(ti) : P",(€) , S"(rt): Q^(t) ,

(5.25)
Sr(ry) : P,,(€) , Sn(n) : Q,.(€) ,

where P,(€) : P,o(() and Q"(() : Qo,(€) are the Legendre functions of the first and

second kinds respectively, and where

1 1UZ: - r*
c"+ ã+f")

U1
2

+ and
d

1

-I4'
1

4+

These functions can be evaluated using formulae and transformations given by Erdélyi

et al. Vol. 1 (1953). P,(€) can be evaluated using the transformation formula of

p,G) : F(-u,,u * \;t, Tl , (5.26)

and Q"(() can be evaluated using

8,G): #(cosurP,(Ð - P,(-€)) , (5.27)

where F(a,b;c;() is the Hypergeometric function given in Abramowitz and Stegun (IgT2)

Special functions on the computer needed to be written to evaluate the Hypergeomet-

ric function for complex parameters ø, ó and c, and also for the Gamma function l(z),
which is also required to be evaluated for a complex z. The Gamma function which is
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used in the complex power series evaluation of ,F(a, ö;";€), can be calculated using a

porÃ/er series expansion of its reciprocal, where the first 26 coefficients of the expansion

are given to 16 decimal places. This is given in Abramowitz and Stegun (1972). The

computer functions for the Legendre, Hypergeometric and Gamma functions have been

written in Fortran as complex arithmetic is easily handled by this language. The code

for these functions is listed in Appendix C and was written because no appropriate

library functions were available.

The derivatives of these solutions can be calculated using

(€'- Ð9P# : (, +r) [P,+,(€) - €P,(€)] , (b.28)

which also applies for Q"(() in stead of P"(() or by the differentiation formulae for the

Hypergeometric function given in Abramowitz and Stegun (1922).

No relevant integration formulae are available for P,(() and Q"({), however the

definite integrals of these functions can be found by integrating term by term the

pov¡er series representation of the Hypergeometric function and can thus be expressed

in terms of Hypergeometric functions with different parameters, if the first terms are

ignored. That is

r€,2

lr',' ,{-,,u * L;r,#)oe : årFG, - r,uir' +,1r, , (5.2e)

as long as the first term of each evaluation of the Hypergeometric function on the right

hand side of Equation (5.29) is neglected.

(e) Squareroot(Linear) Edd]¡ Viscosity

This form for I/, has not been documented as being used by any of the authors

working in this field. Arnold (1987) used this form of vertical eddy viscosity in his

work with wind induced currents in lakes. Due to its convex shape this form of profile

seems to be more realistic than the concave nature of the quadratic profile first used
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by Johns (1966) and the exponential profile used by Fjeldstat (1929) and Tee (1982)

(see Figure 5.1), and is closer to the parabolic shape which is widely used. Another

advantage of this form is that the derivative near the sea floor is the largest of all of the

forms graphed in Figure 5.1. This gives rise to velocity profile which increases more

rapidly from the sea floor. This profile has further potential when considered as part

of a two or three piece composite profile explained in parts (h) and (i).

For

N?: N", * (No' - N?)n ,

where N" is the surface value and N¡ is the sea bed value for the eddy viscosit¡ the

transformation given by

€:(N"'+(N;-N"')q)å, (b.so)

transforms Equations (5.15) and (5.16) into a pair of associated Bessel differential

equations, which have solutions expressed in terms of Bessel functions of ord.er one

third, namely

s,(n) - ¡|gt¡(?\^;€) , sr(n): ffJ_¡(3,/\() ,

's,(r) - i-i].t¡(!J¡;€) , sn(n): y(r-¡(1J-^"Ð, (5'31)

where Àr _ -4h2^(c"+ita-¡"ll and )2 : -jffytffi Complex Fortran functions were(N,r-N;)-

required to be written for evaluation of these functions as no library functions that take

complex arguments were available. The code for these functions is listed in Appendix C.

The evaluation can be achieved by summing the appropriate power series to any desired

accuracy and using recurrence relations in conjunction with constants obtained from

the complex Gamma function mentioned earlier. Alternatively the solutions may be

expressed in terms of the Airy functions. The derivatives of these solutions can be

found using formulae given in Abramowitz and Stegun (rg72), namely

Ô (rr ''

a€ \r J^Ð) : €ó Ja-r(€) , (5.42)
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a
a€

(e-t;rtel) : -€-ó Jo+,(€) . (5.33)

Both sides of the equations in these two formulae can be integrated to give formu-

lae which are the relevant integrals required to find p and Z, from the four linearly

independent solutions Sr to 
^Sn.

This form "f Nn has been used by Fjeldstat (1929) where he developed his own

series solution for the problem and by Tee (1987) who stated that the solution was

calculated analytically. The solution here is expressed in terms of Bessel functions of

order one which have complex argument.

For

N4 : N" exp (r rf ffl) ,,

where N" is the surface value and N¿ is the sea bed value for the eddy viscosit¡ the

transformation given by

€ : N, 
""o (-ånr(#)) , (5.34)

transforms Equations (5.15) and (5.16) into a pair of associated Bessel differential

equations, which have solutions expressed in terms of Bessel functions of order one,

namely

^9'(ry) : (¿(\,Ã€) , sr(n): €vr(\Æ6) ,

(5.35)
s.(z) : €Jr({ËÐ , sn(q) : (vr(1/\{) ,

where 
^, 

: 4ffi1ù and À2 : ."riläÌSfl . The derivatives of these sotutions

can be found using formulae given in Equations (5.32) and (5.33). It seems that

these solutions cannot be analytically integrated. However, for this case numerical

integration can be performed to yield results to any desirable level of accuracy.
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This form for Nn leads to an analytic solution which has not been documented

or used in any previously known publication in this field of study. As can be seen

from Figure 5.1 this profile has many of the features of the parabolic profile which is

generally accepted as being quite realistic and as can be seen in Section 5.4 can produce

realistic velocity profiles.

For

Nq : ø sin2

where

b

the transformation given by

zr - sin-r (/# ) - sin-1 (,Æ )'

-!.i,-'(,Æ) ,

o,

d

N-

cot
1i€: r+ t (5.36)

transforms Equations (5.15) and (5.16) into a pair of equations which have Hypergeo-

metric Functions as solutions (see Abramowitz and Stegun (rg72)), namely

s'(ry) : (F(nr * r,nz * 1; 2; {) , sr(rù: (1 - €)F(-"r, -nzi2;L - Ê) ,

(5.37)
sr(ry) : (F(ns * r,n¿ * 1;2;() , sn(ù: (1 - €)F(-rr, -ns;2i1 - €) ,

where TLtrTT2 : -T + 1 - 
c"+lþ-:rJ"\b2 and n3, rt¡ : -i + The

evaluation of these functions proves to be very difficult due mainly to the fact that the

Hypergeometric function does not converge for some of the required values of ( and

f - 1 for reasonable values of a, ó and d. Fortunately there are many transformation
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formulae and analytic continuations given in both Abramowitz and Stegun (1972) and

Erdélyi et aJ. Vol. 1 (1953), which enable the evaluation of the solutions over the entire

range of values of (. These are given in Appendix B.

The derivatives of these solutions can be obtained by differentiating each term in the

poïver series representation of each solution. This is quite tedious as all of the analytic

continuations need to be differentiated term by term to obtain the full function. The

presence of the "cot" term in the transformation of Equation (5.36) means that there

is no analytic function for the integral of these solutions. As with the previous profile,

numerical integration is a viable alternative, for this case.

(h) Two Piece Composite

Any of the above seven vertical eddy viscosity formulations can be combined so that

one form for Nn applies from 4 : 1 to some depth, rl : qr and another form applies

from r7 : 41 to \ :0. Numerous authors (Ianniello (1977), Johns (1970), Kagan (1960)

and Tee (1987)) have used this approach (see Table b.1).

Figure 5.2 shows the two piece and three piece composite profiles for Nn used as

examples in this section. Figure 5.3 shows the two piece composite functions used by

the authors listed in Table 5.1. These authors have used this approach to achieve a

more rapid increase i" Nn near the sea fl.oor. This means that Nn can increase quickly

from molecular viscosity at the sea floor, through a thin laminar sublayer and then

vary at a slower rate suitable for turbulent flow above the laminar layer.

The analytic solutions can be found by applying the normal boundary conditions

at r¡ : 0 and T : I and by matching the two solutions at r¡ : ?r by making the solution

and its first derivative continuous at this depth level.

The choice of two piece functions is large, but they all follow the same pattern once

the above seven analytic solutions have been found. The example used here details the
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solutionforaverticaleddyviscositycomposedofalinearprofilefrom4:1to\:\t

and a parabolic profile from 4 : r¡1 to ? : 0 (see Figure 5.2).

When Nn i" defined by

for0(\1\t,d(n - o)(rt - þ) ,

where

N"-ryb
t71- t for r71 1r¡ 1I ,

d
(¡r"+^t-2N^-2 (N--N"X¡/--N,))

n?

arþ

Ê-

Qt

2

and where ÀL is the surface value, -ðy'- is the maximum value, N, is the value at n - nt

and Na is the sea bed value for the eddy viscosity, the transformation given by

2n-a-ßp-a for0(rl 1nt,
(5.3s)

(*#) n+aff=#q for41 (4(1,

leads to the solution represented by

F"(n) : 
"rP^(€) * czQ,,(() + cep.(Ë) * cte,,(€) + ¡1, ,

r,r(t) : i(c1p,,(€) + cze,,(() - ""p*(€) 
_ cae*,(€)) + ¡lr ,

for0(4(r71 and

F*(rt) : c5.Is(À1() * c6Y6()1() * c7"Is()r4) + c.%(Àr4) I Fpx ,

r.r(n) : i(c5-Is(À1f) + co%(lr{) - czJo(\z€) - csys()2( )) + r'or ,

for 4r < q < L. The constants are defined by ,r,r, : -l +

^?,^3:@.

(5.3e)

(5.40)

ä + a4Ð u.¿

The boundary and matching conditions of Fr(qr) : Fr(nl), fiþtr) : FiØ{),
r¡(tli) : Fr(?r+), 4(tf ) : Fí(q{),, give eight equations to solve for the unkno*.n
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coefficients,, c¡, i : 1..8, which ca¡r be found by solving the 8 x 8 complex coefficient

matrix equation given by

Mç:0 , (5.41)

where

M:

and where

L-

€ln=o

(l ,ln=nl

and Q-

fn-ni
È

P!,,($)

Pi',Go)

P^(€')
P".Gr)

Pi,,Gt)

Pi',Gt)

0

0

Q',",(€o)

Q','(€o)

Q^(€')
Q^G')

Pi,G,)

-Pi"G")
P.(€')

-PnGr)
Pi,.G,)

-Pi',Gt)
0

0

Q'.Gù

-Q'"'(€o)
Q.(€')
-Q.(&)
Q'.(€')

-Q'.(et)
0

0

0

0

-Jo(ór)
-Jo(ór)
-ró(ó')
-J6@r)

-Jo(ó")
- Jo(ós)

0

0

-Yo(ö')
-Y"(ó')
-Yó(ó')
-Yó(ör)
-Yo(ö")

-Yo(ó")

0

0

-Jo(ór)
Jo(ór)

-4'(ör)
J6(ór)

-Jo(ón)
Jo(ón)

0

0

-Yo(ór)
v"(ór)

-Yó(ö,)
vJ(ór)

-Yo(ón)
Yo(ön)

Q'"'Gt)

Q'',(€t)
0

0

C1

C2

Cg

C4

Cg

C6

C7

C6

ót

ö,

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ó"

ön

liml1¿
ço

¿
çr

À,(ln_, ,

^r(ln=,
À2 lim (,

q-n[

Note that the definition of the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient N, for this form

ensures that .n/, is continuous. The solution will always be continuous and. have a

continuous first derivative due to the matching conditions at the join, and by careful

selection of the functions in the viscosity profile and the values of l/", N^, No and .1y'6,

the total composite eddy viscosity coeffi.cient form can be constructed so that at the

join its first derivative is also continuous. That is, Nn can be chosen with a smooth

profile if that is desirable.
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The integration and difierentiation of the solutions can be carried out by piecewise

integration and differentiation of each profile.

(j) Three Piece Composite

A three or more piece composite profile for the vertical eddy viscosity is possible

by generalising the two piece composite profile. This gives more flexibility in choosing

the profile which would suit the situation being modelled, especially if there are wind

stresses on the surface, which require the values of the coefrcient to approach zero as

T approaches the surface.

The example used to illustrate a three piece composite profile for a vertical eddy

viscosity is for a linear profile from 4 : 1 to e : et with a constant profile from 4 - r71

to q - 42 and a linear profile from q : r¡2 to \ : 0 (see Figure 5.3). However, any

other combination can be chosen.

The working for this is completely analogous to the two piece composite profile

in part (h), with extra matching conditions at the other join. This gives rise to a
72 x 12 complex coefficient matrix used for the solution of the unknown coefficients

cj, i : I..72.

5.3 The Relationship between ã, rn, and ms

Substitution of Equations (5.7) to (5.9) into Equation (5.1) gives the following

relationship between ã, mx and rn¡ :

õ3 : t!# (? l"' F'(ùd't +? I"' '^(ùo') ' 6'42)

Two types of analytic solutions are produced depending on whether â is chosen to

be a real value.or alternatively whether the values of m* and rn¡ are chosen to be real.
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The two depth dependence functiont ll"(f) and .F¡(A) (see the previous section),

are each made up of a constant, with respect to depth, which depends on ô, m* and m¡

added to a function of depth which depends on ô, but not or: rnx and rn¡. These two

functions are the solution to the pair of linked second order differential equations of

Equation (5.11), which are solved once a congenial form for the vertical eddy viscosity

coefficient, Nn, has been chosen. These two functions along with ô, rn* and ?7)¡ must

satisfy Equation (5.42).

Assuming that rn" and rn¡ are in a given ratio, say n?) - ï¡rrlyt then there are

four unknowns for the three equations, represented by Equations (5.11) and (b.42).

This gives one degree of freedom and thus one of these unknowns can be chosen. By

choosing â to be a real constant, say 1.405 x 10-as-1 (semidiurnal tide), this determines

the value of. Fr(q), ¡Xl) and m* (and therefore rn¡), or choosing a real constant for

m* will determine the value 
"f Fr(q), fi(ri) and ô.

The simplest solution occurs when â is chosen to be real and therefore m, anð.

rn¡ become complex. This solution is used by Johns (1966 to 1970), Kagan (ig66),

Tee (1979, 1987) and others. Having chosen a value for ã and the constant ratio d1,

Equation (5.42) can be rearranged to find rn* explicitly in terms of. ã, Fr(rl), rr(ry)

and 01. The dependence of the constant parts "f .t'*(ry) and f'¡(ry) orr nlx reduces to

dependence on á1 when used in Equation (5.42).

A real value for â means that the analytic solution is a wave which is periodic in

time. That is, after one or more periods in time of the wave, the solution is exactly the

same for all points in space as the initial distribution, and because m, anð, ræ¡ will be

complex, at any given time the u/ave at a point one wavelength away will be lagging

or leading and attenuated or amplified by some amount depending on the magnitudes

and signs of the real and imaginary parts of. rn, and m¡.

It is also possible, although much more difficult, to obtain a solution where m, and
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T-r¿^ aîe real and ô is complex, thus giving a solution where at a point in space one

or more wavelengths away the solution is exactly the same. That is the solution is

periodic in space but not in time and the wave will either decay or amplify in height

after one period in time and will not reach its maximum height at the same relative time

each oscillation. This type of solution is required for the \¡/ave propagation analysis

discussed in Chapter 6.

The difficulty in calculating a value of â for a specific value of m* and zn¡, using

Equation (5.42), is that the variant parts of the functions F"(ù and F¡(r7) depend on

ã" This requires â to be found by an iterative method, where F"(rù and r'¡(7) are

recalculated in each iteration, until the value of â converges to a value which satisfies

Equation (5.42),, to any required accuracy.

A scheme which converges is

(5.43)
TTLx

L
Ag

u n*l
t# (i l"' F*('t,õ-)d,t *+ I"' E'(ry, õ-)d'r) , n ) 0 , (5-44)

where the value of. ãn¡1 is taken with a negative real pa^rt. The functions .t'*(4) and

¡1(ri) are calculated for each ãn and the stopping criteria used is

Bffix_
L thoît I ïi F*(n,õ^)dn + + I; F¡(n,ã,)dn

1e , (5.45)

where e ) 0 is a specified tolerance, which basically requires rn* to be practically real

There would be schemes which converge at a faster rate than this one, but since the

calculations only need to be performed once, finding schemes which converge faster is

not of importance. The above scheme converges in about 20 iterations to an accuracy

of about 14 decimal places "f ry.
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5.4 The Velocity ProfiIes

The magnitude of eddy viscosity parameters can vary the characteristics of the velocity

profile markedly. The most sensitive part of the eddy viscosity profile is the sea bed,

where small variations in the sea bed value for the viscosity dramatically affect the

shape and characteristics of the velocity profile, especially when the sea bed value is

small. If a two or three piece composite eddy viscosity profile is used, a small variation

in the depth at which the join occurs has a marked effect on the resulting velocity

profiles when the join is close to the sea bed. By choosing different profile shapes for

the eddy viscosity and/or varying the join height, velocity profiles can be produced

which vary from profiles which resemble a "siip" condition near the sea floor (even

though there is stiil a "no-slip" boundary condition at the sea floor) to the typical

logarithmically shaped profile which occurs with "no-slip" conditions. Figure 5.4 shows

the velocity profiles at maximum flow for a parabolic and a three piece linear eddy

viscosity profile, which are substantially different near the sea bed. The parabolic case

(¡f" : 0.003 ^t /", ff- : 0.005 m2/s and Nö - 0.001 *r/.) could be used to test a

numerical model with a "no-slip" condition, either in the wave propagation analysis of

Chapter 6 or by directly running the model with the same parameters. The three piece

linear case (Ns:0.003 ^'/",, -ly',,, - 0.004 ^r/", ^Iò 
- 0.0000001 ^r/", depth changes

at n - 0.2' 0.97) could be used when testing the model with a "slip" condition at the

sea bed.

There are very many views about the ideal shape of the eddy viscosity profile and

whether there should be a "no-slip" boundary condition at the sea floor or whether

the approximation of the "slip" condition should be used to accommodate for the

inability of a numerical model to handle the large gradients near the sea bed for some

flow situations. The wave propagation analysis developed in Chapter 6, which gives

a detailed error analysis over depth of the numerical errors produced by the model
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Figure 5.4: By va,rying the Eddy viscosity profile the analytic solutions for
the velocity profile can be made to look that where a bottom
"slip" condition may be used or one for which there would be no
problems in the numerical model when using a "no-slip" condition.

for a given eddy viscosity profile and for a given vertical grid spacing, can be used to

carefully select a vertically variable grid so that the the large errors produced near the

sea bed can be minimised. If these errors are still too large near the sea bed for the

eddy viscosity profile which should be used in the modelling, then it would be better

to use a bottom "slip" condition.

A major factor influencing these different views is the fact that there are many

different physical conditions in the areas being modelled by different workers. For some

areas being modelled the choice of "no-slip" or "slip" bottom boundary condition is

not important. This is true when the surface elevation is more important and detailed

structure of the velocity flow is not required, in chich case it may be more appropriate to

use a two-dimensional depth integrated model. For other situations and applications it
may be very important to model the bottom few metres accurately and for these cases

some areas would be best modelled by "slip" conditions while others could demand a

0.0
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"no-slip" condition. It all depends on the particular application for which the model

is being used and where it is being used.

In making a choice for the vertical eddy viscosity parameter it is important to have

an idea of the conditions which apply for the area being modelled. If available, velocity

profiles over depth, from instantaneous measurements averaged over a suitable time

Iength at various times through the tidal cycle, would be very useful especially if there is

deiail near the sea bed. Unfortunately there are many problems with obtaining detailed

profiles near the sea bed, ranging from mechanical positioning without affecting the

flow to fouling by drifting seaweed and obtaining accurate information can be a time

consuming and very costly exercise. New technology, which uses radar to measure the

velocity at a certain depth and can scan the entire depth almost instantly is an exciting

prospect, which could provide much information for oceanographers and numerical

modellers' The data that this type of measurement could provide would be very useful

for setting up and calibrating a three-dimensional numerical model.

If these velocity profiles are available, then by altering both the parameters to the

analytic solutions and the type of eddy viscosity profile (either single or composite Nn)

for which the analytic solution exists, similar velocity profiles can be produced from

the analytic solution. The eddy viscosity profile, which produced this similar velocity

profile, should be used in the numerical model and also in the \Mave propagation analysis

described in Chapter 6. The analytic solution cannot simulate a wind stress on the

surface and so if the model application is run with a non-zero wind stress parameter

then the upper part of the viscosity profile would need to be adjusted accordingly.

In the following analysis all the analytic solutions are used in their two-dimensional

form as the velocity profile consideration relies more on the general characteristics of the

flow which are similar for both velocity components in the three-dimensional case. For

each eddy viscosity formulation the graphs of the velocity profiles and the associated
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Reynolds shear stress terms can be calculated as functions of depth. Figures 5.5 and 5.6

show typical results. The general shape of the shear stresses are in agreement with

stresses calculated from measurements by Bowden et al. (1959). Figures 5.7 shows the

velocity profiles for the seven different non-composite vertical eddy viscosity profiles,

at maximum flow, with parameters L : 200,000 m, Period : 12 hrs, åo : 20 m,

þo:0, Nx :0, N":0.002 ^'/", Nb - 0.001 ^'/", and N,,, :0.005 
^'l".The shape

of the velocity profiles vary considerably for the different vertical eddy viscosity forms

and even greater variation can be achieved by changing the top, bottom and maximum

values for Nn.
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t = 5.00

t = 4.00

t = 3.00

t = 2.00

t = 1.00

t = 0.00
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Figure 5.5: A typical velocity profile from the analytical solution, for a
parabolic Nn with ¡y'" : 0.003 ^' 1", N^ :0.005 

^, /",, Nb : 0.001

^'1".

Figures 5.8 shows two examples of composite forms for Nn. The two piece form

is linear from the sea floor to some point above which the form is parabolic to the

surface' The three piece form is linear, constant and then linear again although any

of the seven single forms could be used for either the two or three piece form of l/n.
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The maximum velocity profile for each of these two forms is graphed for two different

values of the bottom eddy viscosity value, Nå:0.001 m2/s and ¡fb - 0.000001 ^'/s,
with the other values being N" - 0.003 m2/s and N,,,, : 0.005 ^'1". The smaller value

of Nb produces velocity profiles which have very large gradients near the sea floor.
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Figure 5.8: Maximum flow velocity profiles for the two com-
posite forms for the vertical eddy viscosity coeffi-
cient, each for two different values of the bottom
value of the coefficient.

There is a large amount of flexibility in the choice of profile for the vertical eddy

viscosity parameter Nn and in the size of the surface, maximum and bottom values of

the parameter. It is not suggested that any one particular forrn or size is the "correct

one" to use, although some are clearly more realistic than others, because it depends

on the situation being modelled. 'Whether for direct testing of a model on a channel

or for use in the wave propagation analysis (see Chapter 6) it is important to find a

vertical eddy viscosity of a shape and size which produces velocity profiles and shear

stresses which have similar characteristics to those in the area of application for the

numerical model.

0.0
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Chapter 6

\MAVE PROPAGATION
ANALYSIS

The accuracy of a finite difference method for solving the governing partial differen-

tial equations for tidal flow may be estimated in several \¡/ays, the most common being

comparison with analytic solutions to a corresponding simplified set of governing equa-

tions and/or simplification of the sea geometry. This approach is used in Chapter Z

in testing the three-dimensional model developed in Chapters 3 and 4. An alternative

approach is to determine, for an infinite initial wave, some characteristics of the wave

which propagates according to the numerical technique relative to the .wave which is

propagated by the partial differential equation. In order to achieve this, the same finite

difference technique used in the model is applied to a linearised forms of the govern-

ing three-dimensional partial differential equations. Then the exact solution to the

resulting finite difference equations is compared to the analytic solution of the partial

differential equations with an infinitely long wave train as the initial condition. This

procedure also gives an indication of the stability of the finite difference equations.

Fourier analysis, upon which this method is based, has been widely used in the past

to examine the accuracy of various discretisation schemes applied to relatively simple

model problems, such as pure advection, by Morton (1971). It has also been used in
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a wave propagation analysis of the two-dimensional advection-diffusion equations by

Leendertse (1967), Abbott (1979) and Tong (1980) and the linearised depth averaged

tidal equations by Sobey (1970) and Noye (1984b). In the following, the analysis is

extended to the set of linearised equations which govern three-dimensional tidal motion.

Noye and Stevens (1987) first incorporated the depth dimension into this procedure

but did not account for all the computational modes which exist in a three-dimensional

model. The method presented here is a refinement on that and, as a consequence,

reveals a great deal of information about the vertical structure of the errors produced

by a finite difference scheme for a three-dimensional tidal model. Some of the material

in this chapter is described in Stevens and Noye(1990).

6.1 Defining the 'Wave Propagation Analysis

The ultimate aim of this work is to determine the stability and accuracy of any

fully three-dimensionai non-linear finite difference model for tidal motion in well mixed

seas. The present analysis, which extends previous two-dimensional analyses to three-

dimensions, is a partial step towards the goal. Since a stability analysis for the

three-dimensiona-l non-linear model is practically impossible to achieve, the stability of

the numerical method for the corresponding linearised equations is investigated by a

Fourier analysis to give an indication of the Courant stability for the non-linear equa-

tions. This approach also permits estimates to be made of wave propagation character-

istics, such as amplitude response, relative wave speed and other error measures. All

evidence points towards the linearised equations being a reasonable first approximation

for the problem of coastal tides. A number of authors have successfully applied tidal

models, which omit a number of the non-linear terms, and still give good agreement

with the available data for their applications (see, for example, Leendertse (1g62) and

Heaps (1969)). This suggests that any conclusions obtained by this method of analysis
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of a numerical scheme applied to the linearised equations should be applicable to the

non-linear equations (see Morton (1971)).

The linearised versions of the transformed tidal equations are given in Chapter b

by Equations (5.1) to (5.a) for constant ó and B. In order to find an analytic solution

for Equations (5.1) to (5.a) all horizontal boundary conditions have been removed and

the motion considered as an infinitely long travelling wave. For the given wave number

components rær, mÀ an analytic solution can then be obtained in the form

((x, À, ú) :
p(x,\,q,t):
v(y, ),,r¡,t) :

øexp{i(âf ***X *m¡))} ,

-grnxrm^o,
L2Bã2

-grmxrm^a
LB2õ2

(6.1)

F"(n)exp{i(ôú*rnxX*m¡))}, (6.2)

r,r(ry) exp{i(ôú * *rx * rn¡))} . (6.s)

See Chapter 5 for more detail. The forms of FrQù and ,t|(a) depend on the choice

of the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient -ô/n, with analytic solutions existing only for

certain functional forms of ¡fr. The form "f ¡f, used for illustration in this analysis is

the quadratic function given by

(6.4)

where

d Àt+N6-2N^-2 (N- - 
^LXN_ 

- Nö) ,

¡r,
d

(6.5)

(6.6)ar0
2

in which N, is the surface value, .|y'- is the maximum value and N¿ is the sea bed value

for the eddy viscosity. The above definition of. d, a ar,d B is only valid if N,,, occurs in

the range 0 < 4 < 1. This form for N, leads to solutions for f|(a) and r'¡(a) expressed.

in terms of Legendre functions of complex degree (see Section 5.2). Also note that

Equation (5.42) must be satisfied by the analytic solution.

The wave propagation analysis used in this article is based on changes over time to

the amplitude and wave speed of an infinitely long travelling wave and the resulting
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\Ã/ave response parameters expressed as functions of the number of grid spacings in a

wavelength. This requires that the analytic solution to the linearised equations has

real values for m, and rn¡, thus requiring ô to be complex. A. .t'" and Fr both depend

orL n'¿x) ?æ¡ and ô, finding this solution is not trivial. However it can be achieved by

using an iterative scheme to find the appropriate value of â for given values of m* and

rn¡. Section 5.3 gives details of a method which does this.
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Figure 6.1: Position of variables ( (grid points o), p (grid points f ) and
7 (grid points -+) in the two-dimensional array.

The same method of differencing that is used to discretise the original non-linear

governing equations of tidal motion described in Chapter 4 should be used to discre-

tise Equations (5.1) to (5.a). The discretisation scheme used for illustration is that

described in Chapter 4, with the variable vertical grid, but with uniform grid spacings

AX and AÀ in the X and À directions and with the index of the horizontal spatial
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subscript changed to the double indexed form shown in Figure 6.1. Using a constant

time step Aú, the discretisation gives, for Equation (5.1),

frrc, - (i¡) + &@,r - ü-,,¡) + !;rvr,t -ri,¡-,):0 , (6.2)

where the depth integrated values of fr,¡ and vi,¡ are approximated by the formulae

KK
ü¡:1"*ui,i¡, 7:,j:Ds¡,ui¡,t, (6.8)

,t=0 È=0

and where the integration coefficients s¡ for a variable grid are defined as in Secti on 4.2.

At the sea surface the variables are subscripted by k : 0 and at the sea fl.oor by Ie : I{.

On a uniform grid this integration procedure reduces to Simpson's method.

\Mith rearrangement of Equation (6.7) and substitution of Equation (6.8), the first

approximation for (i,ït, ei,¡ may be computed explicitly as follows:

/* lrl þ n+ K 
¿ \ å"4úé

Çi,i: Çii¡- -çÐo_o'o(t'T,i,r- t'T-r,¡¡) - tr Ð"r("î¡,n- rî¡-r,). (6.9)

The corresponding "corrector" equation is used to recalculate ( at the new time

level, and is based on discretising Equation (5.1) using time centred differencing for all

terms, giving

frr{,.' - ci,) . &þ=""r{r:,i,Ï - t"?jl,¡,r * tt,¡,r - t"i-t,¡,r)
hoÄ+ ,^r¿ "*("ii,i - "i,Il,* * ,î¡,r - ui¡-1,) :0 . (6.10)

This equation is used after the velocities at the new time level have been calculated. It

corrects instabilities introduced by the forward time approximation of Equation (6.g)

and results in a more accurate approximation for (irtl.
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The discretisation of the p velocity component Equation (5.2), is

fifr:,i,1, - pT,¡,x) + #i!'i+,,i,k - t"?-,,¡,*) + ffifui,i+,,,r - tti,¡ -,,*)
g //*- or2^-\\d+l,i - ei,¡ICi+r,¡-ei)Lu Åx

- 
N* , ,,n 

- 
Ð,,n -t- ,,n \ r NÀ

+ t<t*y(pl+',¡,r - 2t'i,¡,* * t'i-r,¡,*) + ffiF}'i,¡*r,o - 2p?,¡¡ r t'!,¡_r,r)

[Nr+t *(2r¡ -1)¡rfr] Q'T,|,I*, * t'T,¡,*+r)

-[Nt+t-("*+1Xr? - 3r* + t)¡r* +'iN¡-'l(pT,Llr + p?,¡,t)
+r'z¡l(Z - r* )Nr + r¡N¡-rl (p i,i,k- , l t?,¡,x-r)

n+l
+

2h'z"(Lrt¡)2("* + f )

+ E4i,|r,o * ,ilì * u!¡t,¡-t,t * ,l+r.,i,*) , (6.11)

where r* : Lq*lA?¡-t and N¡ : Nn(rl¡). A similar finite difference equation for the

z velocity component is obtained by discretising Equation (b.3), giving

1

nf"fÏì - ,i¡,*) + #i@irr,ii,k -,i-,,¡,*) + #r/i,r+l,rc - ,î¡-,,t)
:-9

2l'z¿^r(e:'i+t- 
(i¡ + ei¡*'- ei¡)

. &('hr,¡,* - 2v!,¡,r, i'!-r,i,x). tåt¡ Qi¡*r,o - 2u!,¡,x t ,i¡-r,o)

[N¡+r t (2r¡" - t)¡ru]("i#* , i ,i,¡,*+r)

+

-[Nt+ r - (r¡ + t)(r! - 3r*+ 1)NÈ + riN¡-rl( "i:} + "î¡,*)*r'o[(2-r¡)N¡+r¡N¡-r]( , * ui¡,*-r)
zh!(A,q¡)2(rr * 1)

- !!rr:::,¡,** u!,¡,t * piiÌ,¡+,,** tT,¡+,.,*) (6.12)

Equations (6.11) and (6.12) may be expressed entirely in terms of the variables (",
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p' .trd Fn*l vn and z'*r by substitution of Equation (6.9) giving

fifr:,i,1"- pi,¡,*)+ #i!'1.+,,i,È - tti-,,¡,r)+ ffifu|j+r,* - t'i,¡-,,x)

. ##Ë "o(pi*' ,i,t -2tT,i,t t tl-r,¡,*)

-ffi,f"o(,,ï,,i,t,_u!+t,j-1'È_,!,¡,o*,i,¡_,,*)_6¡rei+,,¡_Cî¡)
¡i" NÀ

0tT+r,¡,0 - 2p'!,j,* * uT;,¡,) * B2(tS¡z i,¡*t,o - 2 t"T,¡,t * tt?,¡ -t,x)+
L2

(

(ax)'
[N¡+r *(2r¡ - t)¡r¡](piïi*, * tti,¡,x+r)

-[N¡+r - (rr + t)(rl - 3rr + 1)N* +
+r'zofQ - "¿)N¡ + rrNr-r]( pi,LI-' + t'

"î¡/r-,1 
(pi!)u + uT,¡,¡)

i,¡,0-t)+

and

2h2"(Lr7¡)'?(rr * 1)

+ rËQij-r,o * ,ili * rl+r,i-r,r * rl*r,j,r) , lc:t,2, ..., K-I , (6.i3)

fifrr:; - ri¡,*) + #x@ir,l,k - u!-t,¡,x) + ffiQii+l,a - ri¡-r,o)

. #ffi,f "oirT'*t,* - u!-r,¡+1,,1 - tt,¡,** t"i-t,¡,x)

* #ø^l,f 'r@i,*,,u - 2u!,¡,r +'i¡-,,ò - 
"f¡¡rer,*, 

- (i¡)

. Ob(ri+,.l,n - 2u!,¡,* i- ri-r,¡,r). #ry (ri,¡*r,n - 2ui¡,r, t ,i,¡-r,r)

l)Nkl(uil¡*1* ui¡,*+r) \
t)(r? - 3r¿ * 1)Nr + rflN¡-l(uii] + ,i¡) I

+'rNr-'l( "i,Ii-, * ,î¡,n_) )+
zh!(A,nk)'(r¡ * 1)

- !!fr::1,¡,¡, -r u?¡,** plïr*,, ¡ * tT,¡+,,0) , lc :7, 2, ..., I{-7 . (6.14)

The "no-slip" bottom boundary equation implies that

þi,¡,* : 'i,¡,* : 0, (6.15)

and using the same discretisation as described in Section 4.2, the surface boundary

equation with no wind stress implies that

ao\i,¡,o * bo\i¡,r i co¡ti,¡,2: 0 and asvi¡,o ¡ bsui¡,r I c6u!,¡,2:0 , (6.16)
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where ao, bo and c¡ are defined by Equations (4.22) and are dependent on the ver-

tical grid spacing chosen. These equations give a second order accurate boundary

approximation at the surface.

We now consider the behaviour of the system of finite difference Equations (6.10)

and (6.13) to (6.16) in the large, that is with the computational element assumed far

a\Ã/ay from the disturbing influence of any boundary. Therefore a solution is sought to

this system of finite difference equations with the initial conditions (real part intended)

on -oo ( X,À ( oo

(o(x, À) :

tto(x,\,n):
uo(x,\,q) :

p

p
D up*,rça) exp{i(nz x,pX * mr,p))} ,

D e; exp{i(rn", px * ms,o\)} , (6.17)

0(4(1, (6.18)

0(4(1, (6.19)D"ïF^,o(r¡)exp{i(rn x*X I ru,pÀ)} ,

in which

rn*,, is the wave number component of the prÀ Fourier mode in the ¡ direction,

ræ¡,o is the wave number component of the ptä Fourier mode in the .\ direction,

F",o(n) is the depth variation of the prå mode for ¡t,

F¡,o(q) is the depth variation of the p¿å mode for v,

is the value of. {1,,

e"(x, À)

t""(x, \,q)
u"(x, \,n)

is the solution of Equations (6.10), (6.13) and (6.14) at time nAt,

o,p

p are the amplitudes of the Fourier components of (0, p.o and uo

p

p

up
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tion ofSince the system of Equations (6.10), (6.13) and (6.14) is linear, su

solutions is valid and only one component of the Fourier series of the initial

on -oo ( X, À ( oo need be considered, namely the real parts of

(o(x, l) : a exP{i(rnxx + rn)À)} ,

po(X,\,rt) : p-F*(n)exp{i(rn"X + rn¡À)}, 0 1 r7 1 I,

,o(x,\,rt) : ,*Ft(n)exp{i(ræt¡*rn¡À)}, 0 <4 < 1.

(6.20)

(6.21)

(6.22)

A solution to the set of finite difference equations is sought as the real part of

Ci¡ : oexp{i(on Lt + i\xrn" * jA)rn¡)} , (6.23)

ttT,¡,* : ¡rpexp{i(øn\t + i\,ym**jA)rn¡)}, k : 0 ... K, (6.24)

,Ij,* : z¡8exp{i(ønÂú+ i\,yrn*fjA)m¡)}, k : 0 ... K, (6.25)

where ¡rP *d uf; ate the finite difference solutions for y,*F*(r¡) and ,"F{n) respectively

at the depth level 4 : nk.

The sea floor boundary condition (6.15) implies that ¡tp : ufr :0. Substituting

Equations (6.23) to (6.25) into the finite difference Equations (6.10), (6.13) and (6.14),

for fr : L, 2, ..., I{-1, and using Equation (6.16) with ¡rf; and zoa replacing ¿rir,o

alrd v!,¡,x, provides 2I{ + 1 equations for the 2K + 1 unknowns (8 and ¡rf;, uf;, lt :
0, 1, ..,, K-I.

Assuming that rn¡ - 91Tftyt AÀ : îzLX, L : B and allowing for the fact that

þ;,j,* is evaluated at ((i + å)¡X, j L\,rtr) and u;,¡,¡ is evaluated at (iA¡ ,(j + å)Al, rl*)

as shown in Figure 6.1, the above substitution yields the matrix equation

Ay: €Ba , (6.26)

where u : I e* pg p? p?<-t up uf "P-r]" "ontains 
rhe 2I{ +1 un-

knowns, the matrix A contains the coefficients of the unknowns at the n¿å time level
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and (B are the coefficients at the (n+1)tå time level, € : exp{ioAt} being the multi-

plier which maps (i¡ onto (i¡+t. th" matrices A and B have the forms given on the

following two pages; their components are defi.ned by

Ax,k : iph"s¡,sin(B*), A^,k

0,

Bx : ffi"i,,(g*¡, B¡

cx Cx

Hx,x

'Hx,k

It
l¡

rf
Gx,k

G¡,*

Q*

N'X

iphos¡ sin(B¡)
------9, Lt

^t'¡/"A,¿
10fi2m*L,y , Sn 2(h"Lr¡,/

sin(B¡), Period : LAÆ
rtT;, 1

¡úo
lo' 

*Ø)0, ,

p

2ic?
vË

t,
: -1 + i¡,r,'sin(2Br) + ir' sin(2B¡) + 4Nisin2(B*) + 4Ní sin2(B¡) * Gy,*

: -1 + i¡ttsin(28*) + ir' sin(2B¡) + 4Nisin2(B") + 4Ní sin2(B¡) * Gx,x

s"
N"(rr * 1)

s4

I/"(r¡ + t)
sn

N.(rr * 1)

2Cf,sinz(8,

{r'uQ - t*)N¡ * "iN¡-r} ,

{-Nr+t * (rr + 1Xr? - 3rr + t)¡ro -'ÍNr-'} ,

{Nr+t I (2r¡ - 1)NÈ} , f' : fo\t ,

)"n, P : f'cos(B¡)exp(iBr)/2,

2Clsin2(pr)s* , P6 f' cos(B ¡) exp(- i Br) I 2,

2C *C ¡sin(B*) sin(B¡)s¿,

N)A¿Ní qL2^7'

In the matrices A and B row number 1 corresponds to Equation (6.10), row 2

corresponds to the surface boundary condition for p, rows 3 to I{f 1 correspond to

Equations (6.13), row K+2 corresponds to the surface boundary condition for z, and.

rows .Il+3 to 2KlL correspond to Equations (6.1a). The column numbers correspond

to the unknown variables in the vector q. The Q and G terms are introduced by the

"corrector" scheme, used in this example, where integrated velocity values, which are

approximated by summation, originate from the first approximation (* used in the

N"Atm7

l-t'

L"

p"Lt-^X

uoLt
uÃx
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-Ax,o

-40

lf - Gx,o

-Gx,o

-G*,0

-Ax,t

-öq

11 - I/¡,r

r! - G¡,r

-Gx,t

-Ax,z

r{ - Gy,z

12 - Hyp

ls - Gy,z

-Ax,s

0

-Gx,s

ff - G¡,a

13 - /l¡,0

_A^,t

0

P-Q,

-Qt

-Qt

-Qt

-ôo

Ir - Ilr,r

fi - Gr,r

_GÀ,r

_A^,2

-Qz

P-Qz

-Qz

-Qz

-CO

Il - G^,,

lz - Hx,z

_ÁÀ,g

0

-Qs

-Qa

P-Qt

-Qs

0

_Gl,e

rf - Gr,t

fe - Il,r,s

-Ax,x-t

0

-Qx-t

-Qx-t

-Qx-t

P - Qx-t

0

-G¡,r-t

-Gx,K-t

-Gx,x-t

Row

K+L

K+2

K+3

K+4

K+5

2K +I

no.

11

0

-Bx

-Bx

-Bx

0-CO

-A*,x-t

0

-Gv,K-t

-Gv,x-t

-Gv,K-L

0

-Qx-t

-Qx-t

-Qx-t

-A¡,0

0

-Qo

-Qo

-Qo

,

ó

4

5

A -Bx

0

-Bx
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-B¡
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-Gx,t

0

-P-Q,

-Qt

-Qt
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0

-Qz

-P-Q,
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0
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0
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-Qo
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-(¡0
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_G^,0

_GÀ,0 ri-G¡z
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Row

A^,x-t

-Po K+t

K+2

K+3

K++

Ii+s

2I{+l

no

L Ay,o Ax¡ Ax,z Ax,s Ay,K-r Ax,o Ax¿ Ax,z A^,s

0 0 0 0 0 ... 0 0 0 0 0

0 -ff l-fr -rl 0 ... 0 0 -Pa 0 0

0 0 -r; 1-Iz -tf 0 0 0 -Pö 0

0 0 0 -Ir- 1-I¡ 0 0 0 0 -P¡

I

2

3

4

5

0

0

0

0

B 00000 l-fr-r 0 0

000

0 -ri 1-rr

00-1;

000

0

0

-ff
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-13-

0

0

0
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0000
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velocity equations. In matrices A and B, elements in rows 2 to K*1 and columns

K+2 to 2I{+I and in rows I(+2 to 2K+l and columns 2 to /f*1 link the two velocity

component equations, hence the P terms, which are the Coriolis terms, run diagonally

through those submatrices. The dominant terms running almost tri-diagonally through

both A and B are the I terms which arise from the vertical eddy viscosity term in

each of Equations (6.13) and (6.14).

A non-trivial solution of the matrix Equation (6.26) exists if and only if f is an

eigenvalue of this extended eigen-equation - the normal eigen problem is obtained

by premultiplication of Equation (6.26) by the inverse of the matrix B. The 2K +t
eigenvalues ( can be found using a computer package (for example the NAG routine

FO2GJF or the IMSL routine GVCCG).

By defining N¿ as the number of A¡ grid spacings in a \¡/ave length of the ¡
component of the horizontal wave motion, namely

N¡ - 2r/(mr\,y) , (6.27)

the parameters B" and B¡ may be expressed in terms of N¿ by means of the relations

þ,
7f

pNr' N¡,
(6.28)

Therefore the eigenvalues ( obtained by solving Equation (6.26) are functions of

the non-dimensional parameters N¿, C*, Sn, 0r, 02, lj,, u, , Ni, Ní and /r.

Clearly, the finite difference Equations (6.10) and (6.18) to (6.16) will be stable if

l€l <1, (6.2e)

for each -fy'¿ for a particular Courant number C*. Since the flow being modelled is

oscillatory, this criterion for stability has 1 on the right hand side; for exponential

growth models it is taken to be 1 + O(Aú). Courant instability occurs when the
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Courant number exceeds some characteristic value above which some of the lralues of

l(l are larger than the value one for at least one of the different values of N¿.

Stability of a numerical scheme does not imply that the results obtained are accu-

rate. Provided the finite difference equations are consistent with the original partial

differential equations, stability is a necessary and sufficient condition for convergence

in the limit as At, AX, AÀ and A4¡ all + 0 (see Lax and Richtmyer (19b6). However,

as a numerical model is run for finite values of the grid spacings, it is of practical use

to determine the accuracy of a numerical scheme when the grid spacings are finite. In

such a case, with the initial conditions (6.20) fo (6.22), the solution of the numerical

scheme given by Equations (6.10), (6.13) and (6.1a) may be compa,red to the analytic

solution of Equations (5.1) to (5.4), which is the true wave solution obtained in Chap-

ter 5 and given by Equation (6.1) to (6.3), to determine the accuracy of the numerical

scheme.

The numerical solution, which approximates the true wave solution, will be a linear

combination of all the different numerical modes propagating in the model. These

numerical modes will be the eigenvectors of Equation (6.26). By defining

I)n : yexp{i(onLt ¡ i\ym¡ * 7A)rn¡)}

: 
I e,îi ul,¡,o ttl,¡,r t|,¡,x-t ,î¡,o

€p," : exp{iøAú}pexp{i(on\,t I i\^ymy * j L)m¡)}

: ,¿exp{i(o(n + 1)Aú | i\,ymra 7A)rn¡)}

where q" is the numerical solution at the núA time level, then

1)
n*'l

and the matrix Equation (6.26) can be written in the form

gn*r : B-lAu"

(6.31)
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Therefore

n
U 3-14rn-1

B_IA n-2
U

a

)

B-IA u(
n

) (6.33)

or by using eigenvector theory

2K+t
r)n: Ð.n(€)ro, (6.34)

q=l

where {o is the gúå eigenvalue of Equation (6.26), 9q the corresponding eigenvector and.

co a coeffi,cient determined by the initial condition g0 and the eigenvectors, that is the

cq a;te the coefficients of the linear combination of the eigenvectors which make up ?0.

2K+r
po: D'oao. (6.35)

q=l

For the numerical method considered as an illustration for defining this analysis, the

value of .Il is 16, therefore there are 33 eigenvalues and 33 corresponding eigenvectors.

(All other details of this case are given later.) The ¡; component of each eigenvector

(that is elements 2 to /(+1) can be considered as a vertical mode propagating in the

model and have been graphed in Figures 6.2 to 6.5. As can be seen from Equation (6.84

t}re p' component of total numerical motion is a linear combination of all these 83 modes.

For this particular câs€ c23 is (0.99983,0.00181) and the largest of other coefficients is

c2a with (-0.00064, -0.00328). Other coefficients slightly smaller than c2a &te c2s to c2s,

ca2 and ca3. The modulus of. c6 is 300 times larger than the modulus of. c24, therefore

the dominant mode is that corresponding to the 23'd eigenvalue, which is also the value

of o closest to the true wave solution. For the example used here, Table 6.1 lists all

the eigenvalues, the modulus of the coefficients co and the modulus of the coefficients

of the eigenvectors after one period, that is co((o)P""iod/at 
"n¿ 

from this it can be seen
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that most of the modes in the numerical model contribute nothing to the solution after

one period of time.

The errors in the numerical model, either from any initial conditions, or from round

off errors, also propagate as a linear combination of the 2.Ií+1 different modes graphed

in Figures 6.2 to 6.5. All of the eigenvalues in this example are less than one (if at

least one was greater than one then the method is unstable for the given parameters)

and most are significantly less than one, therefore any numerical errors propagating in

these modes will diminish rapidly. In the numerical model the mode which is closest

to the true wave solution, that is the mode whose fn minimises l-ilog((r)/At- ã1,

is called the true numerical mode and its value of (n will be denoted (. The errors

which will be propagated without diminishing in the numerical model are those whose

modes correspond to the eigenvalues which have magnitudes close to or greater than

the value of {, and less than or equal to the value one. For the example used here, the

eigenvalues {2a and (25 have a modulus very close to that of €ze, and the eigenvalues

(32 and {33 have a modulus of exactly one. This means that the part of any numerical

error in the modes corresponding to (32 and (33, will propagate indefinitely and never

be lost from the system. This is not drastic as the scheme is still stable and any errors

introduced for one step in the numerical scheme are just as likely to be negated in the

next step.

Two parameters which indicate discrepancies between the true wave propagating in

the x-À plane and the corresponding approximate motion produced by the numerical

model, are the ratios of the amplitudes and the speeds of the propagating waves. These

can be derived from the values of ( for the numerical wave and â for the true rvave, in

the following manner.

For the true wave solution, Equation (5.42) and the iterative scheme described in

Section 5.3, can be used to find the the complex value of â, which may be written in
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Figure 6.2: The p¿ components of eigenvectors 1 to 9 from Equation (6.26).
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vectorno. l0

vector no. 13

vector no, l6

I

I

I

I
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vectorno. 14

vecûorno. 17

I

I
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Figure 6.3: The p components of eigenvectors 10 to 18 from Equation (6.26)
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I

vector no. 19
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vector no. 23
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Figure 6.4: The /¿ components of eigenvectors 19 to 27 from Equation (6.26)
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vector no. 28
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vec¡or no. 29
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Figure 6.5: The /¿ components of eigenvectors 28 to BB from Equation (6.26).
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p t
Sq l"o I l.o((o)P*i"d/^t l

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

t2
13

74

15

16

T7

18

19

20

2I
22

23

24
25

26
27
28
29

30

31

32

33

(0.85435,
(0.85435,
(0.86830,
(0.86830,
(0.88225,
(0.88225,
(0.8e641,
(0.8e641,
(0.91059,
(0.91059,
(0.e2448,
(0.e2448,
(0.e3776,
(0.93776,
(0.e5017,
(0.e5016,
(0.e6151,
(0.e6151,
(0.e7168,
(0.e7168,
(0.e8055,
(0.e8055,
(0.eee88,
(0.eee88,
(0.eee84,
(0.99784,
(0.ee784,
(0.e9382,
(0.ee382,
(0.e8800,
(0.e8800,
(1.00000,
(1.00000,

-o.ooo86)
o.ooo76)

-o.ooo87)
o.ooo77)

-0.0008e)
0.00078)

-o.oooeo)
o.oooso)

-o.oo0e1)
0.00081)

-0.000e2)
o.ooo82)

-0.000e4)
o.ooo83)

-o.oooe5)
o.ooo84)

-o.oooe6)
0.00085)

-0.000e7)
o.ooo86)

-o.oooe8)
o.ooo87)

-0.0027e)
0.00273)

-o.oooo5)
-o.oooee)
0.0008e)

-o.oooee)
0.00088)

-0.000e8)
0.00088)
0.00000)
0.00000)

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00001
0.00000
0.00003
0.00002
0.99983
0.00334
0.00125
0.00146
0.00062
0.00037
0.00022
0.00007
0.00004
0.00053
0.00053

0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.76946
0.00258
0.00088
0.00001
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00053
0.00053

Table 6.1: Table of eigenvalues (0, the modulus of the coefficients
co and the modulus of the coefficients of the eigenvec-
tors after one period.
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the form

ã:-ö+irþ,

where d : -R"{ ã}, rit:Im{ô}. Then Equation (6.1) becomes

((x, À, t) : oexp{-,/t}. exp{i(nz* x + n'¿^^ - ót)} ,

(6.36)

(6.37)

For the true wave, after a time of Z" llól (the time between two successive maximum

tidal heights) the amplitude of the wave is multiplied by the factor

( -2".î'ì I -2zrlm{â} \er : 
""p t -lfa Ì - 

exp t-ffi1 (6.3e)

and

R"{C(x, À, ¿)} : ¿exp{-/t}. cos(rn xx * m), - Otl . (6.38)

A similar expression holds for ary for the numerical approximation, with ry' replacing

f, where

ú : r','{o} and o - -i los(€) 
.Lt , (6.40)

and ( is the eigenvalue for which l" - ãl is closest !,o zero. Therefore the amplitude

response, which is the ratio of the amplitude of the numerical wave to the true wave,

IS

2r
A,

aN:--exp
aT Re{â}

(Im{a} - Im{a}) Re{âi<0. (6.41)

The relative rÃ/ave speed which is the ratio of the numerical wave speed to that of

the true wave is

5-: l"{")- 
-)":R.ÈÍ' (6'42)

In the expected range of values of 01, 0r, p',, v', N'y, Nl f,, and ^gn for the tidal

motions being modelled, the values of A, and ,9,. can be computed as functions of N¿

and the Courant number Cr. Ideally, both ,4.,. and .9, should take the value one for all

values of N¿ artd C* whatever the values of Sn.
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Of the 2K+L eigenvalues for each different value of N¿ and C* one will correspond

to the true wave solution and all the others will correspond to computational modes.

The chosen eigenvalue is the one which corresponds to a value of the complex circular

frequency o which is closest to the value of â from the true wave solution (that is lø - ô

is minimised). As shown earlier the numerical solution is a linear combination of all

the numerical modes but due to the initial conditions the mode corresponding to the

chosen value of ( has 300 times the amplitude of the next largest component, and the

analysis is therefore restricted to looking at this one largest component. This chosen

eigenvalue { will be the number from which o, A, and S, are calculated. Also, for this

eigenvalue a corresponding eigenvector ? can be calculated, which can be normalised

so that (s : ø. This eigenvector can be used to analyse the distribution over depth

of the errors introduced by the numerical scheme. By compari"s pP and zua with the

analytic solutions of. ¡t*F*(r1¡,) and u*Fs(n*) at the different depth levels it can be seen

how the numerical scheme differs from the analytic solution and an error distribution

over depth can be graphed.

A typical set of results obtained by this analysis, using 0t : !,02:1, I{ : 16,

rc : 0, ho:20 n'¿, g :9.87 m2f s, lro:0.2 mf s, uo:0.2 mf s, N*: 100 ^r/",
Nr : 700 m2f s, N" - 0.003 ^"/s, N- - 0.005 *'1" and Na : 0.0002 m2f s, is

graphed in Figures 6.6 to 6.12, where rc is a grid parameter (see Section 3.2), which

gives a uniform grid spacing when set to zero. The period (time taken to travel one

wavelength at speed JgE) is taken to be 12 hours, therefore mr/L:1.03836 x 10-4

m-l which leads to a value of. õ: (-2.16627 x 10-a,g.2g604 x 10-6) s-r. Figures 6.6

and 6.7 show the amplitude response and relative wave speed plotted against the

number of grid spacings per wavelength l/¿ for various Courant numbers C*.

The graphs in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 do not tend to the number one exactly because

as N¿ --+ oo for a fixed Courant number, only Af, AX and Al --+ 0, while the vertical
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Figure 6.6: Amplitude response for the numerical scheme under consideration.
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grid spacings A4¡ are fixed. Therefore the limiting values as N¿ -) oo incorporate an

error associated with the differencing on the vertical grid. These limits tend to one

exactly as 1í tends to infinity, that is as A7¡ tend to zero, but since all numerical

models have to run for a finite value of /{ (the smaller the value of ^I{ the more cost

effective the method) this analysis provides measures for the numerical model for any

particular grid spacing. Also if the number of vertical grid spacings is kept constant

and the distribution is changed, then there may either be an increase or decrease in

the accuracy of the model (reflected in the limiting values of. A, and S,), depending on

whether the redistribution gives a better approximation to the velocity profile in the

vertical or not. Thus for a given number of depth levels for the numerical model this

analysis offers the possibility of finding an optimal grid distribution in the vertical for

the specified parameters which should be chosen to match the conditions in the area

that is to be modelled by the numerical scheme.

The limiiing values of the amplitude response, relative \¡/ave speed and velocity

error measure Eo, are the values for which A¡ and AÀ tend to zero for a given vertical
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grid distribution, but as can be seen from Figures 6.6 to 6.8 these are the same vaLues

as the val.ues for N¿ - 40, which means that the numerical model does not need to

use a finer horizontal grid spacing. This also shows that the vertical direction is the

one which dominates the error limits and is the one which needs to be modelled or

represented accurately in a three-dimensional tidal model.

Figure 6.8 shows an averaged error estimate for the errors between the ¡.1f;, zua and

their analytic values. This depth averaged percentage error in velocity coefficients is

denoted and defined by

Eo : #" (i, tlrP - t".F*(,tùl+ Blu -,.r^(n-)l) , (6.48)
zrt lut \ ,Vc=U

M : *n * (.1 lu" 
r"Ø)l, B 

lu- 
F{rll) lroo . (6.44)

That is Eo is the average complex distance between analytical and numerical ve-

iocity coefficients expressed as a percentage relative to the largest velocity coefficient.

As N¿ + oo the limiting value of the error, as with the amplitude response and rel-

ative wave speed, incorporates an error associated with the differencing on the vertical

grid. As Lrlr -r 0 the error .Eo tends to zero.

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 are graphed for the specific value of the Courant number

Cx:0.3 and show the distribution over depth of the errors graphed in Figure 6.8 for

various values of N¿. The difference between the two graphs is due to the effect of

Coriolis. The error measures used at different depth levels in Figures 6.g and 6.10 are

r' I o ,r B , ^ ,E,(rìu): # lrP - p-F,(qòl , E,(,to): #Ve - r-r^Qtòl . (6.4b)

As p,* F*(r1*) is a complex number it can be considered as an amplitude and phase

change to the exponential term in the analytic solution. Therefore by comparing ¡rp

r20



and p..F|(T*) an amplitude response over depth for p, car. be calculated as

Aþ IPP I

'- lp.F*(ryr)l 
'

AIso a phase shift error over depth for p, can be expressed as

(6.46)

phase(¡.rf; ) - phase(p.&(t*))
Pp (6.47)

(6.48)

r 1180

where the phase error is in degrees. Similar expressions can be deduced from z¡a and

u.Fx(q*). The graphs in Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show A, and & for several values of

N¿ and for C*:0.3.

Little is gained by comparing these results with those from corresponding two-

dimensional analysès as the numerical models are completely different due to the inclu-

sion of discretisation in the vertical direction in this three-dimensional case. The only

point worthy of note is that previous analyses of two-dimensional numerical schemes

have only provided information similar to Figures 6.6 and 6.7.

6.2 Analysis for a Three Level Nurnerical Scherne

The wave propagation analysis method described in Section 6.1 is illustrated with

the two level numerical scheme described in this thesis. This analysis can also be

applied to three (or more) level numerical schemes. The procedure is just the same

except after substituting Equations (6.23) to (6.25) into the finite difference equations,

the matrix equation obtained is of the form

Aa : €Bu + ë'Cr¿, ,,

with the matrices A, B and C being similar to those given in Section 6.1, depending

on the numerical scheme. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this equation can be

found by making the substitution

€a: rl, (6.49)
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which gives for Equation (6.48)

Ay-By:(Cy (6.50)

Combining Equations (6.a9) and (6.50) into a matrix equation give

l: :ll;l:,1: :ll;l
where matrices O and I are the zero and identity matrices which are the same size as

the other matrices, that is (2K+l) x (2/f +1). The eigenvalues and the vector rJ from

each corresponding eigenvector of Equation (6.51) a¡e the eigenvalues a¡rd eigenvectors

of Equation (6.a8) and therefore the ones required for the wave propagation analysis.

Similar principles can be applied for higher level methods.

6.3 Application of the Analysis

Theie are many applications for this analysis. It can be used to compare different

numerical schemes, to determine the best finite difference form for each term in the

governing differential equations or the best surface boundary approximation, or it can

be used to optimise some of the parameters associated with numerical schemes, such

as the number and location of the non-uniformly spaced vertical grid points. The

analysis can also be used to estimate the magnitude and the distribution of the errors

produced by a numerical method. Such results have previously not been available for

a three-dimensional tidal model. The analysis can also be used to find the range of

values of the non-dimensional parameters for which the difference equations used to

solve the linearised governing equations are stable.

Before using this analysis appropriate values for the parameters for the numerical

model need to be determined. The depth åo, length -t, breadth B, and the gravitational

and Coriolis parameters are easily determined. The other parameters pø) t/a) Nx, N)

(6.51)
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and N4 can be determined by measurements in the area being modelled or can l¡e

estimated from results obtained from previous model applications and/or experience.

A major advantage of this v/ave propagation analysis is that it may be used with

realistic forms for Nn which produce velocity profiles which match those of the region

to be modelled. This particular set of Nn and other parameters used in the wave

propagation a^nalysis indicates the type of errors introduced by the numerical method

for the model application. The form of the parameter Nn, which is va¡iable over depth,

effects the characteristics of the flow, so it is important to use the form which yields

properties similar to those which occur in the area for which the numerical model will

be applied. The predicted tidal elevations a¡e fairly insensitive to this vertical eddy

viscosity parameter, but the vertical velocity profile varies considerably when I[n i.
changed in either its distribution over depth or in its magnitude.

Even though the analytic solutions used in this analysis all have a "no-slipt' con-

dition at the sea fl.oor, certain alterations to the form of Nn can vary the velocity

profile from one which resembles a "slip" condition approximation near the sea fl.oor,

to one which resembles the typically logarithmically shaped profile which occurs with

"no-slip" conditions. Figure 6.13 shows these two conditions: the parabolic case has

N4 : 0.003, 0.005, 0.001 *'/" at q - 0, 0.4!4, 1 respectively and the three piece

Iinear case has ¡fr : 0.003, 0.004, 0.004, 0.0000001 *rl" at tt - 0,0.2,0.92, 1 re-

spectively. Analytic solutions for these and other forms "f Nn exist (see, for example

Sverdrup (1926), Fjeldstat (1929), Tee (1987) and Section 5.2) and so can be used in

this wave propagation anaiysis.

An example of the way in which this method can expose inaccurate differencing

of a term in the tidal motion equations is seen by considering the Coriolis term. In

the differencing given in Equations (6.13) and (6.14) the Coriolis terms are centred

in time about the (n+|) time level. If the terms are evaluated with all the velocity
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Figure 6.13: Two velocity profiles, which give analytic solutions to Equa-
tions (5.1) to (5.a) from the many profiles available by choosing
particular forms for Nn. The profiles are at maximum flow.

values at the nÚä time level, the graph of the amplitude response (see Figure 6.14) for

the resulting numerical method has a large peak centred near 6 grid spacings per \4/ave

length. This means that any waves in the initial conditions or in the round-off error

distribution, propagating with a wavelength about 6 times the horizontal grid spacing

of the model and with a Courant number of 0.5 or larger, will have an amplitude which

increases by more than 13% over each true wave period.

This analysis also enables an optimal grid spacing in the vertical to be determined.

Clearly, this would be specific to the conditions for which the model would be run.

This emphasises the need to choose a vertical eddy viscosity form which provides

an analytic solution which closely matches the conditions that are to be modelled.

By varying the number and distribution of vertical grid spacings and analysing the

resultant numerical errors, a balance between computational effort and accuracy can be

achieved. The optimal distribution of vertical grid spacings depends on the form of Nn

and the resulting velocity profile, especially near the sea floor. If the grid spacing is not
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Figure 6.14: \Mhen the Coriolis term is not differenced accurately, the ampli-
tude response indicates that something is wrong.

chosen wisely large errors are introduced through the finite difference approximations.

In order to minimise these errors the variable grid spacing defined by the "rc method"

was developed by Noye (1984a), see Section 3.2. This method ensures that the vertical

spatial differencing remains second order accurate and minimises errors. The value of

rc : 0 produces an equally spaced grid, and as rc increases the grid becomes finer near

T : I and coarser near T :0 as illustrated in Figure 3.10.

The optimal value for rc is highly dependent on the form and magnitude of Nn, and

as long as a realistic form for N, is used in the wave propagation analysis, the optimal

value of rc obtained ivill be a good choice to use in the numerical model. An advantage

of using this wave propagation analysis is that the error estimates are calculated by

analytic means and there is no need to run many time consuming numerical tests with

the model for different values of rc in order to determine its optimal value.

Before optimising the value of rc the objectives for minimisation need to be estab-

lished. There are se\¡eral ways of measuring performance, and their relative importance

needs to be established for the particular case for which the model is to be run. The aim
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may be to minimise the amplitude response errors, minimise the relative wave speed

errors, minimise the total error in the velocity components, or it may be important to

minimise the errors in velocity near the sea bed. Once the relative importance of these

objectives has been established, the analysis may be used to produce a set of graphs

similar to Figures 6.6 to 6.10 for several different values of rc in order to determine the

best value to use. Figure 6.15 shows the percentage error for different rc values for the

first three of the above mentioned criteria. Notice that the performance of the numer-

ical model with a non-uniform grid can be greatly improved over the corresponding

uniform grid (rc : 0) for the same number of depth levels'

depth av. error in velocity

amplitude response

relative wave speed
ko
tst!
a)
bo
s
0.)o
0)À

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

2 6

Grid parameter, r

Figure 6.15: The percentage errors for various criteria that may by optimised
by appropriate selection of the vertical grid parameter rc.

Figures 6.16 to 6.22 are the corresponding graphs for Figures 6.6 to 6.12 for a

vertical grid with a value of. n :3. As can be seen from these graphs this gives errors

for the numerical model significantly smaller than for the uniform grid spacing (rc : 0)

graphed in Figures 6.6 to 6.12.

A feature of this analysis is its ability to obtain error distributions over depth for
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the velocity components, as shown in Figures 6.9 to 6.12. This analysis can be used

to detect the errors near the sea floor, where steep velocity gradients can cause larger

errors in the finite difference approximations. Compared to the uniform grid case,

for the n : 3 case, the amplitude response in the limit as N¡, - oo, improves from

0.9787 to 1.0050, the relative wave speed improves from 0.9937 to 0.9996, and the

depth averaged error in the velocity coefficients .Eo improves from 1.97% to 0.+g%.

The reason for this improvement is evident in the comparison of Figures 6.9 to 6.12

with Figures 6.19 and6.22. This comparison clearly shows the improvement gained by

using a variable grid in the vertical direction to obtain increased resolution near the

sea floor. Due to this improvement in the representation of the velocity profile in the

vertical, the limiting values of the other three graphs are closer to the true value of

one than those obtained when using a uniform grid spacing.
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6.4 Conclusion of the Analysis

A method for wave propagation analysis for three-dimensional hydrodynamic nu-

merical tidal models has been developed. For conditions which can be selected to

match those in the region being modelled, the analysis can be used to optimise or

detect deficiencies in the finite difference schemes, as illustrated with the non-centred

differencing in time of the Coriolis term in Section 6.2, andf or to optimise the grid

spacing parameters. The analysis uses analytic solutions and therefore offers the possi-

bility of saving large amounts of computer time, which in the past has been consumed

in performing the many numerical test runs needed to determine optimal values for

parameters such as rc, K, A¡ and AÀ. In deciding the optimum values for these pa-

rameters consideration needs to be given to the trade off between desired accuracy

and computer time usage. The information provided by this analysis enables a wise

choice to be made for these parameters, allowing a specified accuracy for predictions

to be achieved without excessive use of computer time, which could be caused by using

many grid points when a smaller number produces the same accuracy. That is, this

analysis can provide a limit beyond which further refinement of a grid is unnecessary.

For the numerical model and parameters used as an example in this chapter the results

show that there is no improvement in accuracy of the model if the horizontal grid used

contains more than 40 grid points per wavelength.

The analysis uses a functional form of the vertical eddy viscosity parameter Nn for

which there exists an analytic solution to the linearised tidal equations. The choice for

ÀÇ must be one for which an analytic solution is presently available, A wide selection

of these exist, see, for example, Sverdrup (1926), Fjeldstat (1929), Tee (1g82) and

Chapter 5.

It seems possible that a similar two-dimensional analysis involving one horizontal
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and one vertical direction, as opposed to previous two-dimensional analyses involving

two horizontal directions, could be developed. In this case two Fourier modes travelling

in opposite directions may be combined to form a standing wave with a horizontal

boundary coinciding with a node. Such an analysis could be used to test stability and

accuracy of the numerical scheme near a land bounda.ry as distinct from the present

analysis which assumes absence of such boundaries.
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Chapter 7

ANATYSIS OF THE
NUMERICAL MODEL

This chapter tests and analyses the numerical scheme in several \rays. Section 7.1

investigates the time stepping nature of the numerical scheme and the \¡/ave propaga-

tion analysis, which was developed in Chapter 6, is used in Section 7.2 to analyse the

numericaL scheme. Several examples of how the numerical scheme was improved are

included. Section 7.3 discusses consistency, stability and convergence of the numerical

scheme and Section 7.4 compares the results from numerical model to the analytic

solution for flow in a channel of constant depth and width. The flow is variable over

depth and has analytic solutions for certain functional forms of the vertical eddy vis-

cosity parameter Nn. Section 7.5 compares the numerical model to a two-dimensional

analytic solution for depth integrated flow in a bay, which is open on one side and

under the influence of the Coriolis force. The numerical model is compared to a second

order accurate solution for one-dimensional non-linear flow in Section 7.6. The abitity

of the model to predict wind generated currents through a wind stress acting on the

surface is tested in Section 7.7. The results from the numerical model are compared

to a two-dimensional steady analytic solution.
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7.L The Order of Accuracy of the Tirne Step

As mentioned in Section 3.3 the predictor-corrector type recalculation of ("+t makes

the numerical model almost second order accurate. It is exactly second order accurate

in time if the horizontal diffusive terms are ignored for the linear model. As with the

'wave propagation analysis, this can be shown by examining the linearised governing

Equations (5.1) to (5.4) and applying the same finite difference techniques and numer-

ical scheme to these equations as is used on the full governing equations. By letting

AX, AÀ and A4 approach zero the limit of the finite difference approximations will be

equivalent to the partial derivatives in these three spatial dimensions. The time step

can then be expanded as a Taylor series to determine the accuracy of the time stepping

procedure.

As the vertical grid spacing A? tends toward zero (and ,K tends towards infinity)

terms with vertical differencing tend to partial deriratives with respect to 4 and the

summations in the vertical tend to integrals and therefore Equation (6.13) tends to

1

A¿ 1'i,i)r - t ?,¡,t) + #xltT+t,¡ - t4,¡,* i t"?,i,:r - pijl,¡,*)

ffi{uT,,*t,* - FT,i,* + t"T,l)k - PT,Ilr,o)

gh"Lt /r ô_z , _n \
nryyy(l';+r,i - zll;,i-f lt;-t,¡)

. ##(ri+t,¡ -ùT+,,¡-, -vT,¡ tv?,¡-,) - #i(ei+,,¡ - ei,¡)

. #ú0rT+r,¡* - 2pT,¡,* * t i-,,¡,*). ¡¡frtp 0,i,¡+,,0 - 2t i,¡,* -r t"?,¡-r,r)

. +&1., & (ui,¡,u+ piii) 
]

+ fff"fi:r,o + ,illo t 4r,¡-,,0 * ,i*,,¡,0), (2.1)
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and similarly Equation (6.1a) becomes

+

A solution to Equations (6.10), (7.1) and (7.2) is sought in the form

fifrf:l -,i¡,*)+#i4i.l,i,È - ,î¡,t *,i!l -,ii|,¡,*)
ffi{"îi*r* - rî¡,t + "i,Ti - rljlr,o)

gh"Lt /r _n _n , _n \

2BTLX/.^\É;,i+r - þ¡-t,i+t- lt;,¡+ lt;-t,¡)

. #&(oi,,*, - 2vT,¡ *vi,¡-t) - ffirei,+, - (Í¡)

. &(rl+r,i,r - 2vi¡,* * ,i-r,,*). täry (ri¡*r,o - 2ui¡,* ¡ vi¡-t,*)

. +&1.,& (,io,o* ",îii ) l

- f;!fr'::Ì,¡,x * F?,¡,** piï¡*r, x * rri,¡*,,,¡) . (7.2)

((x, À)

p(x, \,rt)

,(x,\,n)

iLth"
L,y

aexp{i(onL¿ + i\,ym, a jAÀrn¡)} ,

p. Fr(n) exp{i(onAt ¡ i\,ym* * jA)rn¡)} 
,

u* F¡(n) exp{i(ønAt + i\Xmx a jAÀrn¡)} .

(7.3)

(7.4)

(7.5)

(7.7)

Substitution of Equation (7.3) to (7.5) into Equation (6.10), after simplifrcation,

yields

((-1)a+ ,t', sin(B*)(€ + r¡r. * .l¡¡sin(B¡)((+ 1¡r-: g, (7.6)

: exp{iø Lt}, þ, : mr\,yf2, Bs : rn¡L),f2, F* : 
Iot 

,rrr) d,r¡ and.

Fx(n) dn. Now as AX * 0, sin(B") --+ rn*f2 and similarly as AÀ --+ 0,

sin(B¡) + msf2, so Equation (7.6) tends towards

(€ - r)o + iuth"Fx*.(+)tt- + iuth"F^*^(+)u* :0

iLth"
A)

€

l"'

where

,Fr

Substitution of Equation (7.3) to (7.5) into Equation (7.I), after simplification,
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yields

CT

+

(zistt sin(B")\ - (zg(tt)2h"F:xsin2(B*) , Aú(€ + 1) A
\- ¿,^x )=''\1zl¡¡,- 2h? ô,1

+ r.a (e - 1 + S("*ot 2iP,\- 1 +€(1 - exp{2iB*}))

+ ${"*p{2ig^}- 1 + €(1 - exp{2iB¡}))

, 4N;Aúsin2(B")
- {LA,¡ -

2s (Lt)2 h "F¡ sin(Br) sin(B¡ ) -'ry.Fr cos(B¡)(( exp{-iB*} + exp{iB-}¡)

(7.8)

N,
OF,
ôrt

4NÀAt sin2(B¡)
(BAÀ)'

u

0

L2A,yL,\

As AX + 0 and AÀ + 0 Equation (7.8) tends towards

a
ig Ltm,

L2 )
g(Lt)2h"Fr(*r)' At(( + t) a

2L2 2h? ôrt

g(Lt)zh"T^mxm^ Á,ltf"B
2L2 2L

€ - 1 + ¡t"oivtm,(#) * u"ivtrn^ (+)
- Nr\,t(mr)2 - N.rA¿(rn^)z\
-Lr-Br)

þäl)

(7.e)

- f"Fs-iã28
rT¿^

(7.10)

+ þ*Fx

+u a{e + rl)

0

Now since F"(n) satisfies Equation (5.11) then

+&1.,#]: r*(ia * im,¡tor imsvo*\W *

Equation (7.10) can be substituted into Equation (7.9) and cancellation gives

igL,tm,
L2

+

+ ^rnxTrt^ 
Ltf "B .Fr

2L2 2L

@#¿+"'"((-1+"'a))
^t/Ér-l\ 
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where Q : ry"W * N¡(Iir12. Similarly Equation (2.2) yields
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Equations (7.7), (7.11) and (7.12) form three equations for the solution of a, ¡,r*

and v*. The solution of interest here, which is the numerical mode closest to the true

'wave solution, has L¡-t* - Bul, so if V* is defined asV* - Lp*: Bu* these equations

can be simplified to

0

(+) (ry,"*TF^)v*:0,

2

c, _7
2

/ igLtm"ms\\-¡a- )"
r IúW(?r"+ffr^) +, 

I _^t(€ +2:)!zt tçia+ O) +
Sre-l+ ^te)At(€ + 7)iã2

2

(7.13)

V' :0 .(7.14)

The complex circular frequency â satisfies the relationship given in Equation (5.a2)

and with substitution of Equation (7.13) into Equation (7.14), non zero solutions for

V* will exist if

(") (tt)2a3 *#re- 1), *Y*"teG - r)

-';*^ or(€, - lxiâ + a) + ( )Ltiã2 + )(LÐ2ã3: 0. (7.15)
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This equation is a quadratic in { and can therefore be rearranged in the form of

ç2

€:1+iãLt-

((

(+o- ^tiã - 
*e)."af

F;2"^ 
{-+ + 2^te) . ryt

(To+^tia-,uq)-".f) 0 (7.16)

(7.18)

Now the root of Equation (7.16) with the positive sign in front of the square root,

corresponds to the true wave solution. If this value of ( is expressed as a Taylor series

in Aú the result is

(7.17)

This is the value of ( for the numerical scheme obtained in the limit as A¡, AÀ

and A4 * 0, and which corresponds to the true wave solution. The value of { is

formed from exp(ioLt), where o is the circular frequency of the numerical wave which

is closest to ô. The Taylor series expansion of exp(ioAf) is

o'
^,t)" --/ +o(^t)4
2

By comparing Equation (7.17) with Equation (7.18) it can be seen that if the

coefficient Q, which is derived from the horizontal eddy viscosity coefficients, is zero

(that is if these terms are considered to be relatively small and are removed from the

equations) then Equation (7.17) shows that the numerical method has a value of (
which is second order accurate in the time step Aú. As the horizontal diffusive terms

are relatively small the numerical scheme for the full tidal modelling equations can be

considered virtually second order accurate in time.
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7.2 Wave Propagation Analysis of the Nurnerical
Model

Once the wave propagation analysis, which was presented in Chapter 6, was de-

veloped and applied to the developed numerical scheme, it became obvious that much

work could be done investigating the relationship between the magnitude and form of

the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient Nn and how variations in these a,ffect the opti-

mal finite difference approximations, the overall finite difference scheme, the optimal

vertical grid spacing and the number of grid points to use in both the horizontal and

vertical directions. The wave propagation analysis, as a tool for a three-dimensional

tidal model, will enable these type of interactions to be studied in more detail than

was previously possible. To show the usefulness of the wave propagation analysis four

examples are described where the analysis was used to improve the numerical model

developed in this thesis.

The first example, which was previewed in Chapter 6, involves the differencing

of the Coriolis term. At one stage of the development of the numerical model it was

proposed, for simplicity, to have the Coriolis terms in the ¡; and u momentum equations

differenced at the n¿ä time level not at the ("+T)tn level as the rest of the terms,

as it was thought that it would not affect the performance of the numerical model.

After the wave propagation analysis was developed it was quickly discovered that the

this introduced large errors. The amplitude response graph shown in Figure 6.14 of

Section 6.3 clearly indicates that the numerical scheme could be improved and that

the method of differencing of the Coriolis terms is important. Fortunately, within the

Iimitations considered in Chapter 3, it was possible to difference the Coriolis terms

about the (n+|)rå time level by taking the average of the four surrounding velocities,

which are required in the calculation, with two of the values at the (n+r)th time level

and the other two at the nth time level. Thus the finite difference approximations for
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the Coriolis term in the ¡r momentum equation was changed from

Hfu
L

"+å

i,È

nr îr
2L

(7.1e)

to

Hfu ^+\
L

.,(7.20)
d,ß

and simila¡ly for the Coriolis term in the u momentum equation. 'When the new finite

difference approximations were used for the Coriolis terms the graphs of Figures 6.6

and 6.16 show the resultant improvement in the amplitude response of the numerical

model.

As can be seen from Equation (7.20) the two values of u required at the new time

level are uifl and ,,Lliu. For the u momentum equation the two vaJ.ues of p required

at the new time level are fffi and pir+Ìr,*. Thus for each grid element i, so long as the

new valuer of ,ift are calculated before the new values of pi,[', the improved scheme

can be implemented.

The second example of model improvement involves the introduction of the ¡ecal-

culation of ç"+t (or corrector step) using Equation (4.5). As previously mentioned

the numerical scheme was first proposed without the corrector step, which is calcu-

lated after the velocity values at the new time level. Without this corrector step the

wave propagation analysis shows that the numerical method is only stable for Courant

numbers C, S 0.07 where as with the recalculation of ( the method is stable for all

Cx < 0.7. The amplitude response, relative \Ã/ave speed, and error in velocity coeffi-

cients graphs for the case without the corrector step are shown in in Figures 7.1 to 7.3.

These are calculated with the same parameters as are used in Chapter 6, except for

the Courant numbers and with the vertical grid parameter n :3.

For a value of the number of grid points per wavelength, N¿, greater than 30 the

graphs of Figures 7.1 to 7.3 are very similar in shape and in their limiting value to the

(Hi*' + nÐif (Lx,^@ir,r f ,il-r,*) * Ax-+r(uif' * ri-*,10)\

"t f ^X- - ^lf**t Z
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graphs of Figures 6.16 to 6.18. This indicates that the scheme without the corrector

step is just as accurate as the scheme including the corrector step, but the problem is

that the Courant numbers are C* - 0.01, 0.03, 0.05,0.06 and 0.07 whereas the graphs

of Figures 6.16 to 6.18 are f.or C, - 0.1, 0.3,0.5,0.6 and 0.7. This means that, with

all else held constant, the scheme with the corrector step added can use a time step

10 times larger than that of the time step used by the scheme without the corrector

step and also the $'ave propagation analysis shows through Figures 6.16 and 7.1 that

the amplitude response with the corrector step is slightly more accurate. For N¿ less

than 50 the graphs of Figures 7.1 to 7.3 show a loss of accuracy for the larger Courant

numbers for the numerical scheme without the recalculation of ('o+r.

The recalculation of (n+1 is computationally very cheap as most of the computer

time is used in calculating the new values of the velocity variables at each depth, for

each grid point. If, for example, the corrector step takes 70% of the total number of

floating point operations for a complete time step (and this is a rather large estimate),
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then without the corrector step there is a 10% saving in computer time, but by using

the corrector step and the larger time step there are the extra calculations to perform,

but they are performed 10 times less often for a fixed length of time. Thus there is a

90% saving of computer time for the scheme using the corrector step, which also has a

slightly improved accuracy.

The third possibility investigated using the wave propagation analysis is the com-

parison between two finite difference approximations for the vertical diffusive terms.

The term from the p velocity equation is

+&("#)f , s2r)

and the first differencing form is given in Section 4.2. An alternate differencing can

be achieved if the derivative of the vertical eddy viscosity is known, in which case the

term of Equation (7.21) can be expressed as

.+, 
1 ?Nn ô¡,t ^+, "++

,,È H ôq ôTt
(7.22)

d,Ë

After using the second order accurate finite difference approximations for an irreg-

ular grid (given in Chapter 3) and with some rearranging the finite difference form of

this equation can be expressed as

l.-
t * PT,*-t

t+ Hi)(ro * 1)aa¡
p?,t!, i pT,*-t -2(rr + 1)N,

+ (r'o + 1)N;

+&("#) 
I

ôrp
ôrn

* #r" irk

+&(.,
2r¡N, 2

trtk-, - '¡N;
ôp.

ôrt

1
2

n+(H t+ Hi)0* * 1)Aa¡

11
n*1 1+ n

Ë-1
(7.23)t+ Hi)(ro * 1)Ary¡

where Ni is the derivative of Nn with respect to 17

This form of finite differencing tested by the wave propagation analysis gave the

results graphed in Figures 7.4 to 7.6. These should be compared with those of Fig-

ures 6.16 to 6.18.
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Using the alternate finite difference form given by Equation (7.23) the limiting value

of the amplitude response improves from 1.0050 to 1.0026, that of the relative wave

speed improves from 0.9996 to 0.9998 but the error measure for the velocity coefficients

deteriorates from 0.4856% to 0.5828%. These results are not conclusive as to which

differencing is better for this particular situation. To make a more definite statement

further research work needs to be carried out with a more detailed investigation involv-

ing finding the optimum vertical grid spacing for each of these two possibilities, for a

wide range of different vertical eddy viscosity forms, Nn, and with a variety of different

magnitudes for Nn and other model parameters. It is suspected that the choice of

differencing for the numerical model will depend on the form and magnitude of Nn as

well as the criteria for deciding which vertical grid gives the optimal results.

The iast example provided is that of the surface boundary condition of Equa-

tion (4.21), which is a second order accurate approximation for a variable grid. If there

is no wind strèss at the surface and a first order accurate approximation is chosen in
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the form

Ul :(P'''--t"'o):0, (7.24)âry|,=o-\ a?o )-
then this implies that p;,o : pi,r. Similarly u¡,0 : oi,r is used as the corresponding

approximation for the u velocity equation.

The wave propagation graphs for a numerical scheme with the same parameters as

the scheme with v¡ave propagation graphs shown in Figures 6.16 to 6.22 but using the

boundary condition of Equation (7.21 are graphed in Figures 7.7 to 7.13.
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Figure 7.7: Amplitude response for the numerical scheme with a first order
approximation for the surface boundary condition and with rc : 3.

Figure 7.7 shows an improvement in the amplitude response of the numerical model

given the prescribed conditions, where the limiting value improves from 1.0050 to

1.0009. However the relative lvvave speed (Figure 7.8) and velocity error measure (Fig-

ure 7.9) both are significantly worse, going from 0.9996 and 0.4856% respectively to

1.0018 and 0.8256%. Figures 7.10 and 7.11 which show the distribution over depth of

the errors in velocity components, clearly indicates that there is a loss of accuracy near

the sea surface. Figures 7.L2 and 7.13, which show the total errors from Figures 7.10

separated into an amplitude and a phase error, suggest that the main source of inac-
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curacy due to using a first order boundary approximation at the surface, comes from a

phase shift of the velocity component near the sea surface. This is the probable cause

of the loss of accuracy in the relative wave speed of the dominant mode through the

numerical scheme.

A third order accurate surface boundary condition was also tried to see if this would

improve the overall accuracy of the numerical model. The surface boundary condition

used instead of Equation (4.21), with zero wind stress, is

: aoltr;,o * bop;,t * colt¿,2 * dop;,3:0 , (7.25)
o¡t
orr q=o

where

446(344s * 2\r¡y) * (2\nof anr XArl' + Lqz)
Aryo(aryo + aa1)(a\o r L.r¡, + A'q2)

(Ano + aryrXarlo * a?t + Lnz)
A4¡441(Ah * L,r¡2)

Ato(Arlo*A?r +Lqz)
A.rn\,q2(Lqo * Â4') )

Ano(Arlo * A?t
Lnr(Lqr+ ar¡r)(a'?o * aq1 + Lnz)

Figures 7.74 to 7.20 show the graphs from the wave propagation analysis for the

model with the same parameters as before with the third order accurate surface bound-

ary condition.

Figure 7.14 shows an improvement in the amplitude response of the numerical

model given the prescribed conditions, where the limiting value improves from 1.0050 to

1.0013, the relative \Ã¡ave speed (Figure 7.15) has a slight loss of accuracy from a value of

0.9996 to 0.9995, and the velocity error measure (Figure 7.16) has a slight improvement

from 0.48567o to 0.4228Yo. Figures 7.19 and 7.20 which show the total errors from

Figures 7.17 separated into an amplitude and a phase error indicate (in comparison

to Figures 6.21 and 6.22) that the amplitude error in the velocity component is more
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accurate near the sea surface with the third order accurate surface boundary condition,

but the error due to phase shift near the sea surface is larger.

It appears that there is no significant increase in accuracy when using the third

order accurate surface boundary condition and there is a practical problem which must

be overcome in order to implement this surface approximation. The problem is due

to the presence of the velocity values from the 3"d depth level and three simultaneous

equations need to be solved in order to convert to tri-diagonal form the set of equations,

which are solved to give the velocity components over depth. The effort involved to

solve this is not justified by the slight improvement in the numerical results.

The overall characteristics, obtained from the ïvave propagation analysis, of the

numerical model outlined in Chapters 3 and 4 could be summarised as

o The model can be run for Courant numbers up to 0.7.
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o The model characteristics will be constant and the accuracy will not be improved

once the horizontal grid is refined by more than 40 grid spacings per \¡/ave length.

o Once a form for the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient has been found which is

characteristically representative of the area to be modelled, the wave propagation

analysis can be used to find an optimal vertical grid distribution, so that errors

in amplitude response, relative wave speed and velocity distribution over depth

can be minimised.

o It is possible to choose the vertical grid distribution so that the amplitude re-

sponse or relative v/ave speed is exactly 1.

o With the optimal vertical grid distribution the error in the velocity coefficients

over depth compared to the true wave solution, can be made as small as desired

by increasing the number of depth levels, and was as low as 0.23Yo with only 16

depth levels for the example described in this section.

It must be emphasised that these observations are influenced by the vertical grid

distribution and the number of vertical grid points, both of which have been held

constant for these comparisons, and that any conclusions may only be valid for these

conditions. Further research work needs to be done using this procedure before it

is possible to state general conclusions. The ïvave propagation analysis developed in

Chapter 6 has created a means to do this, whereas without this tool the differencing

and numerical scheme would need to be based on supposition that may not have

any justifiable reasoning. Comparing numerical models with any analytic solution for

a simplified situation only provides an error measure which is based on differences

between numerical and exact solutions. It cannot provide valuable information such as

\Ã¡ave speed and amplitude of the dominant numerical wave which propagates through

the finite difference equations, both of which are obtained from the wave propagation

analysis.
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7.3 Consistency, Stability and Convergence of the
Numerical Scheme

As discussed in Chapter 6 the limiting values of the graphs for the amplitude re-

sponse, relative wave speed and the velocity error measure are functions of the vertical

grid spacing, because these limiting values are for AX and AÀ -+ 0 but with a fixed

number and distribution of the vertical grid points. This is well suited for the wave

propagation analysis because any three-dimensional numerical model has to be run for

a finite number of vertical grid points (the fewer the better) *d the analysis provides

this information for the given vertical grid spacing, and also enables the optimum dis-

tribution of these grid points to be found. If the finite difference solution is convergent

then the limiting values of the amplitude response and the relative \Mave speed should

tend exactly to the value one and the velocity error measure should tend to exactly

zero as A¡, A.l and A4 --+ 0.

The consistency of the finite difference equations given in Chapter 4 can easily be

verified by Taylor series expansions of the finite difference approximation for each term

in the equations. There is no point in doing this formally as the approximations used

'were second order accurate in space and Section 7.1 shows that for the linear system

the scheme is almost second order accurate in time (exactly if the horizontal diffusive

terms are removed). Also, if the finite difference approximations were not consistent

with the partial differential equations then the wave propagation analysis would detect

this through the non convergence of the numerical solution with the analytic solution.

The stability of the numerical method is tested quite simply by finding which

Courant numbers have all the eigenvalues of Equation (6.26) less than or equal to

the number one. For the numerical model developed in this thesis this is true for all

Courant numbers less than or equal to 0.7.
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By Lax's equivalence theorem the stability of the numerical scb.erne and the consis-

tency of the finite difference equations with the given linear partial differential equations

implies that the numerical solution is convergent to the exact solution of the partial

differential equations. Local application of this procedure to linearised versions of the

non-linear partial differential equations can then be used to indicate convergence of

the complete set of governing equations. The r,¡/ave propagation analysis can be used

to demonstrate the convergence of the numerical solution a¡rd also to show that the

rate of convergerlce is influenced by the structure of the vertical grid.

The convergence of the finite difference solution of the numerical model can be

demonstrated by letting the number of vertical grid spacings, 1(, tend to infinity. In

the wave propagation analysis the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a 2K+1 by 2/(*1

complex matrix must be found, so it is not possible to let .I( become very large. On

the Pyramid. computer used for this work the largest value tried was K : 250, which

gives a 501 by 501 complex eigenvalue problem. This took about 8 hours of computing

time and used a large portion of the computer's available virtual memory so this is

close to the limit of possibility on the Pyramid. However, this was easily large enough

to show that the finite difference solution was converging to the solution of the given

partial differential equations.

The limiting values for the amplitude response, relative wave speed and the veloc-

ity error measure were calculated for three different vertical distributions. The three

different initial distributions of the vertical grid points chosen were the uniform dis-

tribution (rc:0), a rc gridwith parameter n:2 and ap grid (see Section 8.2) with

parameter P : 0.13 (each grid spacing is 13% larger than the previous one), each with

16 grid spacings. The number of vertical grid spacings were then increased from 16

to 30, 60, 120 and 250. In the case of the p grid, when the number of grid points

doubles the parametet p was halved in order to keep a grid with approximately the
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same properties, thus the values of p used for the different number of grid spacings

were 0.13, 0.063, 0.031, 0.0154 and 0.0071. The graph of the limiting values of the

amplitude response, relative wave speed and the velocity error measure are shown in

Figures 7.21 to 7.23 respectively.
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Figure 7.21: The limiting values of the amplitude response compared for dif-
ferent values of the number of vertical grid points.
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From these figures it is seen that the limiting values quickly converge to the desired

result thus showing that the finite difference solution converges to the solution of the

governing partial differential equations, although the rate of convergence is clearly

dependent on the size and nature of their vertical grid distribution.

Using Figure 7.23it can be seen that to obtain the same level of accuracy (025%

error) in the velocity coefficients of the numerical model, would require 16 grid points

with the p grid (p: 0.t3 giving a73Vo increase per grid spacing from the sea floor), 32

grid points for a vertical rc grid with parameter rc :2 and 70 grid points for a uniform

grid (rc - 0). For this particular form and magnitude of the vertical eddy viscosity

parameter and other parameters this clearly demonstrates the ability of a variable ver-

tical grid, with second order accurate finite differencing, to increase accuracy without

significantly increasing the amount of computer time used for the numerical model.

Extra computer time is required to calculate finite difference approximations on a vari-

able grid but for here the alternative of using 70 grid points on an uniform grid is much

more computationally expensive.
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7.4 Cornparison with Channel Flow

The numerical model has been modified to solve the problem first described by

Johns (1966). For a rectangular basin or channel of constant depth in the absence of

Coriolis force, he developed an exact solution for the predicted surface displacements

( and the ¡r velocity component if the amplitude of the tidal input is small compared

with the total depth of water. The channel is closed on both sides and one end and

open on the remaining end along which the surface displacement is the input.

This analytic solution given by Johns requires the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient

to be of the form

¡r,(r):r(t+7(1 -?))) e.26)

where / is the value of Nn at the sea floor and /(1 + 7)2 is the value at the surface.

The analytic solution can also be obtained by reducing the three-dimensional an-

alytic solution given in Chapter 5 down to two dimensions (¡ and 4) and neglecting

the horizontal advective and diffusive terms as well as the Coriolis terms. That is

I'/ : t)a : 0, llo: 0, À& - N) : 0 and fo : 0. An identical wave travelling in the op-

posite direction is then superimposed on the original wave to permit the introduction

of a closed boundary at X - 0, thus giving the solution for tides in a channel closed

at one end with tidal height prescribed at the open end. Therefore all the different

vertical eddy viscosity profiles from Chapter 5 are available for use, with their corre-

sponding exact solutions. Exact solution (c) in the two-dimensional case, with 2 waves

superimposed, is the solution given by Johns (1966). For this test two different profiles

for Nn were used. The first is a parabolic vertical eddy viscosity form (exact solution

(d) for the two-dimensional case in Chapter 5), that is

N4 : d(n - o)(n - 0) , (7.27)

and d, c and B are defined in Chapter 5 in terms of the surface, maximum and bottom
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values "f Nn and the analytic solution is in terms of complex Legendre functions. The

second form used for Nn is the form used by Johns (1966, 1967, 1968, 1969b) given by

Equation (7.26).

For the parabolic form for Nn, two different values "f ¡/n at the sea floor are used.

The first of these produces moderate shear stresses and therefore moderate gradients

in the velocity profile nea¡ the sea floor (N" : 0.003 ^'/", N- - 0.005 m2/s and

Nb : 0.002 ^'/") while the other which gives large shear stresses and velocity gradients

near the seafloor (¡f,:0.003 ^'/", N-:0.005 m2/s and Nb:0.0002 m2/s). The

Iatter case is a more stringent test for a numerical model with a no-slip condition at

the sea floor.

The numerical model was forced by prescribing the analytic solution for the ele-

vation at the open boundary, commencing with all elevation and velocity values ini-

tialised to zero. The dimensions and other model parameters that were used in the

comparison are: g : 9.81 ^'/",, H :20rn, L :95 km, ¿ : 0.5 rn., LL,y:5 km,

ã:1.454 x 10-4 s-l,.I(:16 and Af :300 s (therefore Courant number = 0.84).

The numerical model was run for 10 periods (120 hrs) from a cold start, so that

any starting transients had time to decay, and then the results \'¿ere compared to the

analytic solution. Figure 7.24 shows the velocity predictions and analytic solution 117

hours after starting and at hourly intervals for 3 hours before and after this time for

the numerical model with the above parameters and a uniform grid at the point 80 km

from the solid boundary at x : X: 0.

As can be seen in Figure 7.24 tlne numerical solution is very accurate, for the

uniform grid. Two error measures which have been used to assess the accuracy of the
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Figure 7.24: Computed and analytic results using a parabolic vertical eddy
viscosity parameter which has N" : 0.003 m2fs, N^:0.005
m2/s and 

^Iô 
:0.002 m2/s and with a uniform grid (rc - 0).
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numerical solution are the surface elevation error

,,:#
1 period

t
alt

D C.olytic - (.*..ical (7.28)

elements

where $ : (number of time steps per period) x (number of elements in model) and the

velocity error measure

(7.2s)

These error measures are averaged over a tidal cycle, averaged over the entire

simulated area and for the velocity error averaged over depth. For the above example

with a uniform grid spacing the error measures are Eç:0.016470 and E*: 0.0803%.

The performance of the model can be improved slightly be choosing a grid parameter

with a value for r which is between 0.1 and 0.4. The improvement cannot be noticed on

a diagram like that in Figure 7.24, but the errors graphed in Figure 7.25 (which are for

the same point and at the time 117 hours), show the improvement of the model when a

value of rc : 0.4 is used. This is also reflected in the improvement in the velocity error

measure, which for this value of rc, has Ep :0.0648%. The tidal height error measure

,Ð6 is smallest for a vertical grid with rc : 0.1 which gives a value of. E1 :0.0076%.

By graphing the values of Eç and E, for different values of the grid parameter rc,

as in Figure 7.26, an optimal value for the rc grid can be determined in much the same

v¡ay as in the wave propagation analysis, except these values are obtained by running

the model, not by analytical means. The wave propagation analysis can be used on

this simplified situation by considering only one horizontal direction and using zero

coefficients for the terms not being modelled by this comparison. The error measures

obtained from the analysis, using the same parameters as this comparison, are graphed

in Figure 7.27.
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Figure 7.27: The \¡/ave propagation error measures graphed against a changing
rc value and for the same parameters as Figure7.27.

The wave propagation analysis is, in a number of ways, different from the numerical

comparison in this section. The wave propagation analysis involves a complex value

for the circular frequency o f.or given real values of the wave number components rnyt

rnÀ (that is the solution has a decaying amplitude as time increases and a constant am-

plitude in space at any given moment), whereas this comparison involves a real value

of ø making the solution periodic in time (that is the amplitude is constant over time

for each position in space, but varies in space). This also causes the velocity profile

coefficient. &(ry) and -F¡(a) to have slightly different distributions. The v¡ave propa-

gation analysis also has an infinite travelling wave without any horizontal boundaries,

whereas this comparison has two related solutions (l** as lvave numbers) superim-

posed to form a standing wave with a closed boundary able to be introduced at the

node where velocities are zero. By the nature of the error measures used, the same

error measures cannot be used in both the wave propagation analysis and the numer-

ical comparison. Error measures in the \¡¡ave propagation analysis assess a difference

of complex numbers and so can give amplitude and phase (or wave speed) errors but

84)0
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the numerical comparison can only measure real differences between the numerical and

analytic solutions.

Although the wave propagation analysis is significantly different from the numer-

ical comparison in this section, there is remarkable agreement between Figures 7.26

arrd 7.27 with the respective error measures in velocity both predicting an optimal

grid pa^rameter of about n : 0.4. This verifies both the theory of Chapter 6 and the

accuracy of the numerical model. A p grid (see Section 3.2), with the smaller spacings

near the sea bed, produces similar results to the rc grid and has a minimum for -Ð1 and

E, for a percentage increase grid with parameter around 1%. Therefore, both types

of variable vertical grids have an optimal parameter which is very close to a uniform

grid. For this case it may well be more economical to use a fixed uniform vertical grid

in the numerical model and use a few more grid points in the vertical direction.

The second case is the parabolic profi.le for Nn, that is with N6 : 0.0002 m2/s and

therefore steeper velocity gradients near the sea floor. In this case the numerical model

does not perform as well with the uniform grid. The analytic and numerical results

are graphed in Figure 7.28 at the point 80 km from the solid boundary at t : X : 0.

The error measures for this case are EC :0.5492% and Er:7.015670.

Figure 7.29 shows similar results to Figure 7.28 except the numerical model has

been run with a grid parameter of n : 3.2. The error measures for this case are

Eç -- 0.0726% and E, :0.2040T0. As ca¡r be seen from Figure 7.29 and from the error

measures, the variable rc grid results in a substantial increase in accuracy (over 5 times

better for this example) than for the uniform grid.

The difference between velocity profiles of the analytic an numerical solutions for

the two cases graphed in Figures 7.28 and 7.29 (at the time 117 hours), is graphed

in Figure 7.30. This shows the improvement in the modelling of the velocity profile
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Figure 7.28: Computed and analytic results using a parabolic vertical eddy
viscosity parameter which has N" : 0.003 ^'/", N- : 0.005
m2/s and Nö - 0.0002 m2/s and with a uniform grid (rc :0).
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when the variable vertical grid is used. These results agree remarkably well (in general

characteristics) with the analytically predicted results for N¿ : 120 from the wave

propagation analysis which have velocity profile errors graphed over depth in Figure 6.9

(uniform grid) and Figure 6.19 (rc :3.0).

kupp =Z.Z

[.pp. = 0

Percentage Error in Velocity

Figure 7.30: Error in the velocity profile for the numerical model with a
parabolic vertical eddy viscosity parameter which has .l/, : 0.003

^'/", N- - 0.005 ^'/s and Na : 0.0002 m2/s and with two
different vertical grids.

Figures 7.31 and 7.32 show the numerical error estimates and the \Ä¡ave propagation

error estimates graphed against a varying vertical grid parameter rc. Again, as with the

first case, there is a good agreement for the optimal value of rc between the analytically

predicted and the numerically tested results.

For this case the family of variable vertical grids which are defined by the rc method

do not provide the best grid distribution for minimising the errors of the numerical

model. Figure 7.33 shows the error estimates for the numerical model graphed against

a changing value of p for the p grid defined in Section 3.2. The minimum value of

-Ð1 is 0.0250% for p - 0.11 and the minimum value of Eu is 0.0788% for p : Q.14.
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The respective minimum from the rc grid family was 0.0278V0 for rc :2-6 and 0.2040%

for a rc : 3.2 grid. The increase in the accuracy of the ( (tidat height) is not large

but there is a substantial increase in the accuracy of the predicted velocity profile for

this p grid distribution over the r grid method. The wave propagation analysis also

predicts this behaviour for this type of vertical grid spacing. Both types of variable

grid distributions provide a large improvement in the accuracy of the numerical model

compared to using a uniform grid.

av. efTor rn mu

av. eÍor inzetz

0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20

Grid parameter, p

Figure 7.33: The values of. Eç ar.d E, obtained by running the numerical
model, graphed against a changing p value for the p grid, for
the second parabolic Nn case (¡fu : 0.0002 *'/").

The third case considered in this comparison is for the quadratic form "f Nn which

Johns (1966, \967,1968, 1969b) has used in some of his work. The surface and sea fl.oor

viscosity values were chosen to be the same as the values that he used in the last of the

articles cited, that is ¡fs:0.100 ^'/", and N¿:0.0010 ^,l".The characteristics of

the flow with this form of the vertical eddy viscosity parameter are quite different from

those of the parabolic form, especially at the *3 and -3 hour times of the cycle. The

numerical model performs very well in this situation and the value of the optimal grid

parameter rc is around a value of 1.1, which gives error estimates of. Eç: 0.125470 and
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Et" : 0.1527%. Figure 7.34 shows the analytic and computed velocity profiles at the

point 80 km from the solid boundary, when the vertical grid in the model was defined

with a grid parameter of rc : 1.1.

7.5 Comparison with a TYuncated Series Solution
for a l{elvin'Wave

This section describes a comparison between results from the model, adapted to sim-

ulate the idealised conditions described by Rienecker and Teubner (1980), and their

solution to a depth integrated system of tidal motion equations. Because this is a depth

integrated solution, it is not able to test the differencing in the vertical direction and

the main use of this test is to check the accuracy of the numerical scheme in the hori-

zorrtal directions, especially that of the Coriolis terms. The wave propagation analysis

encompasses these features as well as including depth variation of the velocities. Thus

the development of the wave propagation analysis has diminished the usefulness of

this comparison. Nevertheless the comparison is useful for checking and debugging the

coding of the computer program, and a several of typographical errors were eliminated

from the code in this manner.

The depth integrated equations with constant Coriolis parameter, linearised friction

terms, surface displacement considered negligible compared to the sea depth and zero

transverse velocity across the open boundary, have been solved for a rectangular bay

of constant depth which is open at one end. Analytic solutions for (, z and ã, given

as an infinite series in Rienecker and Teubner (1980), are obtainable to any degree of

accuracy by evaluating sufficient terms in the series. The analytic solution was used to

supply open boundary surface displacements at each time step of the numerical model,

and to give exact solutions in the interior of the bay for comparison with output from

the modified numerical tidal model.
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The equations modelled are

A( )Hn ?Hv
at+-d,* t :o'

AF fBv sôC KoF

(7.30)

(7.31)
L

fLF
L'ôx
gôe

H'
l\5u

ôt
Ou

at + B B2AA H
(7.32)

where all variables af,e as previously defined, .I(6 is a linear friction coeffi.cient for the

term representing shear stress a the sea floor and the surface elevation is considered

small relative to the depth of water, å.

The rectangular bay has solidboundaries al, r -- X:0, A: ),:0 and y:.8 er

À : 1. The usual boundary conditions apply at these boundaries, that is, ¡.1 - 0 at

X : 0 and u : 0 at À : 0 and 1. To solve the problem the boundary condition of

v : 0 a"lso needs to be stipulated at the open boundarg whete t : L or y: 1. This

ensures a unidirectional input along the open boundary.

The dimension of the bay and the model parameters used in this comparison are

Aú : 300 s (5 minutes), -116 : 0.001 m/s (linear friction coefficient), L :290,000

m (length 290 km), B : 90,000 m (width 90 km), Lx : 7436 rn (x space step),

La:5000 m (y space step), h:20 m (constant depth),.f : -0.000073 (i.e. latitude

30"S) and a :716 m (incident amplitude).

The open boundary forcing in this case produced a Kelvin wave with a maximum

elevation amplitude of approximately 0.53 m, which rotated in a clockwise direction

around the bay. Figure 7.35 shows the solution from the numerical model at four stages

through the 72 hour cycle. The analytic solution is exactly the same when the graphs

are drawn on that scale.

Comparison of the analytic solution with the model's results indicate an average

numerical error in surface elevation of 0.0006 m when the maximum elevation was
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0.53 m (0.LL32% error). The maximum error in surface elevation was 0.002 rn (0377a%

error). The average numerica.l error in the depth averaged x-component of velocity was

0.0004 m/s in a maximum value of 0.308 m/s (0.1299% error) and the average error

in the depth averaged y-component was 0.0001 m/s in a maximum value of 0.038 m/s

(0.2632% error).

7.6 Comparison with a Second Order Solution to
Non-Linear Channel Flow

A second orde¡ solution to the depth integrated, one-dimensional tidal motion equa-

tions has been described by Knight (1973). This solution can be used to test the differ-

encing of some of the non-linear terms in the three-dimensional model, which has been

modified to model the same conditions and equations solved by l{night. The analytic

solution was.used to supply open boundary surface displacements at each time step of

the numerical model, and to give values for comparison with output from the modified

numerical model.

The equations modelled are

A( ãHn
at+ u;:o'
aF s ae følFl

(7.33)

ôy L'7x 2ha
(7.34)

where all the symbols are as previously defined, /¿ is the Darcy resistance coefficient

(English) and a is the ratio of the hydraulic radius to mean depth (o : R/h, where -R

is the hydraulic radius and ó is the breadth of the water).

The value of this comparison is that it modeis the non-linear advection term, how-

ever it is only one-dimensional (depth integrated) and the analytic solution is only

available to second order accuracy.

ou
a, +F
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The dimension of the bay and the model parameters used are the same as those

used by I{night, namely, L:20 m (length), B:0.15 m (constant width), å:0.15

m (constant depth), "f¡ 
: 0.005 (Darcy friction coefrcient) and a : 0.02 m (incident

amplitude). The numerical model was run with ten grid points in the horizontal

direction, so A¡ was equal to 1.05 m, and with a time step of 1 second.

Comparison of Knightts solution with model results indicate an average error in

surface elevation of 0.00094 m relative to a maximum elevation of 0.032 m (2.938%

error). The average error in the depth averaged x-component of velocity was 0.00472

m/s in a maximum value of 0.193 rnls (2.4a% error).

Knight's'analytic solution is only accurate to second order, so it is possible that part

of the apparent error is due to the low order of accuracy of his solution. For the same

case with an incident amplitude of 0.01 m, when Knight's solution is more accurate

than the case described above, the relative error in surface elevation and horizontal

velocity was less than half that obtained in the first test case.

7.7 Testing of Wind Stresses on the Surface

The part of the numerical model which simulates a wind blowing across the sea

surface and thus creating a horizontal surface stress can be tested by using an analytic

solution for a long narrov/ channel closed on both ends and of constant depth.

The problem to be modelled is two-dimensional, with variation in the vertical and

one horizontal direction, and the linear equations to be solved are

A( }Hn
At+Ë:o, (7.35)

#:-hx.#&F,H), (736)
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where all the symbols a,re as previously defined and the surface elevation is considered

small relative to the depth of water, l¿. Therefore H æ h.

The boundary conditions at the closed edges a;te p: 0 at X : 0, .t and /-¿ : 0 at

\ : t with the boundary condition at the surface supplying the input to the system

by means of the surface stress. This boundary condition is that of Equation (2.55),

namely

-pLNr 0p,

H ôr¡:T"' atrT:Q' (7'37)

where r, is the wind stress at the surface. The wind stress has been estimated from

the wind speed, measured at 10 metres above the sea level, using Equations (2.57)

and (2.58). For this comparison a wind speed of. Wrc: 10 m/s is used. The model

was also run with wind speeds of 5 m/s and 20 rn/s but as the errors in the numerical

model, expressed as percentages of the maximum velocity, were exactly the same, all

subsequent testing was only performed for a wind speed of 10 m/s. For this wind

speed, Equations (2.57) and (2.58) give a surface stress of 0.187 N/-'.

A solution can be found for various functional forms of the vertical eddy viscosity

parameter Nn and for a wind stress which is homogeneous in space, varying sinusoidally

with time and with amplitude ze, that is

Tc: Toexp{iøú} . ( 7.38)

Walsh (1974) provided the solution for a constant Nn and Arnold (1985) has given

the solution for a range of Nn forms. In fact all the profiles used in the analytic solution

given in Section 5.2 will give rise to anaiytic solutions for this problem. Arnold has

given the solutions for all of these except the sin2 profile. For each of the cases he also

gives the equilibrium solutions for a steady uniform wind by letting a --+ 0.

The rest of this section follows the slightly different notation used by Arnold (1985),

where T : 7 - 0 (0 is used to correspond to Arnold's different definition of f). The
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profile for Nn chosen to test the model is the parabolic profile in the form

¡¡(d) : N(l - q) : d(0 + a)(0 + p) 
,

where

d : N"+Nb -2N,*- (N- - N"XN- - Nb) ,

N, + N? - 4Nud,

(7.3e)

(7.40)

a 0 2d

Nr : 2N^-2Nu*2 (N- - N"XN- - Nö) ,

and N", Na and N* are the sea surface, sea floor and maximum value vertical eddy

viscosity values.

Using the depth transformation given by

Arnold gives the equilibrium solution as

where

(¡- ((" - 1)(los l{" - 1l - 1)

u(x,n): "'n"{*ffi 1

-",(ffi*5#-r.s5#))
((') ,r,;:ri!,r { 

r - R'nL"* l{1€;tt'} (' - 
t) 

,

(7.41,)

t,
R,N .9

log l(6 - 1l

(1 - los l€" - 1l)

, ((u - 1)(log l6u - tl - 1)l /-61r)
r"s5#+rost("-rt-t)

(7.42)

((" - 1)
log l{6 - 1l

-(€¿ - t)

- €"(log€" - 1) * (a(los€¡ - 1)

{çft53 r's # + ros r€' -'l - 1}
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H(pd(þ - o)€")-'
BL (7.44)

(7.45)

and (" : (þ +I)I(P - alpha) and (6 : Pl@ - alpha).

The numerical model was initially at rest with the wind introduced as a step func-

tion at the start. The model was then run for 120 hours with the constant wind stress

applied to the surface. By this time practically all of the starting transients have

decayed and the motion is steady. The model parameters which were used in this

comparison are Af : 300 s (5 minutes), tr - 100,000 m (length 100 km), Ar : 5000

* (* space step), h:20 m (constant depth), Ns :0.001 
^'/", N- : 0.005 

^2/",
¡fö - 0.0010 ^"/",Wrc- 10 m/s (constant wind speed),, p:1,030 kg/-" (constant

sea density) and po: L.290 kg/*t (constant air density).

The velocity profile over depth, with water flowing in the same direction as the wind

stress near the surface and with an underflow in the opposite direction, is graphed in

Figure 7.36 for the analytic solution and the numerically computed solution. The

numerical model for this graph was run with 16 depth levels, and a uniform vertical

grid spacing (,c - 0).

The error measure used to test the accuracy of the model for this comparison is

(ræ16= - "r (å - r'gsfj*E+4P) )'

E t" : ffi I,'J"' lr*,^",i"(?) 
- ø'**,."1n 

I

100å I= ffiI "u lø^'""'"(n) 
- F"*"'i'aln

where the values of s¡ are defined in Section 4.1.

drl ,,

As can be seen from Figure 7.36 the numerical model has a significant error, with the

error measure Ep : 5.5280% also showing this. The accuracy of the numerical model

can be improved by using a variable vertical grid with the grid distribution chosen
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Figure 7.36: Computed and analytic results using a parabolic vertical eddy
viscosity parameter which has N" : 0.001 ^'/", N- - 0.00b

^'/",, arrd 
^¡ö 

: 0.0010 ^'/", with 14¡ : 10 m/s and with a
uniform vertical grid (rc : 0) with 16 depth levels.

carefully. Both the rc grid and the percentage increase grid improve the accuracy of

the numerical model dramatically. With the wind stress acting on the surface and the

"no-slip" condition at the sea fl.oor, the vertical grid has been chosen to be finer at

the ends and coarser in the middle. The rc or the percentage grid method is used to

calculate a vertical grid distribution for half the grid and the mirror image used for the

other half.

The first diagram in Figure 7.37 shows the computed and analytic solutions for

(1) " rc grid with grid parameter rc: g (K :16 depth levels), (2) " rc grid with grid

parameter rc :8 (I{ :26 depih levels) and (3) a p grid with grid parameter p: 0.81

(K :16 depth levels). All of these are very accurate compared. to the results obtained

with a uniform grid. The second diagram in Figure 7.37 shows the differences between

the computed and analytic solutions for the three different cases. The error measures

for these three cases are (1) Ep:0.3249,(2) Er:0.1681 and (3) Ep:0.1697.
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As expected the main source of the numerical error is near the sea surface where

the wind stress is applied and all cases have a much larger error in that zoîe. For the

two cases with 16 depth levels the percentage grid method has a smaller error near the

surface, a larger error nea¡ the sea floor but overall the error measure is significantly

smailer. For the two r grids the increase in the number of grid spacings from 16 to 26

gives rise to an halving of both the maximum and average errors.

By comparing Figures 7.36 and 7.37, it can be seen clearly that the variable vertical

grid is able to greatly increase the accuracy of the numerical scheme compared to a

uniform grid for the same number of vertical grid spacings.
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Chapter 8

CALIBRATION OF THE
NUMERICAL MODEL FOR AN
APPLICATION

This chapter describes the setting up and calibration of the numerical model for a

specific application. The numerical model is more general than is required for this ap-

plication, but this application demonstrates the applicability of the numerical model.

As with most numerical models, it requires some customising and calibration in or-

der to achieve the required accuracy. Section 8.1 gives some background information

about the application area and Section 8.2 describes the setting up of the model. The

specific details of the calibration process used for this particular application are given

in Section 8.3.

8.1- f ntroduction

The area chosen for the application of the developed numerical model is the upper

reaches of Spencer Gulf, South Australia. This area, shown in Figures 8.1 and 8.2, is

of particular interest due to the location of a power station about 5 km south from

Port Augusta. The power station is run by the Electricity Trust of South Australia
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(ETSA) and is powered by coal transported from Leigh Creek, South Australia, 230

km north of Port Augusta. One of the objectives for setting up and calibrating the

numerical model for this region has been to permit ETSA to use it to further the

understanding of the area a¡rd to help predict the effect and extent of the \4/arm water,

which is discharged into the gulf from the power station.

Figure 8.1: Map showing the location of Spencer Gulf. The area
modelled is at the top of Spencer Gulf, which is shown
in more detail in Figure 8.2 and the model boundary
and horizontal grid are shown in Figure 8.8.

The station consists of two sections, the older Playford Power Station and the neu¡er

Northern Power Station. The Playford Power Station was built in two phases. The

"4" phase with a capacity of 90 Mega Watts was retired in 1987/88 and the "8" phase

with a capacity of.240 Mega Watts (a x 60) currently operates in a peak load role and
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Figure 8.2: Map showing the upper reaches of Spencer Gulf. The
model application area is from the top of the gulf to
Beacon No. 5.

also provides capacity support when South Australia's other stations are unavailable.

The newer Northern Power Station has two 250 Mega \Matt generators, which for the

1988/89 financial year provided 38% of South Australia's pov/er supply, namely 3,437

Giga \Matt hours (GWh) out of the states total of 8,988 GWh while Playford "8"

provided orrly 7.ITo or 105 GWh. This indicates that the Northern power Station was

running at an average (with down time of only 6.8% included) of 78% of capacity

for the year. The average for Playford ((8" was 5% of capacity. Both potñ/er stations

draw water from the gulf to cool their condensers and discharge the resulting \Marm
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water back into the gulf. The Northern Power Station returns this heated water with

a temperature increase of no more than 7oC. Economically the optimal temperature

rise in order to minimise generating costs is between 8o and 12oC, but the temperature

difference needs to be kept as low as possible to minimise the environmental impact.

The water inlet and outlet for the Northern Station are separated by the use of two

adjacent channels. The inlet channel is barricaded at its mouth in such a way that

water is drawn from the gulf at a depth of more that 8 metres. As the heated water

leaves the outlet channel, it mixes with the cooler water in the gulf. The resultant

mixture, at a temperature about 4o or 5oC more than that at the point of intake (8

metres down) tends to form a layer on the surface of the gulf and does not affect the

temperature of the intake water.

For the Northern Power station the maximum cooling water flow rate is 4.06 x

106m3/day (1.37 x 106m3/day for Playford "8") and the maximum heat load is 104 x

106MJ/day (36 x 106MJ/day for Playford "8"). The average heat loads are about

75% of these figures.

Tide height information is known at Port Augusta and at Beacon No. 5 situated

about 26 km south of Port Augusta and in limited form at the power stations (see

Figure 8.2). Tidaf constants for Port Augusta and Beacon No. 5 have been supplied

by the Tidal Laboratory of the Flinders Institute for Atmospheric and Marine Science

(F.I.A.M.S) at The Flinders University of South Australia, Copyright reserved. The

tidal constants used in this work are given in Tables 8.1 and 8.2 in Section 8.3. ETSA

has also been collecting data near the po'ü/er stations in the form of tide height logs,

water temperature surveys and a few velocity measurements.
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8.2 Setting up the Model

The area of application extends from the top of the gulf, 5 km north of Port Augusta

down to Beacon No. 5. The southern limit was chosen so that the known tidal constants

at Beacon No. 5 could be used to specify the tidal height for the open boundary of

the model. The model does not incorporate wetting and drying of sand flats so the

coastline for the model is taken as the coastline when the water level is at mean sea

level. The known tidal constants from Port Augusta can then be used to validate and

calibrate the numerical model. The grid used for the numerical model is shown in

Figure 8.3.

The tidal constants for Port Augusta computed by F.I.A.M.S. were obtained from

an analysis of tide heights from a standard tide well for the period 711183 fo 37172188

(with nine gaps of 11 to 51 hours). The data was analysed for 112 constituents using a

Gauss-Seidel iterative method for solving the set of algebraic equations involved. The

data from Beacon No. 5 v¡as measured with a pressure gauge on the sea bed for the

period of 104 days starting from 8/4/83. Atmospheric pressure was removed from the

data and the sea height calculated. This was then analysed for 40 tidal constituents

using a Gauss pivotal condensation method and by stipulating local relationships be-

tween some of the constituents, namely between Pl, 51 and K1 and between T2, 52

and K2, which have frequencies so close that they are not able to be separated for the

given length of data.

ETSA has measured water temperatures and tidal heights in the gulf waters near

the power stations and has also taken some measurements of water velocities. They

have used the data to predict the extent of the warm water plume in the surrounding

gulf waters. Their tidal height measurements only exist as an analogue recording and

have not been digitised or analysed to give the tidal constituents. From b:80 am to 3:00
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the velocity of the tidaf stream rfi¡as measured at 15 minute intervals. Figure 8.4 shows

the measured velocity at various depths at three different times of maximum flow of the

tidal stream adjacent to the pov/er stations. The velocity was measured by lowering

to different depths over the side of a 6 metre boat a device for measuring current

direction and speed. The boat used was that normally employed for measuring the

temperature profile of the water by the lowering of a temperature gauge. Unforiunately

difrculty v/as encountered in keeping the boat still while the velocity gauge was used.,

and even though two anchors were employed they often dragged and the boat shifted

especially when the current or the wind was strong. The velocity profiles obtained

00
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give a reasonable indication of the surface velocity and of the gradient (with respect

to depth) of the profile near the sea floor.

An application area of this very small size with the given grid size is almost at the

limits of feasibility for three-dimensional numerical modelling, as even when the model

is run with the relatively large Courant number of 0.7, due to the size of the horizontal

grid spacing, the time step required is 15 seconds. This extremely small time step

means that even with only 8 depth levels the numerical model runs at about 28% of

real time on the Pyramid computer in the Applied Mathematics Department of The

University of Adelaide. That is, a simulation of 100 hours requires 28 hours central

processing timel.

The variably spaced horizontal grid and slowly varying boundary functions ó(r)

and B(c), see Figure 8.3, have been utilised for this application in order to minimise

the total number of computational elements in the model and to increase the accuracy

of the numerical results at the head of the gulf. A finer horizontal grid spacing in

the numerical model was required both near the porvr¡er station and at Port Augusta to

adequately resolve the bends and narrowness of the channel. If the finer horizontal grid

spacing was used over the whole application area a total number of about 1100 grid

elements is required, but use of the variably spaced horizontal grid with the coordinate

transformations requires only 390 elements. This is a 64.6% reduction in the number

of computational elements and therefore a 64.5% reduction in computer time for a

numerical run compared with a similar run using a uniformly spaced fine grid.

Besides the difficulties imposed by the small size of the application area, the shal-

lowness and narrowness of the northern region of the area provide a severe test for the

model. The depth of the water at mean sea level varies from at most 17 metres near
lJust prior to submitting this thesis the numerical model was run on a Sun Sparc Station, on which it

ran over 6 times faster therefore only requiring 5 hours central processing time for a 100 hour simulation.
This improves the feasibility of this modelling application markedly.
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Beacon No. 5 to only 4 metres at a number of places in the area. The average depth

is between 7 and 8 metres.

8.3 Details of the Calibration Process

The frequency, phase and amplitude of each of the 6 constituents of largest ampli-

tude for Beacon No. 5 are shown in Table 8.1. These were reconstituted into a tidal

wave which was specified as the tidal height inputs for the numerical model. The values

for these constituents at Port Augusta, where they are still the 6 largest, are given in

Table 8.2. These were aiso reconstructed into a tidal \¡r''ave and used for comparison

with the model predictions. The model predictions are also analysed to get phase and

amplitude information for direct comparison with the values in Table 8.2.

Freq. ("/ht.) Phase (') Amplitude (m)
o1 13.9430356 48.050 0.2501
P1 14.9589314 ló.ó tÐ 0.0988
K1 15.0410686 73.375 0.4704
M2 28.9841042 196.017 0.5793
S2 30.0000000 255.773 0.6197
K2 30.0821373 255.773 0.7778

Table 8.1: The Frequency, Phase and Amplitude data for the 6 major con-
stituents, used as input at the open boundary of the model sim-
ulation. Note that when F.I.A.M.S produced these figures they
assumed a relationship between the phases and amplitudes for P1
and I{1 and also for 52 and K2.

In calibrating the numerical model several test runs were conducted with various

values for the model parameters, as well as different forms for the vertical eddy viscosity

coefficient and the open boundary condition. The tests performed were not exhaustive

but were sufficient to show that the numerical model performs up to expectations.

Each test case was initially run for 150 simulated hours and accuracy \Ã/as determined
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from the average absolute difference between the numerical results and the expected

results, for the part of the run between 50 and 150 hours. In the following this measure

is denoted .Ðq. Then most of the test cases were continued further until at least 29

simulated days had been modelled. Appendix D lists an example input, which specifies

the initial data for the program.

Freq. ("/ht.) Phase (") Amplitude (m'
o1 13.9430356 52.799 0.2834
P1 14.9589314 81.901 0.1066
K1 15.0410686 82.743 0.4395
M2 28.9841042 272.247 0.6397
S2 30.0000000 272.324 0.6861
K2 30.0821373 27r.897 0.2133

Table 8.2: The Frequency, Phase and Amplitude data for the 6 major con-
stituents, obtained from recorded data at Port Augusta.

All the numerical runs were conducted with a "cold start", where all tide heights

are at the mean sea level and all velocities ate zeto. For this application the model

takes very little time for the starting transients to dissipate because of the small time

step used.

(a1) Initial Run

The parameters used for the initial run were : the number of vertical ievels was

K : 8, the time step was Aú : 15 seconds (so the Courant number was C, : 0.7),

the vertical grid used was Fine-Coarse-Fine with rc - 2.0, the horizontal eddy viscosity

parameters v/ere Nx: NÀ : 5 rnzfs and the vertical eddy viscosity parameters were

ar :0.0005 n2f s and a2:0.0100. The results for the first 140 hours are graphed in

Figure 8.5. The large difference between predicted and expected results at the start of

the time series shown in Figure 8.5 are due to the initial transients, which dissipated

in about 15 hours.
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The error estimate for this run is Ee : 0.1726, which is 7.37o of the maximum

amplitude of.2.37 metres. The wave in the numerical predictions is leading the expected

results by a phase difference of around 15 minutes. This was assumed to be due to

friction being too low in the numerical model.

----- expected rezults

model predicúons

ó0
hours

100 r20 140

Figure 8.5: Run (a1): initial run.

(a2) Increased Fliction

For this run the effect of friction in the numerical model was increased by changing

the values for the eddy viscosity parameters. The horizontal values N" and N¡ were

increased to 100 m2/s and the vertical eddy viscosity was increased by setting a1 :
0.0010 m2/s and az :0.0200. The vertical grid spacing rÃ¡as also changed to Coarse-

Fine (that is coarse at the surface to fine at the sea floor) with rc : 2.0. The results

for the first 140 hours are graphed in Figure 8.6. The error estimate for this run is

Ee : 0.0976 or 4.7T0, which is a large improvement over run (a1). The wave in the

numerical results no longer leads the expected results at times of low water but still

leads it at high water. This may be due to the shallowness of the area causing the

vertical eddy viscosity coefficient to significantly differ in shape between low and high

waters. The function F(ry) in the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient has a constant
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shape for the relative depth, but when the depth varies from an average 5.7 metres to

10.3 meters (8 t 2.3), the physical profile that this represents changes significantly.

----' expected results

model predictions

60
hours

80 100 t20 140

Figure 8.6: Run (a2): increased friction.

Notice that the increase in the effect of friction is evident in the increased damping

in the initiai transients shown in Figure 8.6 when compared to those from run (a1)

shown in Figure 8.5.

(b) Vertical Eddv Viscosity with Dependence on Physical Depth

For this run Equation (2.41), which gives the inverse of the depih transformation,

has been used to implement a vertical eddy viscosity profile rvhich is constant with

respect to physical depth not relative depth. The form chosen for .F(a) is linear from

the sea floor to a height of 2 metres above, linear from the sea surface to 2 metres

below, and constant in between.

The same horizontal eddy viscosity parameters as in run (a2) were used and the

vertical grid spacing v/as Fine-Coarse-Fine, with rc : 3.0. The results for the first 140

hours are graphed in Figure 8.7. The error estimate for this run is Ee, : 0.0821 or

3.5%. This error is smaller than the previous two cases, but the numerical v/ave seems
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to flow in too quickly and then flow out too slowly.

-----' expected results

model predictions

20 40 100 r20 140hours

Figure 8.7: Run (b): vertical eddy viscosity with dependence on physical
depth.

(c) Radiation Boundary Condition

It was thought that the fast inflow and the slow outflow evident in run (b) may

be due to the boundary condition at the open boundary, where the tide height is

prescribed. In order to test this an Orlanski-Sommerfeld radiation boundary condition,

using Equations (2.61) and (2.62), \Mas tried at the open boundary of the model. The

vertical eddy viscosity profile of run (b) and the same parameters and grid spacing

as used in that run were used for this run. The results for the first 140 hours are

graphed in Figure 8.8. The error estimate obtained was .Ðç : 0.0820 or B.5To. As this

is virtually unchanged from run (b) it seems that the fast inflow and the slow outflow

are not dependent on the nature of the open boundary condition.
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Figure 8.8: Run (c): radiation boundary condition

(d1) New Eddv Viscosity Formulation

An inspection of Figures 8.7 and 8.8 shows that the predicted 'wave is too peaked

at the top and the bottom of the tides. In looking at the formulation of the vertical

eddy coefficient in Equation (2.39) it can be noted that when the combined velocity of

(Lp)'f a2 is small the overall coefrcient will be small. In order to increase the effect

of friction at times of high and low water, Equation (2.39) was modified to

2

-3

0 4020

¡'¡4 : ¡r(ry) : ør * a2H F(r¡)max Ur,.^*/2 , (Lp)z + o2( (8.1)

where

ffwmax 
-

(Lp^^*), + r-å"*)

This in effect stops the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient from becoming too small

when the tide turns at high and low water and the velocity term in Equation (2.gg)

normally is small.

The same eddy viscosity, other parameters and grid spacing as used in the previous

two runs were used in this test. The results for the first 140 hours are graphed in
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Figure 8.9. The error estimate for this run is -Eç : 0.0819 or 3.5To. This is virtually

unchanged from the previous two runs, but the graph shows that the maximum and

minimum tidal height are now correct, which was not the situation for the previous

two cases. However the problem of the fast inflow and the slow outflow is stil evident.

expected results

model predictions

60
hours

80 100 120 t40

Figure 8.9: Run (d1): new eddy viscosity formulation.

(d2) Different Vertical Grid

This run is the same as (d1) except the vertical grid used was Coarse-Fine with

n :2. The results for the first 140 hours are shown in Figure 8.10. The error estimate

for this run is EC : 0.0923 or 3.9T0. The error is larger for this run therefore the

vertical Fine-Coa¡se-Fine grid with rc : 3 seems more appropriate for this particular

application.

(d3) More Depth Levels

This run is the same as (d1) except that 14 depth levels (K :14) have been used

in the numerical model instead of only 8. The results for the first 140 hours are graphed

in Figure 8.11. The error estimate for this run is Ee :0.0803 or B.4To. This is a slight

improvement over run (dl) but has the disadvantage of increasing the running time
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Figure 8.10: Run (d2): different vertical grid.

of the numerical model by 75%. The slight improvement in accuracy does not seem to

justify the extra computational time required.

expected resulß

model predicúons

0 60 80 100 120 140hours

Figure 8.11: Run (d3): more depth levels.

The numerical model for each of the runs (b) to (d3) was then continued up to

a duration of. 32 simulated days (768 hours) after initialisation. The graph of run

(d1) from 0 hours to 700 hours is shown in Figure 8.12. The graphs from 0 hours

to 700 hours for all the other cases are not shown as the results are not sufÊciently
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distinguishable for this scale, but the values of. Eç for the 32 day run are given in

Table 8.3, which summarises the runs (a1) to (d3).

------ expected results

model predicúons

100 200
hours

500 600 700

Figure 8.12: run (dr): new eddy viscosity formulation graphed for the first
700 hours of simulation.

Table 8.3: Summary of runs (a1) to (d3).

(d4) ro (d6) Varying the Number of Tidal Constituents lJsed

The number of constituents input at the open boundary for the previous runs was

6 and consisted of the 01, P1, Kl, M2, 52 and I{2 constituents. For run (d ) the

largest 26 constituents at Beacon No. 5 were used, for run (d5) the largest 4 (O1, K1,

M2 and 52) were used and for run (d6) only M2 was used. Runs (da) to (d6) are

1

-2

-3

0 4{n300

run d1

N"
I

A2 /V; N, Grid K K
Eç

50-150 hrs
Ec

50-700 hrs
("1) 0.0005 0.0100 5.0 F-C-F 2.0 8 0.7725
'.a2) 0.0010 0.0200 100.0 C-F 2.0 8 0.0976
:b) 0.0010 0.0200 100.0 F-C-F 3.0 8 0.0821 0.0717
(") 0.0010 0.0200 100.0 F-C-F 3.0 8 0.0820 0.0716
dl) 0.0010 0.0200 100.0 F-C-F 3.0 8 0.0819 0.0639

(d2) 0.0010 0.0200 100.0 C-F 2.0 8 0.0923 0.0662
d3 0.0010 0.0200 100.0 F-C-F 3.0 T4 0.0803 0.0690
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graphed in Figures 8.13 to 8.15 and their error estimates are summarised in Table 8.4.

For the graphs and error estimates the appropriate constituents were reconstituted to

obtain the tide height at Port Augusta.

expected results

model predictiors

60
hours

80 100 t20 140

Figure 8.13: Run (da): 26 constituent inputs at the open boundary.

---'-' expected results

model predictions

60 80 100 r20 t40hours

Figure 8.14: Run (dS): 4 constituent inputs at the open boundary.

The error estimates for runs (d3) to (d6) increase with the number of constituents

used in the run. Figure 8.13, for the 26 constituents run, shows errors just after high

tide and just before low tide, when compared to Figure 8.11, for the 6 constituents run
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(d3). As the extra 20 constituents used are all quite small in amplitude this relatively

large error indicates a non-linear interaction between some of the constituents in the

numerical model. Run (d5), for 4 constituents, is similar to that of run (d3), for

6 constituents. The error for run (d6), which had just M2 as input, can be seen in

Figure 8.15 as mainly a phase error, as there is no non-linear interaction with other

constituents to produce the effects evident in the other runs.

-"-' expected results

model predictions

60
hou¡s

80 100 t20 140

òo
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--t

40200

(")

Figure 8.15: Run (d0): M2 constituent as input at the open boundary

run Constituents
Ee

50-150 hrs
Ec

50-700 hrs
(d3 o1,P1,I(1,M2,52,K2 0.0803 0.0690
(d4. Iargest 26 constituents 0.0867 0.0854
d5 o1,I{1,M2,52 0.0631 0.0585
d6) M2 0.0547 0.0561

Table 8.4: Summary of runs (d3) to (dG)

The Effect of Reducing the Courant Number

This run was exactly the same as run (d5) except that the time step was halved

to Aú :7.5 seconds and therefore the Courant number was reduced from 0.7 to 0.3b.
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The purpose of this run ïvas to see if some of the numerical errors in the previous runs

were due to the modei being run with a relatively high Courant number. The results of

the first 140 hours of this run are graphed in Figure 8.16. The surprising result is that

there is no no appreciable difference between the the graphs for runs (d5) and (e) and

that the error estimate Eç,, for 50 to 150 hours, increased slightly from 0.0631 to 0.0645,

and for 50 to 700 hours increased slightly from 0.0585 to 0.0597 (see Table 8.5). This

shows that for this application the model is best run at the higher Courant number

which therefore has the advantage of being twice as computationally efficient.

--"- expectedresults

model predicrions

20 40 100 t20 140hours

Figure 8.16: Run (e): 4 constituents as in Figure 8.14 with the time step
halved to Aú : 7.5 seconds and therefore the Courant number is
C" :0.35. the open boundary.

run Constituents
Courant
Number

Ee

50-150 hrs
Ec

50-700 hrs
d5 I o1,K1,M2,S2 0.70 0.0631 0.0585
(") o1,K1,M2,S2 0.35 0.0645 0.0597

Table 8.5: Summary of runs (d5)and (e).
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Analysi for Constituent FYequencres

The numerical model results of tidal heights at Port Augusta can be analysed to

obtain the amplitude and phase for each of the constituent frequencies which compose

the signal. A computer program, originally written by Easton (1977) but modified and

improved by Mitchell (1982), has been used for the analysis. The program takes an

hourly time series of length at least 29 days and produces the amplitude and phases

for 25 constituents of differing frequencies. It uses a least squares error minimisation

approach, which has the advantage that the actual tidal frequencies can be specified.

Unfortunately this analysis cannot separate either the P1 and K1 or the 52 and K2

constituents with the specified length (29 days) of data as the frequencies are too close

together. To separate these constituents requires a time series of at least 6 months

(preferably 12 months) and if this amount of data is available then a more complete

analysis could be used to obtain these constituents. Therefore only the runs (dS) to (e)

can be analysed with this program as these do not contain the P1 and I{2 constituents.

The results for runs (d5) and (e), compared to the expected values, are displayed in

Table 8.6 and ¡esults from run (dG) are shown in Table 8.2.

constituent
Amplitude

Predicted
run (d5) | run (e)

Expected
Phase

Predicted
run (d5) | run (e)

Expected

o1 0.273 0.274 0.283 54.6 55.2 52.8
K1 0.476 0.477 0.440 87.2 81.6 82.7
M2 0.614 0.615 0.640 270.4 210.1 212.2
S2 0.670 0.671 0.686 270.0 269.7 271.9

Table 8.6: Amplitude and Phase data obtained by analysing the numerical
results for Port Augusta from runs (d5) and (e).

Both runs (d5) and (d6) have the same input for the M2 constituent as well as

the same value for all model parameters. Comparing the M2 constituent in Tables g.6
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constituent
Amplitude

Predicted I Expected
Phase

Predicted I Expected
M2 0.631 0.640 204.9 272.2

Table 8.7: Amplitude and Phase data obtained by analysing the numerical
results for Port Augusta from run (d6) using TIDANAL.

and 8.7 shows that the numerical results are quite non-linear, as the other constituents

in run (d5) interact to give different amplitude and phase values from the analysis.

A difficulty with using the constituent data from Beacon No. 5 and comparing the

model results with the constituent data at Port Augusta is that the data at Beacon

' No. 5, which has been supplied by F.I.A.M.S., has been obtained by assuming local

relations between Pl, 51 and K1 and between T2, 52 and K2. In particular P1 and

K1 have the same phase and a fixed distribution of the energy in the band for which

they are analysed together and similarly for 52 and K2. This assumption leads to part

of the difference between expected and numerica,l results. It is difficult to tell if this

is significant as this could only be resolved by having a longer time series of measured

data at Beacon No. 5. Considering this, the results in Tables 8.6 and 8.7 indicate that

the model is predicting results quite accurately.

It would be difficult to expect the numerical model to do any better than is shown

by these tests as it is likely that the expected amplitudes and phases are 3 figure

accurate at best, especially those in Table 8.1, which were produced from only 104

days of data.

The model's applicability to this particular area has thus been d.emonstrated and

the tuning and calibration of the model has resulted in acceptable predictions.
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Chapter I

CONCLUSION

A new,three-dimensional tidal model for shallow waters has been developed, using

transformations to map the physical body of water onto a rectangular shape which

facilitates easy application of finite difference techniques. The finite difference equa-

tions have been discretised on grids in which the spacings can be varied in all three

coordinate directions. This allows greater ability to accurately modei tidal heights and

velocities in areas which may be of significant interest or importance. For example,

if the flow has large shear stresses at the sea floor and/or at the sea surface (due to

wind stress), then the wave propagation analysis shows that a vertical grid, finer in

those places, increases the accuracy of the numerical model. Care needs to be taken

to choose a grid which keeps the finite difference approximations accurate.

The analytic solutions obtained by previous authors for linearised channel fl.ow are

discussed and these solutions are extended by the inclusion of horizontal diffusive terms

and linear horizontal advective terms. A neu'solution has also been found for an eddy

viscosity profile in the form of a "sine-squared" function. These analytic solutions form

the basis for the new wave propagation anaiysis technique, which can be used to assess

the accuracy and stability of any particular three-dimensional finite difference scheme.

The developed analysis opens ne\Ã/ avenues of research in the area of investigating
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the effect of the size and shape of the vertical eddy viscosity parameter Nn on the accu-

racy of a numerical model. For an appropriat" Nn the relative u/ave speed, amplitude

response and velocity error measure can be estimated and a suitable grid distribution

can be chosen to minimise the errors in each of these.

There is also the possibility of developing a related analysis which uses a two-

dimensional version, where the analytic solution has a horizontal boundary as in chan-

nel flow with one end closed (see Section 6.4). Such an analysis may be used to test

the stability and accuracy of a numerical scheme near a land boundary as distinct from

assuming the absence of such boundaries.

The accuracy of the numerical model developed has been assessed using the wave

propagation analysis as well as directly comparing results against those obtained from

some of the analytic solutions. The wave propagation analysis and the direct tests

both show the advantage of using a variable grid in the vertical. In this way the

numerical errors can be minimised and in some cases reduced markedly relative to

the uniform grid case. For the direct comparisons, the "accuracy" of a scheme is

judged by error measures' which are characteristically differences between the model

predictions and the analytic solutions, summed for each time step and then averaged..

The disadvantage of this is that the cause of the error is not indicated by the error

measure and one cannot tell if the error is due to an incorrect wave speed or amplitude

in the numerical model. A significant advantage of the new wave propagaiion analysis

is that this cause is directly evident.

The numerical model is also tested against an analytic solution for a constant wind

stress applied to the sea surface. When the wind stress is applied to the numerical

model a suitable choice for the variable vertical grid distribution significantly improves

the accuracy of the numerical model, once again emphasising the usefulness of a variable

vertical grid.
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The numerical model is successfully applied to the waters in the upper Spencer Gulf

area of South Australia. An application area of this small size, with the given grid

spacing, is almost at the limit of feasibility for the three-dimensional model, as even

when the model is run with a relatively large Courant number of 0.7, the time step

required, due to the size of the horizontal grid spacing, is 15 sec. A variable horizontal

grid has been utilised to minimise the total number of computational elements in the

model and to increase the accuracy of the numerical results at the head of the gulf.

The choice of the application area is due to the location of a power station about 5 km

south from Port Augusta.

'When calibrated the model developed in this thesis accurately predicts tidal eleva-

tions and can provide detailed information of velocities over depth, which could. be used

to predict the effects of heated water discharge into the gulf stream. This model has

the capability for extension to include the transportation of heat and the effect of heat

on buoyancy by incorporating a variable density into the model. Further research on

this aspect would yield valuable information for the field of numerical tidal prediction.
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Appendix A

The Finite Difference Equations for
the Transforrned y-Morrì.enturn
Equation

This Appendix presents the finite difference approximations for the transformed

y-momentum equation. As with the other approximations given in Chapter 4, the

indexing system described in Section 3.1 forms the basis of the following difference

scheme. The definitions given at the start of Chapter 4 are assumed for these approx-

imations.

Equation (2.47) evaluated at the ("+I)ro time level and at the u or z point of the

iÚä element in the model, for the variables at the k¿ä depth level below the surface, is

0(Hu)
ôt l"- 

t
Bov

0(BH ¡tu)+
1

l"*t * ua(?')|"*ï
l;,* oq l;,¿

"+*

;,k
+

: _ gH aCl*I -,*,a"rl*i . 4{¡ arul"**- Edl,r ' a axrl,,o * a, aNln,r

. +& (.,#)1._ 
t 
- ,u,,!",,**' (A 1)

In the following approximations, the values of (*, which in the order of calculations

have been calculated using Equation (4.2), are used for the values of ç"+r, which in turn
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are used in calculating I1''+t. The second order accurate (in space) finite difference

approximations on a variably spaced grid for each term of Equation (A.f ) are listed

below.

(")
0(Hu) Êi*' -Hi

t
2n* n

A¿
: HVL.ui,[' + nvz, (4.2)

HVL:+ Hv2: -Èi'îuAT

At i,k

where

7 0(BH p,u)

Bov

and

(b)

n1 !
2

. =n :n{'l ,n =n+lB^(H ¡ * H; )il,xõi,* - B^_r(Ê;, * ft,, )iif,ttyt,r
irk (B*-t * B*)L,y,

: BHUV , (A.B)

where the evaluation of õ,i,¡ and plJr is split between the nth and. (na1)¿à time

level.

(")

_(Êi + Êi+\(ü,t + ü1,Ð@^ - B^-,)
4Lx

ul+r,**(rr?-1¡ ,ir - ,Jui!r',r
A)¡11(1 + r¡)

(0^ - þ*-t )HU DY

"(
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HVV ,

i*a)Hy*r*c.Hi f r,(AÀ1 -o..ro)Hi-,
a2ro(ru * I) )

(AÀ¡ + ")(Hi+, + ¡/,i*rt X¡rl+r,* * þTt+t,*)

|{o^r-, + aÀi) ,

(r, * 1) (ø(r, - 1) - AÀ¡) ,

Al¡ * AÀ¡*t

(A.4)

where

H DY"

HUDY

o,

c

rv

rj

AÀ¡-r + AÀj '
a)¡*t

(AÀ

+ c(Hi + Hi+\j'i,* + p!lì)

* rr(AÀ¡ - a.r)(Hi_' * ãi+r')Q'i!l* + pïå,r)

AÀ)

(d)

H
l,,- 

t
x HVWLrifl, + HVW2.ri,l'+ HVWS.ui,fÌ, + HVW , (A.b)

0(uu)
ort

where

HVWl

HVW2

HVWs

HVW4

Hi+
 A,n*(rn t 7)

Èr+Ê

,?,õ1,*-, ,

@'o - L)õi* ,

õI,r*, ,

1

n*l
t

 a'n*Q* * 7)

(nvwt."îo_, + HVW2.uik + HVWs.ri*+r) ,

Lno
Lno-,'T'K
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(f)

(h)

= -# (Éi.znv'+ Ën*. .zov"+r) : DZDy, (A.6)
'"+ å

irk

where

where

H N, ô2u

L2 ôx'

zDy^_ (al¡ + aX,i, + 
".e! 

+rr(aì¡ - a.rr)(i_t
a2ru(ru * l)

l,,_

+w*(Ê7 * É7+') (oir,r - (r* + l))uiu + r^uiij)
r^(r* *I)L2(LX^-, + LX^)2

: HNX, (A.7)
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LX^ + AX-+t
Lx^-t * Lx^
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^¡^(Éi 
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r¡(r¡ I1 hô,^"j

HNY . (A.8)

irk
= frNNl.rifl, + HNN2.ui,,l' + a¡r¡¡B.rifÌ, + HNN4 ,
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and the vertical eddy viscosity parameter N(rl) : N4 can be defined in any

desired form. See Equations (2.39) and (2.40) and Chapter 4 for more detail.

(i)

LHfp L(Ê7+t + Én¡7 Â)"¡(pirltr, * * tti+t ,r) + a)r*t1
aÀ, * aÀr*,

on*'LI ;,k HVWT _ ¡/NN1 ,

l,,- 

t pTlì + pi,t)

: LHFU (A.10)

Substitution of Equations (4.2) to (4.10) in Equation (4.1) yields a set of equations

for any particular element of the body of water, in the form

pi,['pi,l!, + ei,t, pTÏ' + nl,l, pîfi, : sio , (A.11)

where

z*1
d,Èa HV|+ HVW2_ HNN2 ,

R',:,tt HVWS _ ,T/NN3 ,

sio -HV2 - BHUV - HVV - HVW4 + DZDY

This set of equations holds for fr :1,2,...,K - 1, where K +I is the number of

grid points along the 4-axis (k : K at the sea floor), so the equations for the solution

of. p' at the next time level are implicit in the r7-direction.

+HNX + HNY + HNN + LHFT¡ .

At the sea surface the second order accurate finite difference approximation for an

irregular grid is
ôul
A"l :onu¿o*óou;,r*cou¡,2:Di,o, (A.I2)

'ln=u
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where

. rrfl
bo: ^-a?orr

and t^:-.

A4orr(tt + 1)
(A.13)

(A.14)

1
-rt-2oo: Ãr4",TÐ '

The surface boundary condition of Equation (2.56) is used to obtain a value for D;,e,

giving 1

L H;T'x)i,o:;N"o

RearrangingEquation (4.12) in terms of u¿,2 at the (n*1)¿å time level and substi-

tuting this into Equation (A'11) with k : 1 gives

óoEiT' Di,t 'RTT'
(PÍi' - )rîöt'+ (87,1' )rift : ^9i, -

which is in the same form as Equation (4.11) iÎ P, Q,.R and S are defined by

on*lt i,o

Pf,{' - rr(rr * 2)R?j' .,

Cg Cg

0

Q?,t'

Ãiü' QT,I' + (", + L)'RT,Ï' ,

sio Si, + 44611(r1 + l)DifrRiTl .

If a ,,no-slip" condition applies on the sea floor, then Equation (4.11) with /c :

K - L, simplifres to

pï,f'-rri,T.'-, + Q?,Tl-r"î,1<'-,,: si,rc¡ (4.15)

Thus Equations (4.11) for k : L,2, ..., K -2, Equation (4.i4) and Equation (A'15)

form a tri-diagonal set of equations (/( equations and 'I( unknowns â's tl;,¡¡ : 0) which

can be implicitly solved to give all the u velocity values over depth for the grid element

indexed by i, at the new time level'
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If a "slip" condition is required at the sea floor then the second order accurate finite

difference approximation for an irregular grid is

ôu
ort

: aI{'u;,K * bXu;,X-t i cXu;,X-z : D;,K , (A.16)
4=l

where

-2ry-1- I rr-r f 1 tK-7
Lqx-t(rx-r * 1) '

b¡ç
Lqrc-t and cK: - Lqx-t(rx-r * 1) '

(A.17)

D;,ç is evaluated using Equation (2.53), giving

D - -É;tu¡u;,K : 
p^InO ,

and where T : I or k -- 1l represents the boundary between the turbulent and laminar

flows, some small distance above the physical sea floor.

Rearranging Equation (4.16) in terms of u;,y-2 and substituting this into Equa-

tion (4.11) with Ic: K - l gives

(eT,Ir'-, - ry),il/-,+ ( ÃTl1- I - "#) u!,ll : s î, o -, - 
oî,1 !i,l'-,, (A. 1 8 )

which is in the same form as Equation (,{.11) if. p, e,,R and S are defined by

on*1r i,K

Q?,TO'

R!,Ii

si*

Q?,r<'_, *

on*ltL;,K-l -

0,

Six-t *

f2rx-, + t\
\-;3r-l on*lt i,K-l ¡

DT,TI RT .',_, .

Thus with a "slip" condition Equations (A.11) for k : I,2,...,1{ _ I, Equa_

tion (4.14) and Equation (.{.18) form the set of equations to be solved for the values

of u at the new time level and at each depth level, for the grid element indexed by i.
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{

This is one more unknown, u¡,¡¡ and one more equation in the tri-diagonal set of equa-

tions than for the "no-slip"condition and also introduces the problem of representing

correctly the bottom shear stress 16.

The tri-diagonal set of equations, with either the "slip" or the "no-slip" condition

on the sea ff,oor, can easily and efficiently be solved using the algorithm developed by

Thomas (1949).
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Appendix B

Analytic Continuations for the
Hypergeometric F\rnction

The analytic continuations found in Abramowitz and Stegun (IgT2) and Erdélyi

et al. Vol. 1 (1953) for the Hypergeometric functions can be used to formulate the

following relationships, which are used to evaluate the analytic solutions in part (g) of

Chapter 5.

The Hypergeometric function can be evaluated by the following power series ex-

pansion, which will converge rapidly if the argument ( has a modulus less than one.

F(a,b;ciO: i (')"ful"f 
.,,: k-æ-;, (8.1)

where ( )" ir the Pochhammer,s symbol, which is defined by

(o)o : 1

(o)t : o'

(o), : o(o + t)(a + 2)...(o + n- 1) : t(: *.") 
.l: ryc; ' (8.2)

and I is the Gamma function.

For ( : t+ í*t (úJ) and nt,rù2: -;+ L - 
c"*1(Q.=zl"\b2 then the first linearly

independent solution, €F(n, l l,nz + I;2;() can be evaluated as follows.
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![ cor (Cf4) < -0.b rtren

€F('' * r,nz t- t;2;€) : €(1 - €)r.(; - +,t + |;2; a{r - €)) .

I;[ cot (tçt)) > 0.5 then

4{(1 - {)
(r - z¿12

€F(nr*L,nz*L;2;€): €(1 -6X1 -2€)^'-'F.(; - T,r*);Z; ) . (8.4)

(8.3)

(8.5)

(8.7)

Otherwise Equation (8.1) can be used to evaluate (F("t lL,nz * I;2;O as l(l < t.

F*(o,ó;";6) is used to show that another transformation is used to evaluate the

function. This transformation is defined by

F*(o,ó;";() (-€)-" F(",1 - c + o¡7 * a - b;
1

r(ó)r(c - o) )t
ç

3 , nr. 
". 

46(€ - 1)
õ- .> rLt ¡nç].r12) . (8.6)

\!\ 
L)

l[ cot (.çd)) > 0.5 then

(1 - ()F(- u,-n2;2;L -O: €(1 - €)r.(1 ++,i-T,2;a{r- €))

.ffffi(-6)-u¡'(ó,! - c* ó; 1 - a tr' 
å)

Similarly for the second linearly independent solution.

![ cot (.ç!)) < -0.5 then

(1-€)F(- ftt¡ -nzi2;t-€): ((r-(X 7-21¡,-2 F.6+T,

tF(,, * r,nz * r;2;€) : )r-ç-T,;* 7,1; a((1 - €))

otherwise (1 - ()F(-nt¡-nzi2;l - () can be evaluated by using Equation (B 1)

In order to analytically solve the equations in Chapter 5, the derivatives of the two

linearly independent solutions must be available.

l[ cor (C1l)) < -0.5 rtren

a
ort
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lf -0.¡ ( cot n(n-dl < 0.5 then( )b

ort €ll(r, I L,nz i-7;2;€) : t¡f 
ç * nt,-nr; 1;€)

Else if 
"o¡(*Qr;¿\) 

> o.¡ then
\ol

f,e,f", t l,nz * 7;2;el : |fr - 2e)*' y¡T,I - i,r,
4€ 1-€)

a

(7 - zg¡z ) (8.10)

Similarly

![ cor (cP) < -o.b rhen

ftO -€)F(-rr, -nzt2ir - () : -|tze- 1)-'r-rr -fT*7, fi,t

2
€-1)

).
11)

1
4€

(2( - t¡z
(8.

If -0.5 ( cot l'(4. d)l
\0/

< 0.5 then

â
*,ft - €)F(-rr, -nz;2i1 - €) : -i"(-nl,1 + ntirtr - €)oqL (8.12)

Else if cot "h-d)

+1

(B.e)

(8.13)

( ) > 0.5 then
b

ftO -€)F(-'', -nz;2i1 - €) : -'¡r.fT++,-\;t;46(1 - O)
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Appendix C

Code for
Cornplex

Series Evaluation of
F\rnctions

This Appendix lists the Fortran code for the complex functions needed to evaluate

the analytic solutions derived in Chapter 5.

On the computer system used in this thesis, a number of the functions requiring

evaluation for complex arguments were not available as library routines. Consequently

Fortran code for these functions was produced to augment the available library rou-

tines. The formula for the series evaluation of these functions has been obtained from

Abramowitz and Stegun (IgZ2).

The routines have been checked by using known function values for complex ar-

guments given in tables in Abramowitz and Stegun but obviously the routines a.re

only appropriate for complex values for which the series, used for evaluation, converge.

These routines have also been used to produce the graphs given in Chapter 5 which by

their "normal" shape suggest that the code for the functions is correct.

The functions evaluate Bessel, Gamma, Riemann Zeta,, Hypergeometric, Legendre

functions and also the two linearly independent solutions which are used in part (g)

of Chapter 5 (the analytic continuations used by these two functions are given in
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Appendix B). There are also functions for the integrals of the Hypergeometric and

Legendre functions and the derivatives of the two linearly independent solutions used

in part (e) "f Chapter 5.

Double Complex Function CJÙ(CZ)

C Evaluate Besse1 Function J0 with a complex argument

Implicit Double Precision (A-B,D-H,0-Z)
Implicit Double Complex (C)

Ct er¡n = Dc¡nplx ( 1D0 , 0D0 )
Csum = Cterm
k =Q

10 Continue
k =k+1
Cterm = -Cterm*CZ*CZ/ (+*tr*t)
Csu¡n=Csum+Ctern

rf (tus(cterm) .ct. 1E-20) Goto 1o
CJO = Csu¡n
Return
End

Double Complex Function CJL(CZ)

c Evaluate Bessel Function J1 r¡ith a comprex argument

Inplicit Doub1e precision (A-B,D-H,0-Z)
Implicit Double Complex (C)

Cterm = CZ/2
Csum = Cterm
k =Q

10 Continue
k =k+1
Cter¡n = -Cterm*CZ*CZ/ (+*k* (t+f ) )
Csum=Csum+Ctern

rf (tus(cterm) .ct. 1E-20) Goto 1o
CJ1 = Csum
Return
End

Double Conplex Function CyO(CZ)

Evaluate Bessel Function yo with a comprex argument

Implicit Double precision (A-B,D-H,0-Z)
Implicit Double Complex (C)

c
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Common /CyOa/ Ter, Pi

Data rer,pí / -3.?I:,? 
åi333 33åt3 3;33î 333å333,,

External CIog

Cter¡n = Dcnplx(1D0,0D0)
Tern = Ter
Csun = Term*Cterm
k =Q

10 Continue
k =k+1
Term =Tern+1D0/k
cterm = _ctern*cz*cz/ (a*t*t<)
Csum=Csun+Term*Cterm

If (Abs(Term*Cter¡r) .ct. 1E-20) Got
cYO = 2,*(crog(cz/2)*cJo(cz) - csum)
Return
End

Double Complex Function Cy1(CZ)

c Evaruate Besser Function y1 with a comprex argument

Double Precision (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
Doub1e Complex (C)

&

&

o10
/pi

licit
licit

r*P
I¡np

Common /Cytd/ Term, pi

Data Tern ,Pí / -0.5772 7566
3. 1415 9265

0153 28606 06512D0,
8979 32384 62643D0 /

49
35

External Clog

Ternl = Tern
Ter¡r2=1D0+Ter¡n1
Cterm = Dcnplx(LOO,O¡O)
Csun = (Tern1+Term2)*ç¡g¡¡
k =Q

10 Continue
k =k+1
Terml=Term1+1D0/k
Term2 = Term2 + ID}/ (k+1)
cterm = _cterm*cz*cz/ (+*k* (t+r) )
Csum = Csum + (Term1+Term2)*6Xs¡,

If (AUs 1(Ter¡n1+Term2) *,C¡s¡rn¡ . Gt . IE-20) Goto 10
CY1 = (Z*Clog(CZ/Z),ICJI(CZ) - Cz*Csum/2 - 2/CZ)lpl
Return
End

Double Complex Function CJv(CZ,V)
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C Evaluate Besse1 Function Jv with a complex argument
C and v is a non-integer

Implicit Double precision (A-B,D-H,0-Z)
Implicit Double Complex (C)

External Clog

Cterm = Dcmplx(lDO/Garuna(V+t), ODO)
Csum = Cterm
k =Q

10 Continue
k =k+1
Cterm = -Cterrn*CZ*ç7¡ (+*k*(V+k) )
Csun=Csum+Cterm

If (t¡s(cter¡n) .ct. 1E-20) Goto 10
CJv = rxp(CIog(Cz/2)*V)*Csum
Return
End

Double Precision Function Gamrna(V)

C Evaluate Gamma Function for real argunent

Implicit Doub1e precision (A-H,0-Z)

Double Precision C(26)

Common /Ga¡nmad/ C

&,

&
8r

&,

&,

&,

k
&
8t

8t

8t

8e

Data c / too, 0.5772L
-0 .04200
-0.04279
0.00721

_0 .00021
-0 .00002

0 .00000
0 .00000

-0 .00000
0 .00000
0 .00000

-0 .00000
0 .00000

56649
26350
77345
89432
52476
01348
1 1330
00061
00011
00000
00000
00000
00000

015329D0,
340952D0,
555443D0,
466630D0,
747149D0,
547807D0,
272320D0,
160950D0,
872746D0,
077823D0,
005100D0,
000054D0,
000001D0

-0.65587
0.16653

-0 .00962
-0.00116
0.00012

-0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000
0.00000

-0.00000
-0.00000
0.00000

80715
86113
7977s
s1675
80502
12504
02056
00050
0000 1

00000
00000
00000

202538D0,
822975D0,
278770D0,
918s91D0,
823882D0,
934821D0,
338417D0,
020075D0,
043427D0,
036968D0,
000206D0,
000014D0,

Vt=V
k =Q
Do 10, llhile (Vt

Vt=Vt-1D0
k =k+1

10 Cqntinue
Sum = 0D0
Term = Vt

.Gt. 1D0)
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Do 20, j = 1, 26
Sum =Sum+C(j)*Term
Term = Ter¡n*Vt

20 Continue
Gamma = 1/Sum
Do30,j=t,k

Gamma = Gamma*(j_1+Vt)
30 Continue

Return
End

Double Precision Function Rz(n)

C Ca1culate the (Riemann Zeta Function) - 1DO

Implicit Double Precision (A-H,0-Z)

Double Precision A(42)

Common /Rzd/ A

Data (A(i),i=1, 40) /
8t 0.20205 69031 59594
& 0.03692 7755t 43369
&, 0.00834 92773 87922
& 0.00200 83928 26082
8t 0 . 00049 41886 04119
& 0.00012 27133 47578
&. 0.00003 05882 36307
& 0.00000 76371 97637
&, 0.00000 19082 127L6
&, 0.00000 04769 32986
&, 0.00000 0L192 19925
& 0.00000 00298 03503
&, 0.00000 00074 50711
&, 0.00000 00018 62659
&, 0.00000 00004 65662
&, 0.00000 00001 16415
&, 0.00000 00000 29103
&, 0.00000 00000 07275
&, 0.00000 00000 01818

Data A(41) ,A(42) /& 0.00000 00000 00454

0D0,
28540D0,
92633D0,
82684D0,
27442D0,
46456D0,
48915D0,
02049D0,
89976D0,
55394D0,
78781D0,
96531D0,
5 1465D0 ,
78984D0,
7235LD0,
90650D0,
50173D0,
85044D0,
95984D0,
98965D0,

0.64493
0.08232
0 .01734
0 .00407
0 .00099
0. 00024
0 .00006
0.00001
0 .00000
0 .00000
0.00000
0 .00000
0 .00000
0 .00000
0 .00000
0. 00000
0 .00000
0 .00000
0.00000
0 .00000

40668
32337
306 19
73s61
457s1
60865
12487
52822
38172
09539
02384
00596
00149
00037
00009
00002
00000
00000
00000
00000

48226
11138
84449
97944
27878
53308
35058
59408
93264
62033
50502
08189
01554
25334
31327
32831
s8207
145s 1

03637
00909

43647D0,
19152D0,
13971D0,
33938D0,
08534D0,
04830D0,
70483D0,
65 187D0 ,
99984D0,
87280D0,
72773D0,
05126D0,
82837D0,
02479D0,
43242D0,
18337D0,
72088D0,
92189D0,
97955D0,
4947eDj/

10

If (n .ct.42) Then
nz = A(42)
Do 10, i = 1, n-42

&z = Èz/2
Continue

EIse
Rz = A(n)

Endif
Return

74738D0, 0.00000 00000 00227 37368D0/
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End

Double Complex Function CGamma(CV)

C Evaluate Gamma Function for complex argument

Iurplicit Double Precision (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
Irnplicit Double Complex (C)

Double Precision D(26)

Common /Cgamrnad/ D

&
&,

&
&,

&,

&,

&
&
&,

&,

&,

&.

Data D / tOO, 0.57727
-0 .04200
-0.04279
0.00727

-0 .00021
.00002
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000
.00000

-0
0
0

-0
0
0

-0
0

56649
26350
77345
89432
52416
01348
1 1330
0006 1

00011
00000
00000
00000
00000

015329D0,
340952D0,
555443D0,
466630D0,
741749D0,
547807D0,
272320D0,
160950D0,
872746D0,
077823D0,
005100D0,
000054D0,
000001D0

-0 .65587
0.16653

-0 .00962
-0.00116
0.00012

-0 .00000
-0 .00000
0.00000
0 .00000

-0 .00000
-0 .00000
0.00000

80715
861 13
19715
5 1675
80502
12504
02056
00050
00001
00000
00000
00000

202538D0,
8229 15D0 ,
278770D0,
918591D0,
823882D0,
934821D0,
338417D0,
020075D0,
043427D0,
036968D0,
000206D0,
000014D0,

CVt = CV
k =Q
Do 10, t{hile (Dute (cvt) . ct . 1Do)

CVt=CVt-1D0
k =k+1

10 Continue
CSum = Dcnplx(0D0,ODO)
CTerm = CVt
Do 20, j = 1, 26

CSum =CSum+D(j)*CTerm
CTerm = CTernr*CVt

20 Continue
CGamma = lDO/CSun
Do 30, j = 1, k

CGamma = CGam¡na*(j-1+CVt)
30 Continue

Return
End

Double Complex Function CaGamma(CV)

C Evaluate Gamma Function in an alternate manner for complex argument

Implicit Double Precision (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
Implicit Double Complex (C)
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/ o.s
3.1&,

Common /CaGammad/ Term, Pi

Data Term,Pi 772
4L5

15664 90153 28606 06512D0,
92653 58979 32384 62643D0 /

CVt = CV
k =Q
Do 10, I.lhile (oute (cvt) .ct. 2D0)

CVt=CVt-1D0
k =.k + 1

10 Continue
CVtMl=CVt-1D0
CSum = Dcmplx(0D0,0D0)
Cter¡n = CVtMl*CVtM1
Ca = CVtMl*CVtMl
Csum = Rz(2)*Cterm/2
n =)

20 Continue
n =n*2
Cterm = Cterm*CVtMl
Ca = -Rz(n-1)*Cterm/(n-1)
Cterm = Cterm*CVtM1
Cb = Rz(n)*Ctern/n
Csum =Csum*(Ca+ç5¡

If (tus(ca) .ct. 1E-20) Goto 20
CaGamma = Exp (CVtl,tt *, ( lDO-Term) +CSum) /CVt
Do 30, j = 7, k

CaGamma = CaGamma*(j-1+CVt)
30 Continue

Return
End

Double Complex Function CHyp(Ca, Cb,Cc,Cz)

C Calculates the Hypergeometric Function F(a,b;c;z)
C for a = Câ, b = Cb, c = Cc and z = Cz

Inplicit Doubl_e Precision (A-B,D-H,0-Z)
fmplicit Double Complex (C)

Cterm = Dcmplx(:.OO,OlO)
Csum = Cterm
k =Q

10 Continue
Cterm = Cterm*Cz* (Ca+k),* (cb+k) / (x+t)/ (cc+k)
k =k+1
Csum =Csum+Cterm

If (tus(cterm) .ct. 1E-20) Goto 10
CHyp = Csum
Return
End
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Double Complex Function CIntHyp(Ca,Cb,Cz1,CzI)

C Calculates the Integral of the Hypergeometric Function F(a,b;I;z)
C for CzO ( z 1 Czt, a = Ca a¡d b = Cb

Double Precision (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
Double Complex (C)

Cterm = Cz[
Csun = Cterm
k =Q

10 Continue
Cterm = Cterm*Czl*(Ca+k)*(Cb+k) / (y+Z) / (t+X)
k =k+1
Csun =Csum+Cterm

If (Abs(Cterm) .ct. 1E-20) Goto 10
Cterm = CzÙ
Csum =Csum-Cterm
k =Q

20 Continue
Ctern = Cterm*CzO*(Ca+k)*,(Cb+k) / (U+Z) / (t+V)
k =k+1
Csum =Csum-Cterm

If (Rus(Cterrn) .ct. 1E-20) Goto 20
CIntHyp = Csum
Return
End

Double Complex Function CHypA(Ca,Cb ,Cc,Cz)

C Calculates the Hypergeometric Function F(a,b tc;z)C using one of the linear transformations for F

cit Double Precision (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
cit Double Complex (C)

External CIog

rnP
r*P

Iicit
Iicit

1i
Ii

rmP
rmp

CHypA = CGam¡na(Cc) *ççaro*a(CU-Ca) /CGamma(Cb) /CCamma(Cc-Ca)&, *Exp(-clog(-cz) *ca)
k xCHyp(Ca,1-Cc+Ca,1+Ca-Cb ,I/Cz)&' + cGamma(cc)*gç¿ro,na(ca-cu)/cGaruna(ca)/cGam¡na(cc-cb)
8L *Exp (-clog (-cz) 'Fcb)&, xcHTP (cb , 1 -cc+cb , 1 -ca+cb ,7 / cz)
Return
End

Doub1e Complex Function CHypB(Ca,Cb,Cc,Cz)

C Calculates the Hypergeometric Function F(a,b;ciz)
C using one of the linear transformations for F
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Implicit Double Precision (A-B,D-H,0-Z)
Implicit Double Complex (C)

External CIog

CHypB = CGamma (Cc) *6ç¿rora (Cc-Ca-Cb) /CCamma (Cc-Ca) /CCam¡na (Cc-Cb )
& *Exp(-clog(cz)*6.¡
& *CHyp(Ca,Ca+l-Cc,Ca+Cb-Cc+l,7-7/Cz)
&. + CGaruna(Cc)*CGamma(Ca+Cb-Cc)/CGamma(Ca)/CCamma(Cb)
& *Exp (Ctog (cz)* (Ca-Cc) +Clog (I-Cz) *,(Cc-Ca-Cb) )
&, *CHyp (Cc-Ca, 1-Ca, Cc+1 -Ca-Cb ,7-7/ Cz)

Retuçn
End

Double Complex Function CUl(X,S)

C Calculates the first solutions for Nz = SinO*,Sino
C X should be Cot(Pi*(z-c)/b)
C S should be Sigmaxb*b/a/pi/pí

Implicit Double Precision (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
Implicit Double Complex (C)

External CIog

Ci = Dcmplx(olo,1D0)
Ca = 5D-1 + Sqrt (zso-z - ci,FS)
Cc = Dcmplx(2D0,0D0)
Cn = Dcmplx(tDo ,X)/2If (x .Lt. -0.s) Then

cu1 = cn*(1-cn)*cHypA (7-Ca/2, (1+Ca) /2,Cc,4*Cn*(1-Cn))
Endif
If ((x .Ge. -0.s) .And. (X .Le. o.S)) Then

CU1 = cn*cHyp(Ca, 1-Ca,Cc,Cn)
Endif
If (x .ct. o.s) Then

Cu1 = Cn*(1-Cn)*Exp(CIog(t-2,¡Cn)*(Ca-Z)),*
& cHypA (t-ca/2, (3-ca) /2,cc,4*cn*(cn-r) / (r-z*cn) / (r-2*cn))
Endif
Return
End

Double Complex Function CDU1(X,S)

C Calculates the derivative of first solutions for Nz = SinOxSinoC X should be Cot(n:_*12-"¡70¡
C S should be Sigmaxb*b/a/Pi/pi

Implicit Double precision (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
Implicit Double Complex (C)
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External Clog

Ci = DcmpIx(ODO,1D0)
ca = 5D-1 + Sqrt (25D-2 - Ci*5)
Cc = Dcmplx(1D0,0D0)
cn = Dcmp1x(1Do,x)/z
If (x .Lt. -0.5) Then

cDUl = CHypA((1-Ca) /Z,Ca/2,Cc,4*Cn'r.(1-Cn))
Endif
If ((x.Ge. -0.s).And. (x.Le. o.s)) Then

CDU1 = CHyp(Ca, 1-Ca,Cc,Cn)
Endif
rf (x .Gt. 0.5) Then

CDU1 = Exp(ctog(t-2*cn)*(Ca-r) ) *
& CHypA((f-ca) lz,t-ca/z,Cc,4*Cn*(cn-f) / (t-2*crL) / (t-z*cn))
Endif
CDU1 = CDVL*Cí/2
Return
End

Double Complex Function CU2(X,S)

c carcurates the second solutions for Nz = sinor,sino
C X should be Cot (pi,r (z-c) /b)
C S should be Sigrnaxb*b/alPi/Pi

Implicit Doub1e Precision (A-B,D-H,0-Z)
Implicit Double Conplex (C)

External Clog

Ci = Dc¡np1x (0D0 , lDo)
Ca = 5D-1 - Sqrt (ZSD-Z - Ci*g¡
Cc = Dcmptx(ZnO,ODO)
cn = Dcmplx(1D0,-X)/z
If (x .Lt. -0.5) Then

cu2 = cn*(1-cn)*Exp(crog(t-z*6n¡,*(ca-z)) *
&_ CHypA(I-ca/2, (3-Ca) /2,Cc,4*cn*(cn-1) / (t-Z*ç¡r¡ / (t-Z*Cn))
Endif
If ((x .Ge. -0.s) .And. (x .Le. o.s)) Then

CU2 = Cn*CHyp(Ca, 1-Ca,Cc,Cn)
Endif
rf (x .Gt. 0.5) Then

cu2 = cn*(1-cn)*cHypA (t-ca/2, (1+ca) /2,cc,4*cn*(1-cn) )Endif
Return
End

Double Complex Function CDU2(X,S)

C. Cal-culates the derivative of second solutions for Nz = SinO*SinoC X should be Cot(Vi*1=-"¡rO,
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C S should be Sigma*b*blalPí/Pí

Double Precj.sion (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
Double Complex (C)

External Clog

Ci = Dcmptx(oDo,lDo)
Ca = 5D-1 - Sqrt (25D-2 - ci*s)
Cc = Dcmptx(roo,0D0)
Cn = Dcmptx(lDO ,-X) lZIf (x '.rt. -0.s) Then

CDU2 = Exp(CIog(1-2*Cn) *(Ca-t) ),*&, cHypA((1-ca) lz,t-ca/z,cc,4*cn*(cn-1) / (L-2*cn) / (t-z*cn))
Endif
If ((x.Ge. -0.s) .And. (x.Le.0.s)) Then

CDU2 = CHyp(Ca, 1-Ca,Cc,Cn)
Endif
If (x .ct. 0.5) Then

cDU2 = CHypA((1-Ca) /Z,Ca/2,Cc,4*Cn*(1-Cn))
Endif
CDU2 = -CDV2*Cí/2
Return
End

Double Complex Function CPv(X,CV)

c carculates the Legendre Function pv(x) for rear x a¡d complex v

Implicit Doub1e Precision (A-B,D-H,0-Z)
Inplicit Double Complex (C)

Cterm = DcmpIx(lDO,ODO)
Csum = Cterm
z = (7Do_x)/2
k =Q

10 Continue
k =k+1
Cterm = Cterm*Z*(k-1-cv)x(k+cV)/(k*k)
Csum=Csum+Cterm

If (Rus(cterm) .ct. tE-20) Goto 10
CPv = Csum
Return
End

Doub1e Complex Function CQv(X,CV)

c carcurates the Legendre Function Qv(x) for rear x and complex v

Implicit Double Precision (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
Implicit Double Complex (C)

plicit
plicit

fm
In
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common /CQvd/ pi

Data Pí / 3.1415 92653 58979 32384 62643DO /

CQv = Pi,* (CPv (X , CV) *6e" (Pi*CV) - Cpv (-X , cv) ) / Zl Sin(pi*CV)
Return
End

Double Complex Function CIntPv(X0,X1,CV)

C Calculates the Integral of the Legendre Function Pv(X) from X0 to X1
C for real X0 and X1 and complex v

Implicit Doub1e Precision (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
Irnplicit Double Cornplex (C)

z = (LDo-xt)/2
Cter¡n = Dcmplx(Z,O0O)
Csum = Ctêrm'
k -0

10 Continue
Cterm = Cterm*Z*(-CV+k)*(CV+t+t)/(k+f) / (k+Z)
k =k+1
Csum =Csum+Cterm

If (¡,us (cterm) . ct . 1E-20) Goto 10z = (1Do_xo)/2
Cterm = Dcmplx(2,0D0)
Csum =Csum-Cterm
k =Q

20 Continue
k =k+1
Cterm = Cterm*Z*(-CV-1+k)*(cv+k)/(t*¡¡+1¡,
Csum=Csum-Ctern

If (.nus (cterm) . ct . 1E-20) Goto 20
CfntPv = -2xCsum
Return
End

Double Complex Function CIntQv(XO,X1,CV)

C Calculates the Integral of the Legendre Function Qv(X) fron XO to X1C for real X0 and X1 and complex v -

Implicit Double precision (A-B,O-H,O-Z)
fmplicit Double Complex (C)

Common /CIntQvd/ pi

Data pi / 3.1415 92653 58979 32384 62643D0 /
CfntQv = Pi*( Clntpv(XO,X1,CV)*6es(pi,FCV)

&, + clntpv(-xo,_x1,cv) )/z/sin(pi*cv)
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Return
End

Double Complex Function Clog(Cz)

C If the conplex Lo9 of a number has a¡r imaginary part ,'close to,'
C the value -pi then add 2*i*pi to the original 1og value.

Implicit Double Precision (A-B,D-H,O-Z)
Implicit Double Complex (C)

Common /CLogd/ Pí

Data pi /3.1415 92653 58979 32384 62643D0 /
Clog = tog(Cz)
If ( (Dirnag(clog)+pi) .Lt. 1D-18 )

&, Clög : Clog + 2iDcmPlx(0D0,1D0)*Pi
Return
End
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Appendix D

The Input File used for the Spencer
Gulf Application

The following gives the input file for the model application described in Chapter 8.

It defines various parameters, sets certain options and initialises some of the data.

Some of the other parameters, like the number of depth levels, determine the size of

the arrays in the program are set as constants at the top of the program and are fixed

at compile time.

This is the input data used when the program is started. After the duration of

this run the program (if requested) dumps all necessary data onto the file "fort.Z',,

which is expected as input if the response to the first question is "No", that is the

program is to not start afresh but to continue on from where it left off. This was a

precaution to segment the calculations so that in the event of a computer crash or

system maintenance only the previous section would need to be rerun. The input data

used for a restart is listed after this input data.

Yes
Yes
Yes
Variable
Fine

3.0
Externally

Initial Run
Use the 1st Sample Routine
Use the 2nd Sample Routine
Variable or Even Vertical Grid spacing
at sea surface =) Fine-Coarse-Fine Grid
Kappa Va1ue
Zeta prescribed Externally on Open Boundary
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Yes Yes - Output fro¡n Subroutine Draw
Number of Grid Ele¡nents in the Y-direction
Number of Grid Elements in the X-direction
Time Step in Seconds
X-direction Eddy Viscosity Coefficient.
Y-direction Eddy Viscosity Coefficient.
A1 Coefficient in Vertical Eddy Viscosity.
A2 Coefficient in Vertical Eddy Viscosity.
Not Currently used

15
75
15 .0

100 .0000
100 .0000

0 .0010
0 .0200
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

il

il

il

ll

It

il

11
t
1

1

-32.44666 137.75000
1

11
11
1

LT
L7
11

11
11
11
11

11
11
1

11
11
11
111

11
111

111
77

11
111
111
11

111
7L
11
11111

11111
11111

17t
111
111

NT
1111

-32.44666 r37 .79222 ! Lat and Long of Top
! Corners of the 15x75
! Grid.

! Data to define the Active
J Elements of the Gu1f.
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11111
1111
111
111

111 111
111 11111
111 111111
111 111111
111 1111111
111 1111111
111 11111111
111 1111111
1111 111111
111 111111
111111111
11111111
1111111
11 111

111111
11111
1111 111
111111111
11111111111
111111111111
111111111111

11111 111111
111111 1111 11
1111111 1 1111
11111111 1 1111

111111111 111
111111111111
111 11111111

111111
222222

-32.73194 137.75000
4

9
10

9

4

| 2's signify the 0pen Boundary
-32.73794 137.85000 ! Lat and Long of Botto¡n

! Corners of the 15x75
! Grid.4

5

7
7
6
b
6

5
5
6

6.5
7
6.5

I
9

6
7
7
8
I
I
9

5

! Depths of each Active Element

6
6
7
7

5

7
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L2 77.7 !7.5 17.3 t7 7
7 72 77 .7 77.5 77 77

6 ! The Number of Terms in the Sinusoidat Input
13'9430356 14.9589314 15.0410686 28.9847042 30.0 30.0821373 ! Frequencies
48.050 0.2501 73.375 0.0988 73.375 0.4704 196.017 0.5793

255.173 0.6197 255.173 0.1778 ! Phases and Ampritudes for each
48. 050 0 .2501 73.375 0.0988 73 .375 0 .4704 196 .017 o . s793

255.173 0.6197 255.173 0.L778 ! Open Boundary Element.
48.050 0 .2s01 73.375 0.0988 73.375 0 .4704 rgO . orz o . 5793

255.173 0.6197 255.173 0.7778
48.050 0.2501 73.375 0.0988 73.375 0.4704 196.017 0.5793

255.t73 0.6197 2s5.173 0.L778
48 .050 0 . 2501 73.375 0.0988 73.375 0 .4704 196 .017 o . 5793

255.173 0.6197 255.173 0.1778
48.050 0.2501 73.375 0.0988 73.375 0.4704 196.017 0.5793

255.173 0
120 .00

6.0
0 .25

255.17
Lengt

6197 3 0.L778
h of Run

Time betr¡een Samples (Sanp)
Time between Samples (Sa¡np2)

This is the input data used for a restart run. The program expects to find all the

necessary data it needs to continue calculations on the file "fort.7". After completion

of this run the file "fort.7" is overwritten with the new dumped data.

No
Yes
Yes

fnitial Run
1st Samp1e Routine
2nd Sample Routine
Length of Run
Time between Samples (
Time between Samples (

120.00
6.0
0.25

ò
S

amP
amP

)
2 )
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